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This book is affectionately dedicated 

to the memory of 
my pioneer forefathers 

and to all 
who love the mountains 

of western North Carolina 
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This was my valley . .. 

AT THE HEADWATERS of the North Fork of the Swan
nanoa River lies a valley. It is narrow, boulder-strewn, 
and less than four miles long. The mountains rise steeply 
on all sides. For the most part mountain laurel, rhododen
dron, and heavy foliage hide the precipitous cliffs. Hard 
and soft woods grow in the deep coves and on the ridges, 
and evergreens blacken the higher tops. 

Higher still are the balsam and Carolina Red Spruce, 
and this gives the range its name of Black Mountains. 

Scores of rivulets and small streams rush down the steep 
slopes and join to form the many creeks. The Little Left 
Hand Fork, the Big Left Hand, Stoney Fork, the Little 
Right Hand Fork, the Big Right Hand, Sugar Fork, the 
Long Branch and the Big Branch-the John Morgan 
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Branch and the Bergen Rock Branch-these are the 
larger streams which join to form the North Fork. Ordi
narily valleys run the length of their rivers-from the 
mountains to the sea. My valley is different. It stretches 
only from the foot of the Blacks where the river rises 
down to the Shope Mountain that turns the tumbling 
stream around its base. Below the Shope Mountain the 
valley widens. Farm lands are better, rocks are fewer. It 
is still called the North Fork of the Swannanoa, but it is 
no longer my v~l1ey. The North Fork valley that ends at 
Shope Mountain has never been called other than North 
Fork. 

For more than 150 years my valley was the home of 
the Burnets. It also was the home of countless deer, bears, 
panthers, wolves, wildcats, and lesser game. And just 
about all the Burnets were hunters. They hunted for 
food, for sport, and for recreation. They hunted as the 
spirit moved them, and the spirit moved them often. A 
motorist speeding on U .S. Highway No. 70 between Ashe
ville and Black Mountain can see the high peaks that 
surround my valley, and, until a few years ago, he could 
drive into it. Now my valley lies 30 to 105 feet under 
water. A dam at the lower end has turned the North Fork 
into a blue lake, and the waters it impounds are piped 
to Asheville. The entire area of the North Fork valley is 
now a watershed. Where once half a hundred families 
lived and farmed and cut timber, and went to school and 
attended church and reared their families, now rarely a 
voice is heard. 

Even the voice of the rapidly flowing mountain stream 
is stilled except as it goes over the cement spillway. 
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If you stand on top of the dam and look toward the 
head of the Valley, the High Top of Bee Tree, the Brushy 
Ridge, the Craggies, Buckner's Knob, the Dome, the 
Bull's Head, and Walker Knob are on your left. On your 
right are Middle Mountain, Graybeard, Rocky Knob, 
and the Pinnacle. They are in the Blue Ridge range. 

Directly ahead of you tower the Blacks, of which 
Mount Mitchell is the highest peak. The Balsam Gap, 
Blackstock's Knob, Rainbow Gap, Potato Top, Beech 
Gap, and Toe River Gap are in the center background. 
The cliffs you see in the central foreground are the Cedar 
Cliffs. 

The Highland Ponds are in front and the Cedar Pin
nacle is just back of the cliffs. The Mountain House ridge 
runs back from the Cedar Cliffs to Potato Top. 

You are standing near the spot where Frederic Burnet, 
Sr., and his wife, Granny Else, together with their chil
dren, built their first two-room log cabin in the decade 
before the Revolution, some time between 1762 and 1766. 

The Valley, with the peaks that guard it, is now for
bidden territory to all. Noone except the warden's family 
has lived in my Valley for the last 30 years. The Burnets, 
the Pattons, Tysons, Powers, Presleys, Bartlets, the Lydas, 
Morrises, Hendersons, Cordells, Allisons, Hambys, and 
Walkers, the McAfees, Conallys, Vances, and the loggers 
and sawmill workers have gone from it. 

The Valley has been returned to the forest and its 
creatures. Except for the favored few and the poachers
and the latter are there in abundance-the deer and the 
bears, the grouse and other game are safe unless they 
stray across its boundaries. 
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In another 50 years, the mountain slopes, save for the 
chestnut, will be almost the same as they were when Fred
eric Burnet notched the first logs for his cabin on the 
Laurel Branch 200 years ago. Almost the same? Almost, 
but not quite. Jeep roads doubtless will still be main
tained. They have been bulldozed to the high places, for 
forest fires are an ever-present danger, and a city must be 
able to move its fire fighters to every threatened point 
quickly. 

Already names familiar to five generations are being 
forgotten. Such names as Dim Branch, Big and Littl~ 
Slatey, Tomahawk Ridge, the Cane Creek Mountain 
Range, Buckner's Knob, Toe River Gap, and numerous 
others. The TVA and certain State and Federal Govern
ment agencies are seeing to this. In another decade no 
one will be able to pick out the small plateau on which 
Senator Zebulon Baird Vance built his mountain home, 
Gombroon, with its little lake, ice house, and stables, nor 
the rustic mansions erected by Colonel John K. Con ally, 
who established a herd of goats and served to increase the 
wildcat population in a single season in spite of liberal 
bounties for their destruction. And who will remember 
the Law School established by the celebrated jurist, Judge 
John Lancaster Bailey, prior to the Civil War? When the 
South called for men to defend the Constitution and its 
soil, the students and their celebrated teacher went to the 
front in a body. It reminds one of Stonewall Jackson and 
his V.M.I. students at New Market. This school was sit
uated midway in the Valley on my Uncle Caney Allison's 
farm. 
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In the few years that Senator Vance, North Carolina's 
War Governor, spent his summers in his English manor 
house atop his mountain, many famous folk visited the 
valley, for the Senator was hospitable. A struggling young 
attorney from Eastern North Carolina lived at my father's 
home for some three years. He came to the mountains 
seeking better health. And he made himself so loved that 
his friends freely predicted that Locke Craig some day 
would be Governor of North Carolina, and he was. With 
Governor Craig, a welcome guest in our home, was a 
learned attorney, Johnston Jones, whom my father em
ployed as a tutor to his children over a period of several 
years. 

And, of course, there will be none to remember Tige 
and Cry-Ketch, Lead, Rock, Mike, Ring, Vene and "Old 
Blue," and the others. They were dogs. In their day, each 
was famous. They were famous in a community and in 
an age when just about every man was a hunter and every 
hunter had his favorite pack of dogs. 

And so-
To preserve for my children and their children some

thing of the life of our people and the Valley which once 
nurtured and sustained them-this is written. 
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In the beginning there was Tige . .. 

UNLESS HE HAS SAVED the life of his master, has killed 
his quota of game, and has fought a bear or other fierce 
animal to a standstill, no dog may stand in the presence 
of Tige. 

I mention him first because he was the first dog to 
enter the Valley of the North Fork-as much a pioneer in 
his way as was my great-great-grandfather, Frederic Bur
net, Sr., his master and the Valley's earliest settler. He was 
to become a part of our legend, the most famous all-round 
dog in our history. Even when I was a child more than a 
hundred years later, hunters still compared the exploits 
of their dogs to Tige's. And no higher accolade could be 
given any dog than that he "waded in and fought like 
Tige." 

This Was M y Valley 7 
Tradition, someone has written, is better than recorded 

history. Who am I, a great-great-grandson of that first 
Burnet to settle in the North Fork Valley, to question 
the stories of Tige, handed down from generation to gen
eration and told around flickering campfires glowing in 
front of scores of puncheon camps while the dogs moved 
restlessly in the shadows? 

Tige was more than a bear dog. He was an eager fighter, 
a protector, a guardian, a companion, and a steadfast 
friend. At a time when danger might lurk behind any 
tree, a good dog was as important to a pioneer family as 
its flintlock rifle. Tige was never far from his master or 
his m~stress. He slept on a bearskin on the runway which 
connected the two rooms of the log cabin and went with 
Frederic into the woods and fields or stayed at the cabin 
as commanded. 

One fall day Frederic, Sr., had been picking up chest
nuts in the flats along the Big Right Hand Fork, some 
four miles from his cabin on Laurel Branch. He and Tige 
were returning home. It was about dusk and there was a 
light drizzle, and of course, fog. The man sensed nothing 
alarming and heard nothing. The leaves were damp. He 
carried a sack of chestlll,lts across his shoulder. Neither 
did Tige seem to be alarmed. Had he been he would have 
made a stand or would have dashed from the trail to 
investigate. The two reached home without incident. By 
that time it was good dark. Frederic, Sr., had his supper. 
Soon after Tige was fed and had retired to his bear
skin, there was a tremendous uproar in the back yard of 
the cabin. Granny Else grabbed a pine knot and lit it. 
Frederic flung open the back door and could see in the 
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flickering light Tige in mortal combat with a yellow ani
mal. Granddad knew it was a panther. He seized his axe 
and entered the fray. He got in one telling blow, driving 
his axe so deeply into the back of the panther that he 
could not remove it. The panther threshed around on the 
ground for a few minutes and was still. Tige released his 
hold and seemed almost as dead as the panther. He was 
cruelly torn and lacerated. They carried him into the 
house and doctored his wounds with bear grease and wild
cat oil. 

Next morning at daybreak a careful examination was 
made of the intruder. The axe had stuck in his spine. One 
kidney had been cut in two. The panther was old. There 
were gray hairs around his mouth and on his muzzle. His 
tusks were worn almost down to the gums. Unable to 
take his usual prey for food, he had stalked man. Frederic 
figured the panther had been following him downwind 
from the time he left the chestnut flats. Big game hunters 
in various parts of the world have found that animals 
ordinarily do not attack man for food unless age, disease, 
or injury makes it impossible for them to hunt down and 
devour their usual prey. 

Tige 's master would have been safe-in the house-but 
had he stepped out the door the panther would have been 
upon him. Tige was on guard. 

Lest you are puzzled as to why my forebear grabbed his 
axe instead of his rifle in true pioneer style to attack the 
panther, I should explain that he had two rifles above the 
fireboard, but had sent the locks to a blacksmith 60 miles 
away in Rutherford County to have the main springs 
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tempered. Without the locks he could not prime the pan 
of his flintlock rifle. 

In any big game fight there is always a chance that a 
wounded animal will attack the hunter. In those early 
days and on up almost to the 20th century, a hunter knew 
he had only one quick shot at his quarry. 

Tige has been with me all the days of my life, just as 
he was with my brothers, my father, my grandfather, and 
my great-grandfather, also a Frederic but always called 
"Fed" to distinguish him from his father. If I were an 
artist, I think I could draw Tige in infinite detail, so 
clearly have I heard him described over and over-the 
dim stripes of faded yellow across his shoulders and ribs 
that gave him his name-his fine head, broad chest, and 
slender flanks. I cannot recall when I first heard of him. 
As I say, he has been a part of my life, always. 

But the legend is, that he was "traded for" at Old Fort 
when the Burnet brothers, Frederic, Swan, and David, 
halted there for several weeks before undertaking the 
crossing of the Blue Ridge and heading westward. 

Tige was described as "part cur," and the word "cur" 
at that time and later in my country carried no connota
tion of inferiority. A hunter preferred a dog which was 
part cur-or mongrel-of indeterminate ancestry, finding 
that this strain usually indicated a fighting heart and 
dependability under all conditions. Relentless fighters 
with endurance and fierceness were needed. Tige was 
such a dog. 

So, almost full grown when he was acquired, Tige 
became a member of the Burnet family and, in time, of 
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This Was My Valley 
the Burnet legend. He was a specialist in a day when the 
word was rarely used. He had been taught to heel before 
he joined our family. He was taught early to obey com 
mands quickly and without question. On a hunt he 
remained close to his master, not because he didn't have 
a good nose, for he had, but because his specialty was the 
short run and the quick fight-often to the death. His 
duty was to keep the wounded game at bay. His weight 
was nearly a hundred pounds, or, as my father always 
said, for some reason, "near seven stone." He was big and 
strong. 

Those were pioneer days, and the pioneer rifle was a 
single shot, flintlock, muzzle-loading gun. The pioneer 
hunter generally was an excellent shot. Woods and for 
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reliable Colonial records, it was in the Philip Burnet 
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He also had enough flour and meal to last the family 
until it could plant and harvest a crop. All this was strictly 
in the pioneer tradition. And it was in the pioneer tradi
tion that the men should first climb the Blue Ridge 
mountains, no easy task, and scout the country ahead
for a route, for game, for arable land, and for Indians. 
This they did. 

They saw much, and what they saw they liked, so they 
determined to push ahead into what was to them un
known country; however, hunting parties and explorers 
from the Yadkin and Catawba Valleys had been crossing 

• the Blue Ridge at various points for several years. 
While the men explored beyond the Blue Ridge, the 

women folk with the smaller children remained at the 
trading post at Old Fort. It was here, according to legend, 
that Frederic 's wife, Granny Else, was offered 500 acres 
of Catawba Valley land for her white stallion, which was 
a gift from her Pennsylvania parents. The offer was 
refused. 

In our family my great-great grandmother was never 
• ; U ....., ......., 

referred to other than as "Granny Else." She treasured 
her Bible, which was printed in German with the flyleaf 
transcribed in German script. 

Years later strangers entering the Valley sometimes, 
because of her accent, referred to her as that "Dutch 
woman." Inasmuch as the German is called "Deutsch"
and pronounced "doich," it is easy to conclude that the 
pronunciation was confusing-thus the word Dutch. One 
of her treasured possessions was a conch shell which she 
kept to remind her of the roar of the sea she had known 
in her childhood. She must have been an intrepid woman, 
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with the courage and resourcefulness necessary for a life 
in the wilderness, for Granny Else left to those who came 
after her a legend that she rode her white stallion alone 
to Kings Mountain seeking and finding her men, who 
had joined other long riflemen in that Revolutionary 
engagement. She did not know a battle had been fought 
until she met the hardy patriots returning from it. She 
knew only that her men had gone to drive the Red Coats 
out of the country and she felt they had been gone too 
long from home and needed food and fresh clothing. She 
was so sure she would find them alive that she took food 
and clothing with her. She found them near Lincolnton 
-on their way home again. 

Granny Else lived to be 95. Her conch shell played 
quite a role in the history of the Valley, especially in her 
own family. It was blown to call the workers to meals . 
When Granny Else blew it, the sound echoed throughout 
the entire valley. When sickness or accidents occurred, it 
was blown to summon help. Its sound became one to call 
the neighborhood together. 

While hunting alone, two generations later, my great 
uncle, Drew Burnet, was lost in the Cane Creek Moun
tains near High Top just above the present Blue Ridge 
Assembly Grounds. Fog had come down, and in the 
excitement of the hunt he had become confused. He had 
wandered aimlessly until he was six or seven miles from 
home. He found a shelter under an overhanging cliff. He 
tied his dog far back under the precipice and was prepar
ing to spend the night. His mother, Betsy, anxiously 
waited far into the night for the return of her son. She 
then remembered the conch shell. She took it from the 
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fire board and blew for him. He heard the welcome sound 
and thus guided was soon on his way home. I mention 
this now only because the conch shell came into the wil
derness with her and is, so far as I know, the only piece 
of memorabilia we now have of her time. 

When everything was ready to resume the westward 
journey, the Burnet brothers began the ascent of the Blue 
Ridge. If you followed the route they took even now, it 
would be no easy task either on foot or horseback, yet 
they made it to· the top with three heavy wagons. The 
climb did not prove too hard up by Dark Hollow Hill 
and as far as Catawba Falls, but the falls were impassable. 
Steep, rocky slopes came down to the water's edge. There 
was a narrow trail on the north side. It doubtless was a 
game trail. The wagons were unloaded and all the belong
ings were carried around the falls. Then the wagons 
were dismantled and carried over the trail piece by piece. 
Reassembling them required days of back-breaking labor. 

Traveling was better after the party reached the top 
of the Blue Ridge and began the descent, following a 
small stream that flowed westward by Ridgecrest and 
Black Mountain. In two days, they made camp at a bold 
spring near the present site of Moore General Hospital, 
where they got their first glimpse of the North Fork 
Valley. 

Here accounts differ. One story is that Frederic looked 
up toward the Blacks and Craggy and announced that he 
had found his home and would go no farther. The other 
story has it that the party made a hunting trip into the 
Valley to replenish the larder and found plenty of game. 
Frederic, who preferred hunting to farming until the end 
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of his days, was little concerned about the fertility of the 
rock strewn valley and more about the possible presence 
of deer and bears and lesser game in quantity. 

At any rate, Frederic stayed here while Swan and David 
continued the journey down the Swannanoa and French 
Broad valleys. Swan settled in eastern Tennessee, and 
David, who must have been the more adventurous of 
the three brothers, went on west. He finally reached 
Texas and settled there, where he and his descendants 
were active in the development of that state, both polit
ically and materially. 

Soon other settlers arrived in the Valley. 
. A mill to grind corn and grain generally was needed 

in the North Fork Valley. Many relatives still lived at 
Big Lick and vicinity in the Shenandoah Valley in Vir
ginia. It was known that they had an augur, so Frederic 
Burnet, Jr., who at the time was only 16 years of age, 
and who had made the journey from Virginia with his 
parents, was sent to borrow it. He was told to get on the 
Blue RidlZe and be careful to stav on the summit. which 

v , ' 

would guide him to Big Lick. With a rifle and Tige, he 
went into the unknown wilderness. It took him 16 days 
each way to make the journey. After visiting relatives and 
gathering up precious seeds, apple grafts, and herbs for 
medicines, he finally got back to the North Fork Valley. 
He had the augur. He had been gone four months. 

From the apple seedlings came the first orchard in 
these parts, and later on peach trees were brought in and 
prospered. In due course Fed, my grandfather, became a 
man of considerable means and property. He operated 
the mill built by his father. The apples and peaches he 
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turned into brandy at the only still in the Valley. He 
operated it until the government placed a tax on the 
manufacture of hard liquors . He would not pay tribute 
to the government and he would not manufacture whis
key illegally. 

A story connected with the operation of my granddad's 
still always interested me. My great Uncle Else was a 
brother of Philip and was named for Granny Else. He 
was a preacher. He with others organized the North Fork 
Church in 1823. Frederic, Jr., gave six acres of land for 
the church site. Uncle Else worked six week days and 

. preached on Sunday. He was a powerful exhorter. The 
principal industry in the Valley was distilling apples, 
peaches and corn into brandy and whiskey. Temperance 
was urged and practiced as compared with our day, and 
excessive drinking was looked upon with definite disfavor. 
Uncle Else worked daily at a still. It has been said of him 
that on Sunday morning he would take about three fin
gers of properly distilled apple brandy and then preach 
a powerful temperance sermon. After about 100 years, 
Uncle Else is still remembered with affection. 

I remember the orchards as a child. The three of them 
covered approximately 100 acres, and there were a dozen 
or more varieties of apples and peaches. My granddad 
was a successful grafter and often had three or four vari
eties growing on a single trunk. Limber-twigs, Winter
johns, Baldwins, Lewis greens, June apples-several vari
eties-Sheepnose, Buffs, and many other species were 
developed in the Valley, and the neighbors freely ex
changed grafts. For these pioneer orchards, such a thing 
as spraying was never heard of. The trees were trimmed 
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and groomed each year, but no other care was needed. 
Rarely ever did a tree miss bearing a heavy crop of apples 
or peaches. When the City of Asheville built its dam on 
the site of our farm in 1952-1953, several trees more than 
100 years old were hardy and still bearing luscious fruit. 

Had Tige not gone to Virginia with Fed, this incident 
would not likely have occurred. One night in the late Fall, 
while the family was sitting in front of the open fire, they 
heard a noise on the roof. Hogs had been killed, and the 
dressed meat hung from the rafters above the fireplace. 
In those days, there were no nails in the wilderness. The 
thick oak shingles were held in place by slender poles 
extending the width of the roof. These in turn were 
weighted down by rocks at each end and sometimes near 
the center. Of course every eye turned toward the roof. 
A shingle shifted and a dark brown paw appeared. My 
great-great-grandfather climbed on the cross poles and 
seized the paw. Granny Else clamored up and grabbed 
the paw also. Together they were able to pull it down 
several inches. Frederic turned loose and got down his 
rifle and went outside while Granny Else continued to 
hold on tightly. He killed the panther, which had been 
attracted to the house by the smell of fresh pork. 

When the first settlers entered the North Fork Valley, 
panthers were numerous. Ordinarily this animal has been 
called by the name of "painters" in the Western North 
Carolina mountains. It is called cougar or mountain lion 
in our western states. 

It appears this ordinarily dreaded animal has different 
temperament and characteristics in various localities. In 
our western states, it has very rarely attacked a human 
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being. For the most part from pioneer days, the western 
cougar or mountain lion has had an abundance of food. 
It has usually been accused of cowardice. It trees readily. 
It fights rarely and only when cornered. Almost any kind 
of a dog may chase it up a tree. In the swamps of Louisi
ana and Mississippi and Florida, the panther shows a bit 
more courage. It fights on the ground and occasionally 
takes to a tree. But here in our North Fork Valley area, 
rarely if ever, has a panther been known to take to a tree 
as refuge from a dog or dogs. He will take a pack on long 
races over many miles. When brought to bay, he fights 

. fiercely and kills. We have had many valuable dogs killed 
by panthers. As late as the turn of the century we lost 
them to these deadly animals. 

The hunters feared everything about the panther. He 
was avoided. He was dreaded. 

At the close of the Civil War, deer, the panther's choic
est food, had just about all been killed in the Valley. Pan
thers sought more lucrative hunting grounds, and just 
about disappeared. They will not stay very long in a sec
tion where their favorite game is scarce. As game began 
to increase, they gradually returned, appearing in the 
areas around the Pink Beds in the Pisgah National Forest. 
Increasingly, several pairs frequented our Valley. On one 
occasion, an elderly Indian killed a deer. He was carrying 
it into the settlement when a huge panther attacked him. 
As the Indian passed underneath a lodged, partly fallen 
tree, the animal sprung from above, carried the Indian 
and the deer to the ground and inflicted a severe bite on 
the Indian's neck and shoulder. At this point, the hungry 
animal gave its attention to the slain deer, thus enabling 
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the Indian to escape. Although he lived for several years, 
he did not fully recover from the attack. 

A pioneer family by the name of Pilkie lived far up 
the Valley just under the Highland Ponds. One day, the 
father and mother were hoeing corn. They had left their 
three small children on a blanket under a large oak tree 
at the end of a corn row. When they heard a scream from 
the oldest, who was some five years old, they hurried to 
their children, reaching them just in time to see a large 
reddish-brown animal jump the rail fence and disappear 
into the dense forest with the second child in its mouth . 
Miles away on the Cedar Pinnacle rescue parties found 
only·a shred of the child's garment-the only trace of the 
child or panther. 

Up until the present century, the Valley and the lower 
ridges and coves which surround it had plenty of food 
for wild game of every description. Hickory nuts, acorns, 
chestnuts, beech mast, chinquapins, and all kinds of ber
ries were abundant. Squirrels, boomers, pheasants, rac
coons. and possums were fat and plentiful. Wild turkeys 

~ .I. .I. ~ 

were choice fare for anyone's table. In the early morn-
ings the North Fork Valley resounded with the yelps and 
gobbles of wild turkeys getting ready to leave their roosts. 
There were flocks which ranged Tomahawk ridge, two or 
three miles across the Valley from the Laurel Branch log 
cabin, and it was here that Frederic usually got his turkey. 

To stalk turkeys requires the utmost skill and care. 
They should be approached before they leave their roosts 
at daybreak. One morning Frederic left Tige at home 
and told Granny Else not to release him until after day
light. He was afraid the dog might disturb the turkeys. 
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He arrived at the turkey roost while it was still dark and 
sat down to await enough daylight to be able to shoot. 
Just at daybreak, when he was getting ready to get his 
turkey, he saw far down the ridge something white ap
proaching. When it got within range in the half light he 
fired. The white blob disappeared. The turkeys took off 
with a whoosh. He saw a dark figure down the ridge 
bound two or three times and disappear. He reloaded his 
gun and hurried down the ridge. The white object lay on 
the ground-a lamb the larger animal had killed down in 
the valley and was taking to its lair. Frederic hung the 

. lamb on a bush and sat down to await Tige. When Tige 
appeared, he ordered him to track. Tige followed the 
fresh trail across the Steer Rock Stomping Ridge and 
entered the Big Cove, his master following closely. As the 
two almost crawled through a dense rhododendron 
thicket, Tige turned sharply and ran by Frederic, almost 
knocking him over. Frederic looked up. In full view was 
a wolf, as surprised as Tige. The man shot him dead. 
Tige then resumed the trail and within a few hundred 
yards came to a cave. Dead at the mouth of the cave was 
the mother wolf. The shot that had caused her to drop 
the lamb had proved fatal. 

From inside the cave came whines of wolf puppies. 
Frederic closed the opening with rocks and went for help. 
The cave yielded nine baby wolves. The pups were taken 
down to the Valley and attempts were made to make pets 
of them, but by the time they were half grown they had 
to be killed. 

Our family, during the more than 175 years of resi
dence on North Fork, had little success in domesticating 
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wild animals. At various times we tried to tame bears, 
foxes, coons and deer. Even I tried my hand at it as a 
small boy. Maybe we lacked the patience, I don't know. 
I do remember that my grandmother raised a deer on a 
bottle and had a silver bell tied around his neck. But one 
fine day both deer and bell disappeared. No one ever 
knew what became of them. Perhaps our instincts were 
more those of the hunter than of the trainer, and the 
animals sensed that. 

Bears, as cubs, I remember were playful but rough, 
and I don't recall any of us keeping a cub at the house. 
Bears, of course, were hunted the whole year. In consid
erable wandering over the United States and Canada, I 
have learned that bears are hunted differently in different 
areas, even in various parts of our own mountains. In 
order that you may learn about the method used in our 
area I will describe a hunt in detail. Then you can better 
understand about the dogs which are to follow. 

However-
We cannot leave Tige without one final word. 
The descendants of the North Fork Valley pioneers 

and early settlers still sit around their firesides and camp
fires and argue and discuss the merits and accomplish
ments of lots of great dogs of the past. Tige is rarely, if 
ever, overlooked. He had lived and fought and served 
alone. He took on bears and panthers and wolves and 
other adversaries as he found them. This he did often, 
perhaps almost daily. Although almost 200 years have 
passed, his memory has not become dim. Among the 
Burnet dogs, he stands supreme. 
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Bear hunting then and now . .. 

WHILE MOST PIONEER and early settlers did some hunt
ing throughout the year, the Fall bear hunts were con
sidered the most important. The principal food of bears 
in late summer and early fall was chestnuts. Later in the 
season, white oak and chestnut oak acorns were choice 
morsels. On these nuts the bears grew fat, and a fat bear 
loses some of its agility and endurance and is easier han
dled by the dogs. 

Weeks of preparation usually preceded the fall hunt. 
Corn was laid by and early maturing farm crops had to 
be gathered. Scouts went out to locate bear signs, and 
wherever bears are there are plenty of signs. As he travels 
in search of food the bear leaves his readily recognized 
tracks. Overturned rocks and demolished and torn-to
pieces logs line his routes of travel. He relishes grubs and 
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honey. He is on the lookout for yellow jacket nests, and 
you may see where he digs for groundhogs. He likes to 
add grubs and honey and fresh meat to his diet of nuts. 
So, if he is using a given area or territory, he is sure to 
leave plenty of signs. During the years between 1800 and 
1900, packs of dogs were generally used in hunting bears. 
These were carefully chosen or bred. 

The Burnets usually had a well-trained pack. The 
grandsons of Philip Burnet, the sons of Frederic, Sr., and 
their early descendants as a rule kept a pack of from five 
to seven. Previous to their day, still-hunting was the 
method used, and one dog on the order of Tige was suffi
cient to bag the usual game, but successful hunters be
tween 1800 and 1900 considered a pack of from five to 
seven dogs the ideal number. The Burnet hunters did 
not want more than five in the chase. And in those days, 
double-packing was unknown, for to double-pack and 
send in fresh dogs was considered unsportsmanlike. It 
simply was not done. Your game was to be taken in a 
sportsman-like manner, and it was given a chance to pit 
its ingenuity and running and fighting ability and skill 
against one pack of dogs-and one pack only. 

Not so the modern hunt as practiced in these later 
days here in North Carolina! To begin with, just about 
all of the good game and hunting areas are either con
trolled by private hunting clubs or by the State or Fed
eral government. This condition exists in the hunting 
areas in both eastern and western North Carolina. Large 
groups of hunters, at times numbering around 100 or 
more, move into the club or government areas. Each of 
these hunters has been formally enrolled, for the hunt 
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and has paid a liberal fee for the daily or weekly, or, in 
some cases, the season's hunting privilege. Each hunter 
carries a high-powered rifle, the calibre of which is deter
mined by the ruling authorities. You may be sure it is 
high-powered! He is outfitted with specified clothing. He 
often arrives at the hunting grounds in a Cadillac or Olds
mobile or other high-priced car. Four-wheel-drive Jeeps 
are seen in abundance. Jeeps transport the hunters to 
their stands, thus preventing the necessity of doing any 
walking. It is made easy. 

The guides or club managers ordinarily station the 
. standers close to each other-along old logging or woods 

roads and near enough for one hunter to clearly see his 
nearest stander. In this way, with the hordes of sportsmen, 
the hunting areas are just about completely surrounded 
by men. Not much chance for a bear to escape without 
the risk of being seen by a hunter within shooting range. 
The dogs are high bred and high priced. At times there 
are from 30 to 50 on each hunt. Fierce-looking Plotts, 
Airedales, Norwegian Bear Dogs, and all the breeds of 
hounds. If a bear whips out one pack of say eight to 12, 
a fresh pack of equal number is ready to take up the con
flict with the already tired animal. And a third pack is 
used if necessary. By a series of double-packing, these 
chases have been known to go for two or three days and 
nights before the quarry is finally worn down and shot. 
Even so, some of the crafty and courageous old fellows 
whip them out-dogs, men and all. Not so with the little 
cub bears, which are slaughtered in large numbers each 
season. It is not at all exceptional to see on a woods road 
winding through private club grounds or government 
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areas some 75 to 100 cars slowly moving in proud pro
cession and gleeful parade followed by several trucks or 
jeeps loaded with barking dogs. In the front of this line 
is an open bodied vehicle proudly bearing one small cub 
bear. It was with its mother when the dogs struck her 
trail. When danger approached, the mother bear gave a 
snort-signal which commanded her babies to take to a 
tree for protection while she stood her ground and fought 
for her life and for the lives of her babies. Well-trained, 
high-priced tree dogs had located the refuge tree and a 
high-powered rifile, or several of them, had sprung into 
action . 

Not so with bear hunts in the North Fork Valley. 
Rarely did more than five to eight hunters line up for a 
given hunt. Only five, and very rarely as many as seven 
dogs were used. Our hunts usually were for a week. They 
lasted from Monday morning until Saturday afternoon. 
The men were neighbors with an occasional invited 
guest. They had been hunting companions since they 
were old enough to carry and handle a gun. When neigh
bors hunt together, warm friendships are sure to develop. 
If possible, it seems, they become closer than mere friends. 
When they left the Valley for a hunt, each man carried 
a meal or grain or haversack swung across his shoulder. 
These sacks were filled with packages of corn meal and a 
bit of flour to make gravy. Corn fritters were good eating 
beside the campfires. Salt, of course, was never forgotten, 
for fresh meat had to be salted. Coffee was a standard 
camp necessity. It was taken black and hot without sugar. 
The coffee pot and frying pan and tin cups were strapped 
to the sack. One of the men carried an axe. Good wood 
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for campfires was a prime necessity. Then each man's sack 
carried a lot of dog bread. For meat, wild game taken on 
the hunt usually was depended upon. As a precaution, a 
slab of streaked bacon was added. It was hickory-smoked 
and was always good camp eating. A bag of potatoes and 
some onions completed the ration quota. No comforts 
were added. None were wanted. I never knew one of my 
father's old time hunting companions to take along a 
blanket or covering of any kind. The lean-to or puncheon 
camp was his on.ly shelter. Before these small evidences 
of comfort, a big log fire was kept glowing. The hunter 
camped out, he cooked and ate out, and he slept out. He 
slept on the ground with a stick of wood or a rock for a 
pillow. He didn't mind the weather. He liked it rough
it presaged good hunting. He and his companions left 
home early enough to walk some six miles and set up 
camp before dark. Plenty of good wood was gathered and 
an early supper was prepared and eaten. Then they went 
to bed on the bare ground. 

During the night an occasional wild animal may have 
disturbed their rest. A panther's scream sometimes broke 
the silent stillness. It sounded like the scream of a terrified 
woman. It was a bit muffled as if the panther were hold
ing its mouth near the ground. The tied dogs far back 
under the shelter would whine and growl. No one wanted 
to "lock horns" with a panther. Long before daybreak, 
the camp became alive. The dogs were fed and the men 
ate their breakfast. The coffee pot had been going all 
night. Plans for the hunt were discussed and final arrange
ments agreed upon. Each man took a final swallow of 
coffee from his tin cup. Each understood his assignment 
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and knew his stand. The drivers rarely ever varied. Dogs 
like some men more than others, so the one chosen to take 
the dogs on the drive was the person all the dogs would 
willingly follow. Aside from the North Fork Valley, the 
Burnet hunters preferred the Toe River Gap area, the 
Burnet Horse Range, the Bear Wallow, the Cherry Log, 
and Blue Ridge areas. For more than 100 years they 
maintained their puncheon camp at the spring where my 
cabin is located. This series of stories is being written for 
the most part in the cabin, high up near the top of the 
Pinnacle of the Blue Ridge. The cabin has for a long 
time been called "Mile High." From my cabin fireside I 
can see Green Knob with its fire tower. Occasionally a 
single deer, or sometimes a herd, will pause for a drink 
of water in the small pond only a few feet from my win-

dow. 
A bear's track is often seen near the cabin. About half 

a mile across the ridge is my father 's stand, which has 
been known as "Fate's Stand" for more than three-quar
ters of a century. In his day, it never occurred to anyone 
else to use his stand when he was on the hunt, and he 

usually was along . 
From the high rock at the edge of a dense group of 

balsam on the north side of the Pinnacle, he could hear 
in all directions for mile on mile. If the dogs got out of 
hearing of the half-dozen other standers down in the 
coves or on the lower ridges, Daddy could usually keep 
them in touch with the race. His yelling or hollering 
voice was as clear as a bell and carried far out and beyond 
and resounded throughout the coves and across the ridges 
to far distances. At the age of 16, he had joined Company 
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G of the First North Carolina Cavalry. He rode with 
J.E.B. Stuart around the Union Army, and was with 
Wade Hampton when he "stole" more than 2,000 fat 
cattle on the memorable cattle raid. 

When he volunteered, his six older brothers were 
already wearing the Confederate gray. Four of his broth
ers did not come home-they were killed "somewhere in 
Virginia," while a fifth brother died from exposure and 
disease soon after reaching home in April, 1865. At the 
time about which I write, Daddy was in his prime. Six 
feet two, he normally weighed about 210. He was as active 

. and quick as a cat. He was the youngest of seven boys and 
five girls. While with Lee and Jackson and the other 
immortal leaders, he became expert in giving the "Rebel 
Yell." As a boy in the North Fork Valley, I heard it often. 
Excitement and exhilaration usually caused it. In an 
exciting chase and just about always at the kill, both 
Daddy and Uncle John Lyda would burst out with a 
series of blood curdling shouts. I have never been able 
to describe tllis yell, although I have heard Daddy peal 
forth with it at the end of a successful wildcat race. 

In reading and studying Civil War history, I have often 
run across attempts by various authors to describe the 
Rebel Yell. One writer called it: "That yell, that hellish 
yell"-Another: "I have never, since I was born, heard so 
fearful a noise-a regular wildcat screech"-Another still: 
"There is nothing like it this side of the eternal region
the peculiar corkscrew sensation that it sends down your 
backbone can never be told." And still another: "A spine 
chilling thing, that Rebel Yell." Stonewall Jackson said 
of it: "The sweetest music I ever heard." Joe McAfee 
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once remarked that when either Daddy or Uncle John 
Lyda gave out this particular whoop it made daredevils 
out of a pack of dogs. 

On this particular morning Daddy was on his "Fate's 
Stand" early. Uncle John Lyda, as our family always 
called him, for he was Daddy's messmate during the war, 
was at the Beech stand, down on the Bergen Rock ridge. 
Joe McAfee went up on the ridge leading to Potato Top. 
My cousin Champ Burnet was stationed on the Bald 
Knob, and Lewis Patton left the camp early and went 
across the Valley to the Old Mountain House. 

The stands were well covered when my older brother 
Will, who as a hunter had no peer in our generation, took 
the dogs and drove. He was followed by a great pack of 
five . Following the ridge leading from the Pinnacle of the 
Blue Ridge out across Rocky Knob and Graybeard, he 
turned the dogs into the head waters of the Long Branch. 
Fan was a fine strike dog and was first to open on a trail. 
Glass, her running and fighting mate, (they usually 
packed together) soon joined her. 

They had a good trail. Right away, Ring joined in 
together with two promising young Plotts which were 
taken along for trial. In going in to join the others, Little 
Lead struck ahead of the trailing pack and led the trail 
across the Chestnut Cove Ridge. As yet, Sooner had not 
opened up. Soon the dogs were heard doubling back 
across the ridge and Sooner was in the lead. They had 
jumped the bear on the southwest side of the Chestnut 
Cove Ridge. In a matter of minutes the dogs had crossed 
low down on the Long Branch and were climbing the 
Bear Wallow Ridge. Daddy's stand was about four miles 
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packed together) soon joined her. 

They had a good trail. Right away, Ring joined in 
together with two promising young Plotts which were 
taken along for trial. In going in to join the others, Little 
Lead struck ahead of the trailing pack and led the trail 
across the Chestnut Cove Ridge. As yet, Sooner had not 
opened up. Soon the dogs were heard doubling back 
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east. He heard Sooner come to the top of the Bear Wallow 
ridge, soon followed by the pack. Here he let out the 
Rebel Yell indicating to the standers generally that the 
bear was headed their way. My brother Will ranged along 
the high tops in order to follow through should the bear 
go out across the ridge toward Mill Creek. George Carver 
was on the Green Knob six miles east of Daddy's stand. 
He heard and recognized my Father's voice, and started 
out double-quick for the Toe River Gap to join his hunt
ing companions .. In less than an hour he took his stand 
in the Toe River Gap only a few hundred yards below 
Daddy. 

In the meantime the bear had crossed over the Bear 
Wallow Ridge and entered the roughs of the Little Right 
Hand Fork. Here Sooner, who had distanced the pack, 
engaged the bear in the first fight of the chase. He held 
the bear by his close and terrific fighting in a rhododen
dron thicket until Glass and Fan, Lead and Ring, and 
the two Plotts caught up and entered the fight. The bear 
soon broke leaving the two Plotts behind. They had 
enough. 

Apparently the bear was whipped, at least temporarily 
so. It ran down hill for three or more miles thus gaining 
a lead on all the dogs except Sooner. It crossed the Big 
Right Hand Fork and went up the Dry Branch and 
around the Cedar Pinnacle-then on to the Timber 
Ridge. Here the dogs came up with him and held him 
for an hour or more in a terrific fight. The standers by 
this time had sensed that the chase had turned away from 
their stands and that the bear was an unusual one. When 
the bear again broke it made for the rough Stony Fork 
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wilderness. The going from the back of Timber Ridge 
was rough, and it was a slow running fight up through the 
Little Burnet Horse Range to just under Rainbow Gap 
near the main top of the Black Mountains. Here he treed. 
As soon as Fan and Glass, Lead, Sooner, and Ring got 
their second breath, they settled down to their coarse tree 
bark. Each of them had a pretty mouth, both in running 
and at the tree. 

Daddy, from his Pinnacle outlook, yelled out that the 
dogs had treed just under Rainbow Gap. Lewis Patton 
at his stand in the Old Mountain House field, was nearer 
the tree by two or three miles than other standers. He 
w.as well rested so lost no time in getting near the tree. He 
saw the bear from a distance of about one hundred yards, 
but hesitated to risk a long shot. The bear, as is usual, had 
treed in a rough, rocky section, so, while Lewis was crawl
ing through the dense thicket, the bear came down the 
tree. This bear instead of going across the Blacks into the 
wild Cane River country, as was usual with races gen
erally, whipped eastward and w.orked his way along paral
lel to the Blacks across the Mountain House Ridge just 
under the Elizabeth Rock and thus gained another down
hill run of some three miles. This was in the late after
noon. The dogs were tired. The standers were confused. 
The way and routes the bear had taken from the begin
ning of the race simply did not make sense. By circling 
and whipping back and gaining distance and periods of 
rest on his downhill runs, he gained advantages that made 
the race seem lost. But the dogs kept on. The bear, 
after leaving the Mountain House Ridge, crossed the 
John Morgan Branch, soon topped the Bergen Rock 
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Ridge, and right away was on the point of the Bill Gragg 
Bear Pen Ridge. From here for more than a mile it was a 
walking fight. Daddy, from the way the chase was headed 
at this time, fully expected it to cross by his stand on the 
north side of the Pinnacle of the Blue Ridge. Instead, it 
crossed the Blue Ridge on the south side of the Pinnacle 
and was soon on another downhill run on the Mill Creek 
side and was ranging along the side of the Blue Ridge east 
of the Pinnacle. It crossed over the ridge at the Isinglass 
Rock and on down its downhill course into the upper Toe 
River country. 

A short while before dark it was going around the Toe 
River side of the Green Knob well down in Yancey 
County and finally went over the ridge and entered the 
Big Lost Cove. It was here the dogs went out of hearing 
some six miles from the standers who had made their way 
out to the high tops as darkness drew nearer. George 
Carver and my Father had last heard the dogs as they 
entered the Big Lost Cove. It was now about sundown. 
They decided to stay with their dogs. 

More than an hour later, they had clambered up the 
west side of Green Knob and laboriously reached its top. 
Joyous music filled their ears and the hollows and ridges 
of the Big Lost Cove. All five of their dogs were giving 
their eager fighting tree bark. They sounded a bit hoarse, 
but were eager and determined. They were only a short 
distance away. A full moon shone brightly. The two men, 
after a whispered consultation, decided to approach the 
tree in different directions. My Father reached the tree 
first and with his 45-70 Springfield, a gift from Locke 
Craig, he placed a bullet in a vital spot. 
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They hog-dressed the bear and hung him up in a tree 
out of reach of wildcats and other animals. It was then 
pitch dark except for the moonlight. Hours later Daddy 
and George were back at the puncheon camp on the 
Cherry Log. They had brought with them the bear's heart 
and liver and a slab of back bones and spare ribs for a 
late supper. Fortunately, in the all-day chase, none of the 
dogs were injured. 
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These were some of my people . .. 

NORTH FORK VALLEY was a typical pioneer commu
nity of the time. Its people turned their hands to many 
skills, as had their fathers and mothers before them. They 
had blacksmith shops where they built their own wagons 
and plows and made their own knives and tools. 

They tanned their own leather and made their shoes, 
harness, and saddles. They carded and spun their wool, 
wove their cloth, and made their own clothes. Every man 
was his own farmer, blacksmith, gunsmith, carpenter, 
cobbler, and tinker. 

Uncle Caney Allison was a good example of the re
sourceful pioneer. He was a large landowner, the Valley's 
shoemaker, and was adept at setting broken bones, ,stanch
ing the flow of blood, and dressing wounds. He was a 
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good doctor of man and beast. He had his own remedy 
for preventing infection of open wounds, which may have 
been a forerunner of Penicillin. He used a fungus which 
he mixed with cobwebs and applied to the wound as a 
poultice. Also he was a justice of the peace, and we called 
him Squire. 

The forests and fields brought forth lots of wild fruits, 
such as strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries, plums, and 
crab apples. From the woods came chestnuts, chinqua
pins, beechnuts, hickory nuts, hazel nuts, walnuts, and 
others. The farms, rocky as they were, produced corn, 
wheat, rye, oats, buckwheat, apples, peaches, and pears. 
My grandfather had a sizeable orchard and produced 
apple and peach brandy in season and distilled corn and 
rye as the community required. 

Domestic animals and chickens, geese and turkeys were 
generally found on the small farms in the Valley and 
coves. From 1800 to 1900 the mountaineers lived largely 
in a world to themselves. It was during this period that 
my great-Uncle Philip lived. My grandfather, who was 
known as Fed, was born in 1800. Uncle Philip, who was 
named for the early Philip Burnet who landed at New 
Castle, Delaware, in the early 1700's, was older than my 
grandfather. He was, therefore, born before 1800. He 
lived several years after my grandfather died in 1886. 

Tradition has it that he attained the age of 99 years. 
During the period of his lifetime few written records 
were kept in our community beyond the dates of births 
and deaths entered in the family Bible. Someone has said 
that the pioneer, generally speaking, was careless of his 
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own biography-that he "took the powder horn and left 
the ink horn behind." It has been said that both history 
and tradition are "a combination of fact and fantasy." 

Our Uncle Philip was a favorite with all the residents 
of the Valley. He visited the neighbors and often spent 
the night with them. He was a good hunter and went for 
bears, deer, turkeys, and any other game. He also was a 
skilled fisherman. After a century and a half he is still best 
remembered as a story teller. His factual stories had to do 
with his own e~periences-mostly hunting. 

Uncle Philip 's approach to a story was unique. "I saw 
_ it coming," or "I heard the leaves rattle" or "I heard a 

twig break," would embrace his audience in his own 
experience. He held you in suspense until the very end 
and until the end you never learned what "it" was. He 
reminded one of o. Henry-interest-suspense-finally 
cracking the whip. His pet phrase, "I saw it coming one 
in a gang, and three by themselves" always caused amuse
ment. When Uncle Philip told a story, you could feel the 
excitement every hunter feels when he thinks he is close 
to unseen game. 

On one occasion he was standing for deer at the Deep 
Gap of the Blue Ridge at the head of Curtis's Creek in 
McDowell county. The dogs were trying to work out a 
cold deer trail on the Horse Range ridge in the Mount 
Mitchell-Clingman Peak area. He saw two large bucks 
coming. They were slipping out to get ahead of the dogs. 
He fired at the one in front. It fell dead in its tracks. The 
second deer leaped forward and stopped still beside its 
fallen comrade. It stood trembling. Uncle Philip cauti-
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ously, but hastily, re-loaded his flintlock-muzzle-loading 
rifle, aimed carefully and brought down the standing 
buck. It fell dead against its companion. 

For several years during the 1890's, Mr. James L. Alex
ander of the old Battery Park Hotel in Asheville had 
Uncle Philip annually as his guest. Each season he spent 
some two weeks entertaining the hotel guests, who in 
those days usually came for the entire summer. 

Gathered around the huge fireplace at the Battery Park 
would be dozens of eager guests listening breathlessly to 
Uncle Philip's tales. His speech was unique. So was his 
appearance. He was tall-well over six feet. He was slen
der and wiry as a hickory sapling, and just as straight. His 
clothes were homespun and homemade. On such occa
sions he wore a cutaway coat that came to his knees. His 
knee boots were home tanned and also homemade, as 
were his shirts and socks. He smoked a homemade pipe, 
corncob bowl and reed stem. Of course his tobacco was 
home-grown and home-cured also. 

To the summer boarders-they were not tourists then
Uncle Philip was a typical mountaineer and a character. 
What stories they must have carried home about him! 
We had just as many stories. One will suffice. 

About 1850 Uncle Philip decided to move to Texas. 
Good accounts kept coming back to North Fork Valley 
from his relatives who had migrated to Texas in earlier 
years. It took more than a year for him to make prepara
tions for the long, arduous trip. He was then around 60 
years old. He had a large family, including several grand
children, so he prepared well. Finally they were on their 
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way. Day by day he and his family gradually cut down the 
distance. They reached the banks of the Mississippi some
where near Vicksburg. They spent several weeks there 
building a raft to cross the great river. After a successful 
crossing, the party paused several more weeks to plant 
and grow a little garden. They had found their meat diet 
had become monotonous and Uncle Philip had decided it 
was "unhealthy." What's more, the drinking water had 
tasted "unnatural-like" for many miles, and it seemed the 
farther they went the "worser and worser" it got. It tasted 
worse the nearer they got to Texas. Uncle Philip, like 
Israel, began to lament, "Oh, for one gourd of cool water 
from the old chestnut root spring" back on North Fork. 

Finally they reached their relatives in Texas. Uncle 
Philip spent only one night with them. He didn't even 
unload his wagons. In the early afternoon of the second 
day he started back to the mountains of North Carolina. 
The party made better time on the return trip. Uncle 
Philip was back home. He had been gone " 18 months to 
the day." He had had enough of wandering, and spent his 
last years calmly, surrounded by his own children and 
his neighbors' children. He claimed all of them as his 
own. Leaning against his knees, hanging on to his chair, 
curled up on the floor at his feet, they drew near to be 
sure to hear every word when he told them stories. At the 
ripe age of 99, according to the best accounts, he was still 
a fine fisherman and a dead shot. He never wore glasses. 

Uncle Philip would sit for hours at his fishing holes 
along the creek bank. He tempted and caught the big 
ones. He would sit calmly and fish and smoke. And if an 
unwary squirrel or mink or other animal came near, he 
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shot its eye out with "Old Matilda," his muzzle-loading 
rifle which he named for his wife. This was in the pioneer 
custom and tradition, for no man in the Valley until after 
the dawn of the 20th century would thing of going any
where without his rifle. 

When I sit in my cabin in the late afternoon and look 
across the Cherry Log to the Fire Tower atop Green 
Knob, it is as if it were yesterday that my brother Will 
and I left our brother Bart on the top some 60 years ago 
to signal with a rifle shot if he heard the dogs cross the 
ridge from Buck Creek or Curtis's Creek and head for 
the Toe River side of the Blue Ridge. Bart was stockily 
built, older than I but younger than Will. He had little 
taste for hunting or for high places. When we got no sig
nal from him after several hours of waiting, Will and I 
climbed out to the top to find out what had happened. 
Bart was gone. On a crumpled piece of paper, in which 
his lunch had been wrapped, we found this message 
attached to a twig, "This place is so high it makes me 
dizzy, I'm going home." Home lay 12 miles up through 
the Toe River Gap and down the Big Right Hand Fork 
of the Swannanoa. 

Perhaps just here is the time to tell about how my 
non-hunting brother Bart killed a four-hundred-pound 
bear and put us all to shame for all time. It must have 
been about a couple of years before World War I. I had 
gone up to North Fork for a hunt, after considerable 
letter writing to Daddy, my brothers, and some friends I 
wanted to join us. Even after much persuading, Bart, as 
usual, declined to go. We started out one morning about 
4 o'clock. We were prepared for several days' hunting in 
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4 o'clock. We were prepared for several days' hunting in 
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the Toe River and Mount Mitchell areas. The weather 
was bad. The pack was poorly trained and was not 
dependable. We had the worst luck imaginable. There 
were big lumbering operations in the Valley, and a good 
part of North Fork already was a watershed in which 
hunting was not permitted. 

Both my brothers, Will and Bart, were watershed war
dens for the City of Asheville. Well, our party was out 
three days and two nights. Dogs got lost. Everything hap
pened, as is so 0ften the case on a bear hunt. 

Tired-practically spent-we came back by the city's 
"intake." Bart and Will lived at the intake where screens, 
settling basins and the like were situated and the pipe
line began. Bart, who had a good carrying voice, hailed 
us from a distance. "Well," he shouted, "what did you 
boys get?" 

"N othing," someone yelled. 
"Well," he said, ' 'I' had better luck. I got a 400-pound 

bear." We didn't believe him but picked up a little speed 
as he continued. "It was so big and fat it was hard for me 
and Sister (his daughter Clyde) to handle it alone. We 
had to hitch up old Bert and bring him in on the sled." 

Of course, we didn't believe a word of it, but the hide 
was stretched on the side of the woodhouse, and he had 
cut the bear up and had salted him down in the spring 
house. 

Finally-with apparent reluctance-he told us his story. 
We had been gone about three or four hours when just 
after daylight he heard his little old hound-too small to 
take on a bear hunt-baying up above the barn. He 
thought the dog had treed a squirrel or perhaps a coon-
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or that it might be barking at a rattlesnake. At any rate, 
he got down his shotgun from above the mantelpiece and 
walked that way. When he was about 100 yards from the 
dog he saw a tremendous bear up a tree. 

He shouted to his daughter to bring his Winchester 
and to hurry. The bear just stayed in the tree, paying 
little attention to the small dog below it, but evidently 
never noticing Bart. Bart crept up as close as he dared 
and shot. The bear turned loose his hold on the tree and 
fell out. He was shot through the 
shoulders too low down for a sud
den kill, but so wounded that his 
ambling progress through the 
heavily timbered woods was slow. 
The dog was right in after him. 
Bart, followed cl 0 s ely by his 
daughter, who had picked up the 
shotgun, rushed into the thicket I 
after the dog and bear. 

The bear had momentarily / 
paused at the foot of a cliff, and 
the hunters caught up within 
gunshot of the wounded animal. 
Both shot simultaneously. The 
huge bear slumped over dead. 
Bart went back to the barn, 
hitched up his horse to the sled, 
and he and his daughter managed 
to get the animal on it and they 
took him to the house. 
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Bart never let us forget about our hunting trip. For
ever after, when Will or I or some of the others would 
start yarning about hunting, he would pull us up short 
with the story of his kill. 

As years wore on it became a better and better story, 
the bear bigger and bigger, and our discomfiture greater. 
Bart shared his bear with his less fortunate friends and 
relatives, and we relieved him of much of it, hams, steaks, 
and all. He kept the hide. 

Bart was nine .years older than 1. He had a great boom
ing voice. And although he cared little for hunting, he 

. was a good woodsman and always claimed that "given" his 
"gait"-a favorite expression of his-he could walk as far 
as anyone else in the mountains. He was a fine business
man and was one of the most personable men who ever 
lived in the Valley. His trips to Black Mountain in his 
buggy-a distance of seven miles-were marked by fre
quent halts all along the way, for he always stopped to 
talk with everyone he met. Usually the journey required 
the entire day. 

My brother Will, whom I shall speak of in more detail 
in this narrative, was the eldest of us children. Tall, gen
tle and soft-spoken, he was at home in any gathering. I 
never knew him to speak ill of anyone, nor to conduct 
himself other than as the perfect gentleman everyone 
knew him to be. He had the most beautiful tenor voice I 
ever heard. And had he been born in Italy instead of on 
the North Fork of the Swannanoa, he doubtless would 
have been heard in opera houses all over the world. He 
had that kind of voice I 
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In physical appearance, in strength-yes, and in reti
cence, he resembled my father. He had the height, the 
dark hair, blue eyes, and fair complexion characteristic 
of most of the Burnet men. But his features were the deli
cate features of my mother. On a hunt he dropped his 
usual reserve and had a fund of stories that he told with 
the most infectious humor I have ever heard. He could 
hold a campfire audience spell-bound for hours, and I 
have seen men literally choke their laughter in their 
blankets in order not to miss a single precious word. 

Yet for all his gentleness of spirit, there was something 
about him which gave even strangers the feeling that no 
matter how big you were he could be just a little bit big
ger if necessary, and few men ever crossed him. 

Will was a hero to us all, a father-confessor, an under
standing friend, and a delightful companion. He was the 
first warden of the city's watershed and turned the valve 
that sent the first water into the pipes to supply Asheville 
with what it has always claimed is the purest and finest 
water in the world. 

When he died at the age of 77 at his home in Ridge
crest, where he lived after his retirement, it seemed to all 
of us that we had lost our last link with the past and our 
last pioneer. 

Will lived his last years in the shadow of one of life's 
greatest tragedies. His only son, Billy-W. A. Burnett, Jr., 
who had been appointed a warden a few weeks before, 
was slain by a poacher. It happened in May, 1936, nearly 
25 years ago, and the name of the young man doesn't 
seem to matter any more. Patrolling with his father, Billy 
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came upon a party of youngsters who were fishing. All 
of them managed to get away except this one. Billy 
arrested him, a former school mate, and was taking him 
to meet his father. Suddenly the prisoner whipped out a 
flashlight and struck down the young warden. Then he 
seized Billy's pistol and shot him twice as he lay on the 
ground. 

Will heard the shots and started running toward his 
son. The prisoner fired twice at Will but missed. Will 
ordered him to put up his hands. His answer was another 
shot, which missed. Will walked closer. He repeated his 
order, "Put up your hands, son." The youth obeyed and 
dropped the pistol. Will picked it up. "You're under 
arrest," he said. He took his prisoner to the warden's 
office and turned him over to Bob Monteath, an assistant 
warden. Then he returned to his dying son. 

The Asheville Times) commenting editorially on the 
tragedy before the prisoner went on trial, had this to say: 

Facts and circumstances involved in the tragic death of 
vVilliam A. Burnett, Jr., are part of a case for trial in the 
courts. They are, therefore, beyond the proper range of any 
comment here. 

But the conduct of the Elder Burnett, as he met unflinch
ingly the double responsibility of father and chief warden 
of the city watershed, inevitably excites the admiration of all 
who are not blind to the recognition of the heroic in human 
nature just because the heroic has leaped out from the rou
tine of everyday affairs. 

Such self-discipline as this father and law-officer exhibited, 
as he advanced under fire and withholding his own fire, is 
almost unique in a nation where citizens and officers alike 
are apt to be quick on the trigger. 

Nor did Warden Burnett pause to give aid to his dying son 
until he had discharged to the full his duty to the state. 

This Was My Valley 45 
Here indeed is a remarkable example of courage and of 

devotion to public duty under conditions which would have 
tried the soul of the most rugged Roman father in the great 
days of ancient Rome. 

The Valley, of course, was full of us Burnets. Daddy 
had six brothers, Berry, Drew, John, Dan, Will, and Tom. 
He had five sisters. All of the brothers fought for the 
Confederacy. Three returned, Daddy, Uncle Dan, and 
Uncle Will. Uncle Will lived only a few months and was 
a casualty of the War. All except Daddy had families 
when they went away to fight for the South. Granddaddy 
Fed raised the families of all his dead sons. So we Burnets, 
whether we spelled our name "Burnet" or "Burnett" or 
'Burnette" grew up to be clannish and dependent only 

upon one another. 
Fed had three brothers who remained in the Valley, 

Uncle Philip, whom I mentioned earlier, Uncle Else
pronounced "Ells"-and Alfred. Uncle Else, who was my 
great-uncle, of course, was a preacher and lived below us, 
as did Daddy's brother Berry. Berry was the only one of 
Fed's seven sons who was under six feet. He took after 
grandmother, Granny Else, who was Dutch. Berry's sons 
were slight of build, fair, and blond. 

There seemed to be more of us than there were names 
to go around. We had our own way of identifying each 
other. Uncle Berry's son we called "Little Berry." Uncle 
Philip's son Else was "Philip's Else." And even now "Lit
tle Berry's" son Bob, who still lives on the home place, is 
known to those of us who are left as "Little Bob" to dis
tinguish him from another Bob, who was Uncle Dan's 
son. And believe it or not, we did not find this confusing! 
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Of all my cousins, and there were many, "Champ" was, 
perhaps, my favorite. He was grown when I was still a 
child. He was Berry's son and was born in 1850. He was 
short, spare, red-headed, and had a heavy red moustache. 
Soaking wet, he might have weighed 150 pounds-all 
dynamite. He had been christened William Henry, but 
by the time I came along I doubt that he would have 
known whom you were talking about had you called him 
"William Henry." He got the name "Champ" in the 
same way John L. .S.ullivan, who was born in 1858, got 
his-by fighting, but not in the ring. What he lacked in 
:veight and in stature he made up for in skill, persistence, 
and sheer ferocity, and the diminutive for Champion was 
never spoken in derision. 

Champ was the Valley's schoolmaster, and he held 
classes in the little one-room schoolhouse at the "confiu
ence"-how he could roll that word-of the Sugar Fork 
and North Fork. I went to school to him and can say 
emphatically that he was a fine teacher and a firm believer 
in firm discipline. His teaching career continued well 
into the 1900's. He also was our song leader. I can see him 
now, standing at the front of the church, below the ros
trum, tuning fork poised in air, as he prepared to give us 
the pitch for the next hymn. He would rap it smartly on 
the back of the pew in front of him, listen to the note 
vibrating from the fork and begin, " .. . Do-o-o-o .. . " 
Then raising his voice about two notes, " Me-e-e ... " And 
in a higher register, " . . . Sole-I-I . . . " Then he would 
repeat, " .. . Do-a-a." Then we all would sound the chord, 
the tenors, the altos, and the basses. And we would be 
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launched on the song, Cousin Champ leading us. 

Champ was our Justice of the Peace, our magistrate, 
and when, as, and if, occasion demanded, our constable. 
He would, and did, often write out the warrant and serve 
the paper or make the arrest. Also, he was our Sunday 
School superintendent for almost half a century. 

Champ was one of the best hunters in the Valley. He 
preferred to hunt deer. He was the best turkey hunter I 
ever knew. With a tender leaf placed to his lips he could 
summon the wary old gobblers within shooting range. I 
might add that he also was a good bear hunter. He kept 
and trained good dogs, and he often said that it took good 
bear. or deer men to make good dogs. It was his firm con
viction that lazy and irresponsible hunters who lacked 
stamina could ruin any pack of dogs no matter how eager 
and well-trained they might be. 

Champ thrived on excitement. And any race brought 
out his full measure of enthusiasm. He followed it straight 
through, and my Daddy often said you couldn't keep him 
on a stand. Once on a bear hunt Champ inadvertently 
rode a bear bronco-style. It happened this way: He had 
wounded the bear with a difficult running shot and it 
took refuge in a cave on the Little Right Hand Fork. As 
usual Champ wasn't far behind. When he arrived at the 
cave the dogs were baying at several entrances. Champ 
hastily got together some dry leaves and twigs and lighted 
a fire in the principal entrance. As the smoke began to 
boil, the bear rushed out. Champ jumped. The bear 
swerved. He actually ran between Champ'S legs and car
ried him some 30 to 40 feet down the steep slope before 
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he could get off the animal's back. Champ got himself 
together and followed the wounded bear and the dogs 
and put an end to the chase. 

Any mention of Cousin Champ brings back memories 
of his wife whom we all called "Cousin Elsie." She was 
a granddaughter of a notable pioneer, Jesse Stepp, a warm 
friend and associate of my grandfather. In her own right 
she was fabulous. She was pretty and attractive. Like her 
husband she took active interest in all community activi
ties. She was a splendid shot, and even after her husband 
and hunting sons had acquired modern rifles, she used 
her old cap and ball muzzle-loading rifle. Her skill and 
accurate marksmanship brought sudden death to eagles, 
hawks, crows, and rattlesnakes or other intruders. Many 
years ago-it was in 1920-she was the principal character 
in a Ladies' Home Journal article entitled "Mountain 
Mothers," in which her characteristics and accomplish
ments were related. Cousin Champ and Cousin Elsie 
lived about a mile up the Valley from Burnet mill. 
Champ, a former sawmill operator, built a large two-story 
home. It had several bedrooms. In season they kept 
boarders. Several well-known writers and artists came to 
spend their summer months at Cousin Elsie's. One of 
these was Miss Winnifred Kirkland, who spent several 
seasons there and wrote a number of articles for national 
periodicals. One of them was about Cousin Elsie, whom 
the writer called "Ma Duncan." The article appeared in 
the December issue of the magazine. I repeat it here 
because it describes this great lady much better than I 
could. 

-~ -
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Of all the mountain mothers that I know there is one that 
is so dear a friend that I hesitate to present her except that 
she is too good to keep to oneself. Going forth with me from 
her big farm boarding house on many an errand of mercy, 
it is she who has interpreted the mountains to me. The 
errands are hers, not mine. I merely follow happily at her 
heels-up wild ravines to tiny cabins that seem to bud out 
like lichens from gray boulders wet with the mountain 
streams, over foot logs that sway crazily over rocky creeks, 
through waist-high undergrowth so dense that I cannot see 
my feet, and therefore Ma Duncan goes in advance with her 
stout stick to save me from a possible rattler. 

Ma Duncan at fifty-five is straight and sure-footed as an 
Indian. She is tall and slim and dark as a gypsy, with a 
gypsy's passionate love of out-of-doors. Much of the pioneer 
sturdiness and daring with which her ancestors pressed down 

. from Virginia to tame the farm she has inherited is still hers. 
Six and more difficult mountain miles from a doctor, and 
often suspicious of him as well, her neighbors far and near 
send for Ma Duncan in every need. Already worked to the 
limit of strength and needing all her scant hours of sleep, 
still when the call for aid rings through the night from some 
messenger down at the ford, Ma Duncan, although protest
ing loudly that she's getting too old for this sort of thing, 
always goes. Sometimes it's over flood, sometimes through 
sleet and cold, sometimes afoot, sometimes on mule back, 
to friend or stranger, still Ma Duncan always goes. She is a 
mother in Israel to half the mountain side. Yet these visits 
of mercy are but one aspect of an active life-tending her 
animals and cultivating her garden, cooking for twenty 
people, nursing each one of them if they fall sick, and com
forting and cheering them if they are sad. :Though she takes 
boarders she always regrets that money must be paid in 
exchange. She would so like to give all her house's hospitality 
to anyone who needs it, and she would probably have done 
so if it had not been for her two greater desires, to hold 
back a cruel mortgage from the home acres and to save her 
children from the moil and toil of a mill town, that evil 
temptation for mountain people. 

Denied an education herself, she has coveted it fiercely for 
her children; but, even though she put forth every effort, 
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-~ -
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seIling off now some stretch of timber or some cow-both 
woodland and cows are almost as dear to her as her own 
flesh and blood-she could not compass an education for her 
older children but her old age will take comfort in the fact 
that she did at last secure that precious schooling for the 
three youngest ones. 

A tramp with Ma Duncan is a treat coveted by all her 
gl!ests. Ma. Duncan is a comrade never to be forgotten for 
pIcturesqueness both of appearance and of conversation. 
She never buys a thing for herself. She wears any old gar
ment son or daughter or visitor may have left about the 
place; a man's hat and coat perhaps, rusty and patched. 
Often she carries a gun in the hope of getting a gray squirrel 
to be done in ihimitable cream gravy for my breakfast. In 
her pocket will be apples for old Kit, the mare in the pas
ture. Ma Duncan will stop for sheer joy to watch the new 
lambs as they frisk around their "yows," or she will dart 
from the woodsy trail and be down on hands and knees to 
discover the nest of some turkey hen. Like all mountain 
women Ma Duncan loves all animals as if they were human. 
All her housekeeping toil drops from her in the woods, and 
presently all her voluble anxiety over this or that son or 
daughter. She chuckles and points out the jutting excrescence 
on an old oak tree that commands a distant view of the farm
house. She tells me that in her girlhood when she saw an 
unwelcome suitor crossing the ford she would scamper out 
and away to this old tree and sit on its convenient seat until 
the visitor's horse went splashing back across the stream. 
There were suitors a plenty, of course, for Ma Duncan's 
black ey~s must have been provocative enough, and her hair 
even a rIcher brown than it is now. It is still a great dark 
rope untouched by gray. 

I shall never understand the mystery of a mountain wom
an's hair. 
. No matter how old, how worn or ill she may be, her hair 
IS always a wonder of color and abundance. 

As we reach a little grassy clearing, Ma Duncan drops 
down to stretch out happily: 

"So's I can hear what the old earth has to say to me. 
Reckon it says, 'Quit your fussin', you old fool. Ain't God 
let you raise your gang 0' young uns all straight so fur? He 
ain't a-goin' b~ck on you now,. just because they're growed.''' 

To mountam people God IS no far-off unreality. 
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He is instant, immediate. 
His will is the explanation of every great event or smallest 

daily concern. They talk of Him with no more self-conscious
ness than if they were speaking of the President of the United 
States. 

They may by no means always obey God, but they never 
doubt Him. 

Presently Ma Duncan sits up, her hands about her knees, 
her hat fallen from her wealth of hair, her gun on the 
ground beside her. 

She looks out sadly over much-shorn woodland, with the 
great stumps remaining: 

"I wish you could have seen the great old trees that used 
to be here. If folks wasn't so mad for money they might be 
here still-them grand old trees a-standin' here and a-preach
ing the gospel of beauty. But folks is all for money and all 
for self. Some day when they've cut off all the beauty that 
God planted to point us to Him, folks will look around and 
wonder what us human beings is here fur-when they've 
ruined what was God's way of showing us Hisself." 

These are among the reasons why I wish many other 
Americans could know in her own high home place the 
American woman of the mountains. The mountain mother's 
life is harsh and hard. 

There is no thought here of any rights for women, except 
the right to bear and rear children. 

The mountain world is a man's world, where a woman's 
life is subject first to her husband's needs and then to her 
sons'. The mountain man expects everything from a woman, 
and he receives it. 

The mountain woman never asks life for happiness, and 
yet, as I look into her eyes, deep and quiet with a gaze that 
has dwelt all her life on beauty, and as I meet her keen wis
dom and shy, bubbling humor, I wonder if she has not found 
happiness without any seeking. 

The worst Ma Duncan can say of anyone is that he or she 
is "all for self." 

Here in the highlands the God of all mountains has given 
the mountain woman dignity. 

Endless patience with many children has given her repose, 
a code of finest hospitality has given her a beautiful courtesy. 
Mountain men are hard in their exactions on women, but 
perhaps it is because their women never fail these demands, 
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so that the men no more than the children realize how much 
a mountain mother gives. 

And perhaps there is nowhere in the world a spot where 
women are respected as they are in the Southern highlands. 
A woman might tramp alone from end to end of all this 
region and never anywhere be in danger of the faintest 
insult from any white man. 

The mountain woman lives untouched by all modern life. 
In two centuries mountain people have changed so little 
that they are in many ways the typical Americans. 

And that is why it is worth while for other Americans to 
become acquainted with them. The past had its virtues, and 
the mountain mother today is not so much a woman belong
ing to a different geographical region as she is a woman 
belonging to a forgotten past. 

"A S ll" d"L D " unt a y an a rate 

WHAT MISS KIRKLAND WROTE of Cousin Elsie could 
just as well be applied to my mother, who was "Aunt 
Sally" to everyone in the Valley. Mother was tiny, barely 
five feet. She weighed less than 100 pounds and wore a 
child's shoe, size 131'2' When she died of pneumonia in 
1929 at the age of 86, her hair was barely streaked with 
gray. 

The house, the yard, and the flower garden were her 
province. She sat at the head of the table, a pitcher of 
milk, another of cream, and the coffee pot in front of her. 
My father sat on her left. She ate little, which gave rise 
to one of the few jests Daddy ever made. " If Sally ever 
ate," he often said, "I couldn't have afforded to keep her." 

If anybody happened to be at the mill at 12 o'clock, 
he would be invited to the house for dinner. And 1 never 
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remember my father's notifying Mother or the girls that 
company was coming. We were hospitable people and 
there always was plenty of food. 

Daddy never interfered with her management of the 
household and I doubt that she ever asked his advice 
about anything she considered her own domain. 

She also was the keeper of whatever funds the family 
had. If Daddy was going to town, he always came to 
Mother for money. And whether she doled out a dollar 
or five she always announced firmly, "That's every cent 
I've got." It wasn't, but Daddy never contradicted her. 

Watching my mother get out her money was a sight 
which . never ceased to amuse us. The pocketbook was 
kept hanging in the closet by the fireplace. It was even 
larger than the shoulder bags popular some years ago. 
Mother always referred to it as "my reticule." Inside it 
was a smaller bag. Inside that bag was another, and inside 
this was a leather purse. Always there seemed to be money 
in each. And if the outlay was to be large, Mother ex
tracted money as she went alonll. and when the amonnt 
needed was iying on the bed,<J~lways there -~a~~- ~h~ 
announcement, "That's every cent I've got. Now go!" 

We never had much money, but what we had was in 
Mother's reticule. And neither Daddy nor any of the 
children ever ventured into it! 

Proceeds from timber, from the sale of land, cattle, 
wheat or lambs were dutifully handed over in toto. 

Almost as far back as I can remember, wool was sent to 
Leaksville Woolen Mills to be exchanged for bedspreads, 
blankets, cloth, and perhaps other items in the company's 
catalogue. Mother, like most women of her generation, 

-----"-
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knew how to spin, card and weave, and in the first tin
type ever made of me, I was dressed from head to toe in 
clothes she had made from wool she had woven. 

Daddy-all of us called him Daddy to the end of his 
days-was, I suppose, the handsomest man I ever saw. He 
had a deep rumbling voice, ice-blue eyes, and was remark
able both in strength and in temper. I am sure he never 
forgave an enemy or gave a Republican any quarter. 

A cavalryman, he still sat a horse beautifully when he 
was in his 70's. At 60 he could sweep up a handkerchief 
from the ground with his mount in a dead run. I remem
ber as a child how he would terrify my mother by putting 
his horse over the gate rather than dismount and open it. 

They were sweethearts as children. And Mother saved 
him from court-martial before he went off to fight in Vir
ginia. Denied a transfer to the Army of Northern Vir
ginia from his outfit then stationed at Burnsville, he 
deserted and came home. His commanding officer sent a 
couple of soldiers to bring him back dead or alive. They 
stopped at Uncle Caney Allison's, two miles up the Val
ley, to make inquiries. Mother, who was visiting her 
brother, Caney, at the time, heard the conversation, 
slipped away, and beat the soldiers to Granddad's. Grand
mother hid Daddy in the still-house, so the story goes, and 
convinced the soldiers she had not seen him. They went 
away. A few days later she sent him off to Virginia astride 
one of the finest horses to be obtained. 

They were married after the war was over, and they 
moved into the home of Daddy's parents, where all of us 
were born. I was almost grown when we built a rather 
comfortable frame dwelling on a hill a few hundred yards 
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from the site of the first log house built by Frederic, Sr. 
I think I have pointed out-if I haven't I do it now

that Daddy was generally reticent except on a hunt. 
There were two other notable exceptions-when he dis
cussed politics and visited with Uncle John Lyda. 

Like many of the men from the mountains who fought 
for the South, Daddy took his politics seriously. 

He was a Democrat through and through. He had no 
truck with nor one good word for any man who "voted a 
radical ticket. ". He extended this discourtesy to any mem
ber of his family or his in-laws who might have so defected 
any time in their lives. He considered any man who had 
fought for the North "a radical" and any man who had 
fought for the South and didn't vote Democratic a turn
coat and not to be trusted. 

These strong political feelings gave rise to a story that 
persisted for years and he never denied. 

A man moved into our community from a neighbor
ing Republican county. He said he was a Democrat, but 
Daddy would never hunt with him until he went to the 
polls and Daddy saw him vote a straight Democratic tic
ket. 

Daddy also had latent persuasive powers. He once con
vinced a city official that he should be given the sole priv
ilege of removing the bear population from the Asheville 
watershed because they were "dirty animals and polluted 
the stream." 

As I recall it, the official was Mr. Charles T. Rawls, 
who was Asheville's mayor at the time the first pipeline 
was laid and the watershed established. 
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The .city's health officer laid considerable stress on rid
ding the watershed of all domestic animals. Several 
razorback hogs had gone wild and roamed parts of the 
watershed. They were ferocious animals, and it took sev
eral years for my brothers, Bart and Will, the wardens, 
to get rid of them. 

It was probably on the advice of the health officer that 
the first watershed was posted, and hunting, fishing, and 
trespassing were forbidden. 

Ridding the area of domestic animals was no problem, 
but forbidding hunting was something else again. Daddy 
went 18 miles into Asheville to see Mayor Rawls. He 
asked the Mayor what steps he proposed to take to rid 
the watershed of bears. The Mayor hadn't given it any 
consideration at all. 

Then Daddy explained that during the summer season 
bears spent most of their time wallowing in the deep pools 
of the stream and mentioned the location of any number 
of "bear-wallows" on the watershed. 

The Mayor was understandingly perturbed. The water 
was being drunk in Asheville. Before Daddy left the 
Mayor's office, he had exclusive rights and authority to 
keep all bears chased off the watershed! 

This authority, once granted, was never revoked, and 
it solved my father's hunting problems as long as he was 
able to follow the chase. 

It used to be said that in his younger days, Daddy 
would head out into the mountains just as soon as he 
planted corn, stay until he figured it was time to give it 
the first plowing, and then return, do this chore and be 
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gone again, leaving Mother to tend to whatever had to 
be done. This wasn't true at all. The story was started by 
Locke Craig when he ran the mill, for he enjoyed teasing 
his good friend and was very proud of Daddy's prowess 
as a hunter. I never felt that Daddy ever neglected his 
duties for pleasure, but on reflection, it does seem that 
he went often to "salt the cattle" on Burnet's Horse 
Range just below Mitchell and always took his dogs, gun, 
and provisions for several days' stay. 

He never lost his interest in hunting, even after he 
became so crippled from rheumatism that he no longer 
could walk without the aid of a stick. When we would 
return from a hunt no matter what the time-day or night 
-he would make us tell him everything that happened 
from beginning to end-where the dogs got the first scent, 
which way the bear or deer went, and which dogs did the 
best job. 

I remember one time-it must have been about 1928 
and he was well in his 80's-1 came up from Greenville, 
and one of the men on the place and I decided to turn the 
dogs loose up in the rich woods that lay behind our house. 
We just wanted to hear them run. It was about dusk. We 
knew it wasn't likely we would strike a bear. Blue and 
Mike struck something-a wildcat perhaps. The pack 
went up the west side of Brushy and crossed over into 
the White Oak Flats and on into the head of Bee Tree. 

We heard them as they came back to the head of the 
Sugar Fork and figured that the wildcat was heading for 
his den in the Big Cliffs. We knew we would never get 
him out, so we came on home. When we arrived about 
4 o'clock, wet and cold, Daddy was standing on the porch. 
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He had heard much of the race and couldn't bear to go 
to bed! 

It must have been about this time that Daddy and I 
had our last shooting match. I decided one day to tryout 
the 1893 Springfield rifle we had had around the house 
for years. For some reason it was always called "the old 
Mulligan," a name given to it by Joe McAfee. I cleaned 
it up and tacked up a target on an apple tree about 150 
yards from the porch. Now the Mulligan was a heavy gun 
and it kicked worse than any gun I ever shot. I took a 
couple of off-hand shots and missed. Daddy watched 
silently, standing with his two sticks. I was determined 
to hit that target, so I rested the barrel on the bannister. 
That shot nicked the target. Daddy said, "Gim'me the 
gun." He laid aside his sticks, steadied his legs against the 
bannister, and waited for me to reload and hand him the 
gun. He threw it to his shoulder, and I'll swear he didn't 
draw a bead. The gun went off. "You didn't even hit the 
tree," I gibed. 

He said, "You go see." I did. He had centered that 
target! 

He always shot like that. He rarely shot at a target. He 
thought it was a waste of ammunition. When he taught 
us to shoot as small children-both boys and girls-he 
made us "stand up straight and shoot." I never remember 
his taking a "rest." And I have seen him kill a running 
rabbit with a rifle at a hundred yards. 

All our lives we had guns around the house. They were 
always kept loaded and never were taken down except 
when necessary. Each child was instructed early in the 
use of firearms and was given a rifle when Daddy con-
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sidered him old enough to have one. I received my first 
weapon-a .32 Winchester repeater-when I was eight 
years old and still have it. An 1872 model, it was the first 
repeating rifle to appear in Western North Carolina and 
was used to guard state prisoners building the railroad up 
the Blue Ridge between Old Fort and Ridgecrest. My 
sister Ada was a fine shot. She learned to shoot along with 
the rest of us, and as a young girl she could keep up with 
any man walking in the mountains. Daddy always called 
her his "Big Girl." And I suppose if he had any favorite 
among us, it was she. He was not a demonstrative man, 
and it was rare indeed for him to show affection in any 
manner other than being interested in all our problems. 

Daddy's closest friend was Uncle John Lyda, who lived 
up in Buckeye Cove, some 10 miles away. They had been 
mess mates in the War and remained bosom companions 
throughout their lives. I think Mother and Mrs. Lyda 
were just a little jealous of this closeness. 

Each Spring Uncle John would come to our house to 
spend the night. And each Fall. Daddv would return thp 
.Ao""", ' I - -- - - - -- - -

visit. These get-togethers meant the wife in each home 
would be practically banished. The two men would sit 
late at the table talking about "The War" and then would 
retire to the bedroom where they would talk all night. 
This went on for years. And neither wife wanted to give 
up her bed to an old war-buddy of her husband. When I 
took Daddy, Uncle John, and Joe McAfee to Virginia, 
Daddy and Uncle John chattered night after night in 
their blankets like magpies. 

When Daddy was 85 the Asheville chapter of the 
United Daughters of the Confederacy had him as guest of 
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honor at their meeting, and Mrs. Gus Matthews, the 
chapter historian, read a sketch about him. Daddy sub
mitted to everything, even to having his picture made 
and being interviewed. 

The next Sunday, June 16, 1929, a feature-length arti
cle on Daddy appeared in the Asheville Citizen written 
by J. B. Hicklin of the newpaper's staff. Rummaging 
through a bundle of old papers and newspaper clippings 
not long ago, I found it. With it I close this chapter. 

HE NEVER SURRENDERED 
From the Asheville Citizen) June 16, 1929 

By J. B. Hicklin 

Youngest and sole survivor of seven brothers who near
ly seventy years ago shouldered their muskets and joined 
those immortals beneath the Stars and Bars of the Con
federacy, Marcus Lafayette Burnett, or "Fate" Burnett 
as he is almost universally known in these parts, is looking 
back upon eighty-four years cluttered with adventure 
from his earliest days, and with memories-glad memories 
and sad. 

Standing six feet, two, and weighing more than 200 
pounds, a gentleman of the old school, warrior, sports
man and descendant of pioneers who settled first in the 
valley 'of the North Fork, "Fate" Burnett even today is a 
strangely muscular, hardy figure in that feeble line of 
gray so rapidly melting before the onslaught of time. 

He says himself that he is "perfectly all right, only my ' 
legs won't go like they used to." He has seen his comrades 
fall one by one from the line of march down the years, 
but he retains a wholesome and vigorous grip on life. 
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At a meeting of the Asheville chapter, U. D. C., a few 
days ago, Mrs. A. Matthews, chapter historian, presented 
a sketch of the ancestors, life and war experiences of Mr. 
Burnett. The old gentleman, who with others of his com
rades still says defiantly: "I never surrendered," was pres
ent at the meeting as guest of honor. 

Frederick Burnett, grandson of the interpid pioneer 
who in 1770 pushed into the mountains to settle on or 
near the present site of the Swannanoa state test farm, 
saw his seven sons, Drew, Berry, John, Dan, Tom, Will 
and "Fate" join the colors in that fateful year of 1861. 
One of them died of typhoid fever a month before Bun
combe county's first company left for the front. Another 
died late in the war "somewhere in Virginia" and sleeps 
still in an unmarked grave. A third died at Yorktown, 
Va., during the first six months of the war from a relapse 
of typhoid fever. A fourth laid down his life before Peters
burg. A fifth came home broken and diseased, to die less 
than a year after hostilities ceased. Only two came back to 
their mountain home unmarked by battle or disease. 

"Fate" Burnett, only 17 years of age, joined Bill For
tune's company in what now is known as "Henry's bat
talion. " It was called by soldiers then the "One-Eyed Bat
talion" because its commander, Col. James Henry, had 
only one eye. It performed Home Guard service and was 
stationed principally in Western North Carolina and 
East Tennessee. He spent a year and a half in this outfit, 
and when Tom Burnett, the idolized next oldest brother, 
came home on a furlough, "Fate" was with the Four
teenth North Carolina Regiment, stationed at Burnsville, 
and he too paid a visit home. Thrilled by Tom's vivid 

D add y at the age of 85 
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accounts of "the real fighting" going on in Virginia, 
"Fate" applied for a transfer to the First North Carolina 
Cavalry, his brother's outfit. The transfer was denied so 
"Fate" ran away, paid a brief visit home, and then joined 
Company G, First N. C. Cavalry, at the Yellow Tavern, 
six miles below Petersburg, and engaged in defending 
Richmond. 

It was Tom who was marked for death at Yellow Tav
ern in that desperate defense of Petersburg and Rich
mond. A bullet through his breast laid him low, and he 
died in the arms of John Lyda, his mess mate and dearest 
friend. "John, they's got me," were his last words, whis
pered to his friend. 

Tom was buried in the back yard of the Yellow Tav
ern in a trench along with a number of other soldiers. 
In 1916 "Fate" Burnett, John Lyda, McAfee, old com
rades, and F. M. Burnett, son of "Fate," visited the site 
but found no trace of the grave, the place having been 
levelled. 

"Fate" Burnett's own story of the war as he saw it is 
one of the gems among the innumerable narratives 
brought back from the battlefields of Virginia. Here is 
part of it: 

"I got tired of laying around with little or no fighting 
going on, so I asked Captain Fortune to give me a trans
fer, as I wanted to go to Brother Tom in Virginia where 
real fighting was going on. Tom was then at home on a 
ten-days furlough. They had sent him home for a horse 
because his horse had been killed in fighting. So when 
Captain Fortune refused to give me a transfer, I decided 
to run away. Left Burnsville about midnight, waded 
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Cane river, and by cutting through and crossing Craggy 
mountain, reached home the next afternoon. Talking 
things over with my father and Tom we decided that I 
go back to Richmond with Tom. Tom was pretty tired, 
so I was to ride his horse back to Virginia and let him go 
back on the train. 

"In the meantime, Captain Fortune had sent four men 
to arrest me and bring me back to Burnsville. Among 
them were Bill Gilliam and Bill Stepp, two good friends 
of mine. The~r orders were to bring me back dead or 
alive. I was expecting them and was laying over on the 
side of Shope mountain watching for them. When moth
er, who was weaving, saw them coming up the road, she 
blew a conch shell to let me know. I had already seen 
them and could have picked them all off, one by one. 
Instead I left for Virginia the next morning. 

My father had bought a dandy blazed face horse from 
Milton Lyda, paying a large sum of money for him, for 
horses were scarce. He had given this one to Tom, so I 
rode it back 'to Virginia for Tom. John Lyda, Bose Tay
lor, Dave Corn and two or three others went back with 
me. It took us 16 days to make the trip. We found Tom's 
outfit six miles below Petersburg at the Yellow Tavern. 
Tom took charge of his horse right away and told me I 
would have to remain with the wagon train until I could 
get a horse. He said to give him and John Lyda and two 
or three of the boys a few days and they would get me a 
horse from the Yankees. 

"We reached Tom's outfit about 10 o'clock at night. I 
was placed on picket duty the next morning. Fighting was 
going on constantly, and my brother Tom was shot that 
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morning after I had joined him the night before. 
"John Lyda was near him when he fell-they had 

always stayed close together and had been mess ma:es for 
a long time. Lyda ran to him. He had been shot III the 
breast and the only words he spoke before he died were: 
'John, they've got me.' 

"We buried Tom in a trench with a lot of other sol
diers after we had driven the Yankees back. John Lyda 
had seen the Yankee who shot Tom. He noticed this 
Union soldier behind a large tree and saw the smoke from 
his gun as he withdrew behind the tree and my brother 
fell. He knew the Yank was reloading so he got ready for 
him, and as he partly exposed his body to pick off another 
Southerner, John shot him dead. It was a close, warm 
morning and the Yank had been wiping his brow with 
a large red silk handkerchief which he held in his hand. 
As he fell backwards, he released the handkerchief which 
lodged on a small bush. As Lyda passed by to see if he 
was dead, he picked up this handkerchief and put it in 
his pocket. It is still in possession of one of his sisters 
living in Henderson county." 

"The night after Tom was killed, John Lyda and I 
talked it over and decided to ask Capt. Thad Coleman 
for permission to go to Petersburg and get a coffin to bury 
Tom properly. He let us go and we got a nice coffin, a~d 
together with several of the fellows who had been WIth 
Tom from the first, we buried him in the back yard of 
the Yellow Tavern. I took Tom's horse and the next day 
we went into it again, fighting almost every day. 

"I was just a boy but Tom's friends were good to me. 
John Lyda stood by me and took me in as his mess mate. 
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John was.a real soldier. He was a small man, but nothing 
pleased hIm so much as to get into the front line, always 
with his hat in his hand, waving it and giving the 'Rebel 
Yell.' He was about the fightingist little cuss I ever saw. 

"Captain Coleman was a real soldier, too, and was 
always good to me. He was a brother of Dave and Bob 
Coleman. He thought a lot of Tom and always cautioned 
me to be careful. Yep, he was the best soldier I ever saw 
-never saw him take shelter from a Yankee in my life. 

"We rarely ever missed a day of fighting, and we always 
whipped them-never turned our backs except to recon
noiter for advantage and draw them out where we could 
get at them. 

"No, I was never wounded, but my hat was grazed once 
and I heard the minnie ball sing. I had my breeches leg 
shot through a couple of times, too. Used three horses 
and had to come home in March before the surrender 
for another. The First North Carolina fought every day. 
We were transferred and rushed around from place to 
place. At various times we were under J.E.B. Stuart, John 
B. Gordon, Fitzhugh Lee and Wade Hampton. I liked 
Hampton-he waded right into them, had dash and didn't 
know what fear was. 

"The greatest excitement I ever had, outside of a good 
bear race, was the time we went down somewhere one 
night-I think it was south of Petersburg-and captured 
those fat beef cattle that the Yankees had. There were 
over two thousand head of them and never before and 
never since have I heard so many cattle bawling. It was 
dark and we had to hurry things up. I can never forget 
the way that General Hampton kept us all together and 
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everything moving. Our army certainly needed those 
cattle. We got a lot of prisoners, too, that night and lost 
just a few men, but it seemed like we had more prisoners 
than we did men, as General Hampton selected only a 
small number for this raid. We made the Yankee prison
ers take hold of the horses' tails and double-quicked them 
out. Our outfit protected the rear and the cattle were well 
out in front, headed towards Petersburg. 

"Towards the close of the war horses got so scarce that 
General Hampton would have us dismount and leave the 
horses in the rear where they would be well protected. I 
liked this because I never liked to see a horse shot any
how. 

"Near the close of the war, Lyda's horse got killed and 
Colonel Coleman (he had been promoted) told John he 
simply had to get another horse somewhere right away. 
The only chance was to take one from the Yankees, so 
late one afternoon, after a busy day when both the 
Yankees and ourselves were grazing our horses, we de
cided that this was the time to get a horse. John and I 
had noticed across the valley near the edge of the woods a 
mounted soldier, seemingly on picket duty. It was a 
Union soldier and we thought that if we could get by 
him we stood a pretty good chance of getting a horse for 
John. So we slipped through the woods and into a ditch, 
and were soon near enough to see that the sentinel was 
just about asleep. He would nod and lean forward and 
then catch himself. We watched him carefully, because 
we knew that his horse would nicker and give the alarm 
as soon as it scented what it thought was danger. A horse 
will always give the alarm once, but only once. 
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"We sneaked along, and suddenly John raised up in 
the ditch and waved his bandana handkerchief. The 
horse's ears came up and he snorted and nickered. The 
sentinel's hand went to his side arms and he was immedi
ately alert. We gave him time and shortly he was nodding 
again. We then crawled in behind him and soon had him 
covered. We warned him to make no noise and then lost 
no time getting back in the woods with the horse and the 
man. Colonel Coleman was tickled to death to get that 
Yank. He was. a lieutenant and a fine looking fellow. 
Colonel Coleman said he had been wanting to get hold 
of a good intelligent Yankee for several days and there 
was some important information that he just had to have 
from this soldier. 

"Lyda got the horse and kept him until the end of the 
war. But oh, the irony of Fate! It was after the surrender 
as he was riding the horse back home in Buckeye Cove 
just below Swannanoa, that he met a crowd of Yankee 
bushwhackers down between Old Fort and Marion. They 
took his horse away from him and also a young mule that 
was following him. 

"The average soldier never knew much about the 
names of the battles he was in, but I know that we fought 
the Yankees in the Wilderness, Seven Pines, Sandy Run 
and around Petersburg and Richmond just about every 
day. And we whipped them that last morning at Appo
mattox, too. 

"No sir, our oufit never surrendered. Colonel Coleman 
made a talk to us and told us to come home for thirty 
days and wait for developments. We were always whip
ping them and we never did surrender." 
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The last was something of the pride which "Fate" Bur
nett still has in the fighting qualities of his comrades, and 
the defiance that still glows in his heart. 

This remarkable old gentleman was born May 30, 1844. 
In 1868 he was married to Sarah Jane Allison of Bun
combe County, who also had several brothers in the Con
federate service. Mrs. Burnett died early in 1929, but not 
before she and her husband had celebrated their sixtieth 
wedding anniversary May 10, 1928. Four sons and three 
daughters were born to the union. 

"Fate" Burnett is a well known figure in the state, but 
particularly so in Western North Carolina. The late 
Governor Locke Craig lived at the Burnett home for sev
eral years when first coming to this section and a warm 
friendship was formed, only to be ended by the death of 
the governor. A tribute by Governor Craig taken from 
"Memoirs and Speeches of Locke Craig," is: 

"When I left my home in Eastern North Carolina and 
went beyond the Blue Ridge to enter upon the work of 
life, I did not know a man in that country. The first man 
to meet me and give me the right hand of welcome was . 
Lafayette Burnett. He is a brave mountaineer, descend
ant of a noble race of mountain pioneers. He and his six 
brothers shouldered their muskets when the drums beat 
the morning reveille of 1861, and never laid down their 
arms until the roll of the last drum at Appomattox. Three 
of his brothers never came home. '*' He stands six feet, two 
inches, and weighs 200 pounds. He is every inch a man, 
and every ounce a hero." 

Not alone is "Fate" Burnett known for his war record, 

-The Governor was in error. It was four instead of three. 
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however, for his fame as a hunter of big game in earlier 
days has spread throllghout the countryside. In fact, it is 
claimed for him that he probably has killed more big 
game-deer, bears, panthers, wildcats-than any man now 
living in North Carolina, and he still has a number of 
old bear traps and similar equipment. He came from a 
long line of mighqr hunters, and the history of his fore
bears is a stirring tale of the perils, hardships and courage 
of early pioneering. His grandfather, Frederic Burnet, 
the second, apd three sons were in the picked band of 
mountaineers who virtually wiped out Ferguson's com
mand at the battle of Kings Mountain, termed by his
torians the turning point of the American Revolution. 
His grandmother, "Granny Else," rode alone on horse
back through the mountains, forded Mill Creek, the up
per Catawba, Silver Creek, the Broad and the Catawba 
again, all swollen by heavy rains ; only to re-cross the 
Catawba and join her husband and sons near Shelby-all 
for the purpose of carrying them veal, meal and a change 
of clothing. "Granny Else," incidentally, lived to the age 
of 95 and up to that age her eyes never dimmed-she 
could see without spectacles to thread her needle and 
read in her favorite Dutch Bible ; her hair, although snow 
white, was beautifully long and luxuriant. 

To trace the story of the Burnett family from the 
arrival of the first in America, migration to North Caro
lina, settling in what is now Buncombe, and the progress 
of the generations, would be to write a partial history of 
this mountain section and would require talents of both 
novelist and historian. Needless to say the picture would 
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be a kaleidoscope of adventure, romance, and hardy liv
ing. 

"Fate" Burnett is not the last of his line, but he stands 
out as a worthy representative of his father's seven sons 
and of his generation of sturdy mountain folk. He has 
passed his allotted three score and ten; has passed his four 
score, and four score and ten are just around the bend in 
life's highroad. His grip on life is firm; his interest in life 
still intense. But when his call comes, it well may be said: 
"Fate Burnett-you have lived-and well." 
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"A-chasing the wild deer and following 

the roe" -ROBERT BURNS 

CRY WAS BEFOR'E OUR TIME) but the stories my brothers 
and I heard about her made her seem so real we felt we 
had actually hunted with her. She came along just after 
the Civil War. 

I was born 17 years after the close of the war, but when 
I was a child the memory of this war was still very green. 
The Rebel Yell was the old soldier's cry of exultation. It 
was only on a hunt that my Father gave vent to his feel
ings of elation and freedom. And it was only when he 
was with comrades who had fought in the war that he 
threw off his natural reserve and became an extraordi
narily talented campfire story teller. 

He was christened Marcus Lafayette Burnet, a corrup
tion of "Marcus de LaFayette" who still cut a dashing 
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figure in the young Republic in the 1840's. "Marcus" 
became a common name in the mountains, and I know 
several persons born about that time who were called 
"Marcus." By the time I was born the "Lafayette" had 
been shortened to "Fate" and when the full name was 
used it was always pronounced " la Fate." Just when 
"Burnet" became "Burnett" and "Burnette" I do not 
know. Both are corruptions, of course, and I know I had 
something to do with it, signing my name "Burnett," to 
my shame. It is now too late to change back. 

But back to Cry and her story! 
Cry was a deer dog. I never heard a story about her 

ever having run a bear. She came along at a time when 
there wasn't much game left in our mountains. The war 
had just ended, and the mountain section had not escaped 
its ravages . History, concentrating on the campaigns in 
Northern Virginia, the siege of Vicksburg, and Sherman's 
March to the Sea, has ignored in the main the plight of 
the mountain population. Bushwhackers, deserters, and 
raiding Yankees lived off the country for four years. 
When nothing was left for them to steal, they and the 
population lived off the forest. By the time of the surren
der almost all of the game, even to the squirrels, had been 
shot, snared, or trapped. 

My father often told us that when he returned from 
Virginia, all the bear and deer left in the area had taken 
refuge "over on Cane River in Yancey," a section so 
rugged that hunters usually did not follow game when 
it reached there. 

No longer could the hunter enter the forest with rea
sonable expectation of getting a shot at game. There was 
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no more going out in the early morning and shooting a 
brace of squirrels for breakfast. A dependable dog was a 
necessity. Cry was such a dog. 

She was the only deer dog I ever heard my father brag 
on~much. He imputed to her even deductive powers, 
saymg that as she grew older and more experienced she 
wouldn't waste time trailing or running a deer she knew 
was headed for Yancey instead of toward the deer stands 
of the hunting party. 

There's always been a little bit of mystery about how 
Cry was acquired. When you went to market from North 

- Fork, almost to the turn of the century, you went to 
Augusta, Ga. You might join one of the droves from east
ern Tennessee, which regularly came up the French 
Broad, or you might go alone. From North Fork to 
Augusta was 169 miles. It was at Augusta that my ances
tors obtained the necessities they did not grow at home
sugar, coffee, calico, gunpowder, rice, spices, and sewing 
thread. The trip by wagon was made once a year and 
required about six weeks. Sometimes they would drive 
a few head of cattle, but in the main, the load consisted 
of corn liquor, apple and peach brandy, cured hams, 
bacon, bear meat and venison, dried fruit, herbs, ginseng, 
chestnuts, and other nuts. At one time kraut and butter 
packed in wood or earthen jars were considered articles 
of exchange, but I have often wondered how six-months
old butter would taste. 

Nevertheless, it was on one of these annual trips that 
Cry was "picked up." She must have been a wonder and 
very beautiful. I have hunted deer-with and without 
dogs-over much of the United States-from Maine to 
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Florida and from eastern North Carolina's swamps to the 
Rockies. I'm frank to say I never saw her equal. And it 
has been my observation that most any dog will run a 
deer. Practically all breeds make good deer dogs. One of 
the best I ever remember was Teague, a registered aire
dale that even as a puppy had the mouth of a hound and 
the courage of a tiger. Teague also would run a bear and 
fight him but not with the same enthusiasm he gave to 
a battle in a stream with a tough old buck. Even Teague 
must have been far down the list in comparison with Cry_ 

It was said of Cry that she was the smartest of all the 
Burnet dogs. And the prettiest. Her black and tan coat 
was .something to delight the hearts of all the hunters in 
the Valley. But it appears that the keenest recollection of 
her was that of her voice. My grandfather described it as 
"clear as a bell." On a fresh track so rapidly did she yelp 
she seemed to put it all together. The tone of her voice 
was thrilling. It at once pained and chilled your spine. 
Hunters who had memories of her said, "You couldn't 
sit down when she was a-running. You had to stand up, 
and the hair on the back of your neck raised by itself. " 

Her voice carried. You heard her come to the top of a 
ridge a long way off. As she came nearer the stand, old 
hunters related, her voice chilled the spine. You held 
your breath. One old man, a great hunter, claimed he was 
so mesmerized by Cry's voice that he couldn't get off his 
shot as the deer went by him. Cry, he swore, quit cold in 
disgust and came up to the stand and lay down reproach
fully. 

Some of the stories about Cry appear uncanny. Accord
ing to tradition, Cry needed no drivers. She knew the 
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hunting grounds. She knew which stands were manned. 
She went where the deer ranged and she knew where they 
went for water. The hunter took his stand and turned 
her into the range. If she did not strike a trail before 
crossing certain high ridges which separated her from the 
hunter, she would always give a long, sustained howl as 
evidence that she was crossing over. Ordinarily, the next 
time you heard her was when she was bringing a deer 
out. She learned the courses a deer would run from a 
given territory. Often she would take near cuts and reach 
the stand befor'e the deer. While cutting the deer off, her 
voice was silent. A deer left to its own devices rarely runs 
up or down a steep hill. He takes the gradual slopes. In 
crossing high ranges deer circle into or near the low 
mountain gaps. Cry sensed this; thus, the near cuts for 
which she was famous. 

Cry knew that deer jumped far up on the high ridges 
of the North Fork Valley, often ran to Toe River or Cane 
River, or sometimes even down Big Ivy; thus missing all 
the North Fork stands. It was claimed of her that she 
often flanked deer in an effort to turn them back down 
the valley. In her later years, she would not run a deer 
more than a few hundred yards across the ranges dividing 
North Fork and Toe River, Big Ivy, and Cane River. 
She had learned and remembered that such chases meant 
long, hard runs and no kills. 

Old bucks can be crafty, too. They have to be to remain 
alive. I have heard hunters swear that when an old buck 
was trailed and jumped from his bed, soon the dogs would 
be chasing another deer instead of him. They claim a 
shrewd buck would go straight to the spot where the 
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does and younger bucks were bedded down, arouse them 
and run with them a short distance, then spring far to 
one side and hide in the undergrowth until after the dogs 
had passed on by. He would then backtrack for a distance 
and take it easy. 

Old bucks, however, never seemed to fool Cry. She 
knew their strategy and would bring them out. It was said 
of her that she rarely ever ran a doe, and that she never 
was known to bring a fawn out of the woods. 

Deer stands of 100 years ago are still the best ones. I 
have killed deer in stands which were favorites of my 
father, grandfather, and even my great-great-granddaddy, 
Frederic, Sr. Deer, it seems, when chased or disturbed 
take the routes their ancestors followed. Even a fawn a 
few weeks old will follow the old routes with an uncanny 
instinct. 

Cry seemed to have hunted her deer alone. I don't 
recall any mention ever having been made of her being 
used in a pack. It may have been that the Burnets figured 
she was a pack in herself. At least she was credited with 
all the virtues and good sense of an outstanding huntress. 

I know her, as I know Tige, only by reputation and 
from history. But I say to you the Burnets were not ones 
to extol unduly the virtues of their dogs. They had to be 
good! The dogs that come hereafter I knew well. 
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Gombroon ---A Place of Dreams 

THIS STARTED OUT as a book about Burnet hunting 
dogs, but it is difficult to disassociate dogs from their 
masters and as a result, extraneous matters continue to 
creep in. An incident involving a dog is just as likely to 
invoke a memory of a man and a whole train of thought 
is off and running. Childhood memories are the freshest 
of all memories. Most of mine have to do with my father 
and his friends. As I look back, it seems to me now that I 
went just about everywhere he went and that I shared 
most of his experiences. This is a trick of the mind, I 
know, but I also know that often I was on his horse with 
him when he rode to visit neighbors in the Valley. 

One of our neighbors was Senator Zebulon Baird 
Vance. He had built his Victorian country house toward 
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the head of the Valley. Our mill had sawed the logs and 
dressed the lumber for it. Daddy and Senator Vance were 
friends of long standing, fellow Democrats and fellow 
Confederate veterans. Often Daddy would take me along 
when he rode up to visit the Senator at Gombroon. 

Usually we rode Old Jule, Daddy in the saddle and I 
behind, holding on by wrapping my chubby arms around 
his waist. On one such occasion as Daddy and the Senator 
talked politics on the wide front porch, the Senator took 
me on his knee and said, "Fate, when this boy grows up 
I am going to appoint him to West Point. Maybe he will 
be a cavalryman like you." I didn't know what he meant 
and .children back then didn't ask questions of their 
elders when they were talking. But I never forgot the 
remark. The Senator died before I was old enough for 
him to make good on his promise, but I remember still 
how thrilled I was, especially after I learned exactly the 
meaning of "West Point." All the way home on Old Jule 
I pestered Daddy to tell me what he knew about it. He 
knew a lot, it seemed to me. General Lee had been super
intendent of the Academy and President Jeff Davis and 
most of the Confederate Generals learned their soldier
ing there. 

In this generation we seem to have lost much of the 
friendliness and consideration for each other that existed 
between neighbors three-quarters of a century ago. 

Dr. Wilson lived at Cooper's Station, now Swannanoa, 
and the distance from our home to Dr. Wilson's was six 
miles. Jule was well known as a ring-ride or tournament 
horse. On the tournament track he did not require any 
guidance at all-thus giving the rider a good chance to 
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gather the rings on his lance as the speedy horse swept by 
each post. 

In going for the doctor, Jule would gallop-or "lope," 
as we called the gait-all the way to the doctor's home. 
On the return trip, however, it was not easy to get him 
out of a walk. He was a pretty white horse and served our 
family and our neighbors over a period of many years. 
Senator Vance sometimes borrowed Jule to ride to the 
Black Mountain Station. 

On the visit aqove indicated, Daddy said: "Zeb, why 
haven't you sent my double-foot plough back-I need my 

, plough." 
Senator Vance replied: "Fate, what in the thunder 

is the accommodation in borrowing something and hav
ing to take it back home? Anyhow, you borrowed my 
Holstein bull way last spring and I haven't laid eyes on 
him since." 

The Holstein was the first of its breed in those parts, 
and the previous spring Uncle Caney Allison's Red 
Devon had fought with the Holstein one whole afternoon 
and far into the night. Nobody tried to stop the fight, not 
even Uncle Dan who lived near the Senator and sort of 
"looked after" the place when the family was in Wash
ington. 

It was also on this occasion that the Senator gave me a 
puppy. Because of ill health he had made a trip to 
Europe, and while abroad, he got hold of a beautiful 
English shepherd mother dog and brought her to Gom
broon. When the Senator took my father and me around 
the house to see the proud mother and her brood, he 
asked me to pick the one I liked. It was a difficult task. 
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They all looked alike. I chose the smallest of the lot and 
named him Dot. He was such a lovable creature that all 
of our hearts were won outright. . He lived in our family 
more than 16 years. He ran short races with the hounds 
and when with the pack, he knew no fear. 

He would actually fight a bear, and used a fast snap
ping method of attack. On a well remembered chase, the 
bear was brought to bay in a dense rhododendron thicket 
on the Little Right Hand Fork. Joe McAfee crawled near 
enough to get a shot at the bear. Hearing the shot all the 
fighting pack closed in, Dot among the group. The bear 
rushed Dot and pinned him against a large hollow tree. 
Joe shot him again, but the bear seemed intent on mak
ing an end of Dot. Joe rushed in and grabbed a hind leg 
of the bear and threw him down the hill several feet, and 
before the bear could get settled on his all-fours. Joe fin
ished him off with a well placed shot. On returning to the 
Valley home at the end of my junior year at college, Dot 
was not there to greet me. I sensed what had happened, 
and neither did any member of my family nor I ever 
bring up the question of Dot's passing or the manner in 
which it occurred. But back to the story of Gombroon. 

Our family and our Uncle Dan-our Daddy's older 
brother-and his boys felt a personal interest in Gom
broon. Just about all the lumber in building this cele
brated house was sawed at the Burnet Mill. It was 
delivered at the building site at from six to ten dollars 
per thousand feet. A large portion of this lumber was of 
an unusual quality-all except the rough framing and 
general rough materials. 

Senator and Mrs. Vance planned to finish several 
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rooms with rare specimens of our native timber. First of 
all, they wanted a curly poplar panel for their living 
room. This timber is clear, and wherever a tree is found 
to have curly streaks, a very rare effect is produced in 
paneling. 

My Father and Uncle Dan, both of whom were lum
bermen, knew of only one curly poplar tree left in the 
entire Valley, and it was standing near the head of the 
Big Left Hand Fork-only a mile or so below the Balsam 
Gap. It would d.oubtless have been cut many years be
fore; however, because of its location and inaccessibility, 
it had been considered as an unprofitable venture. The 
old wagon road at the head of the Valley ended about 
four miles below the tree and only a narrow trail led to 
the vicinity of the tree and on into the Balsam Gap. 

Mrs. Vance wanted this tree, and so, well, you know 
about women! It was a real giant of a forest of giants. 
It measured five and one-half feet in diameter-or almost 
eighteen feet in circumference. 

Three cuts of fourteen feet each were obtained. Rather 
than attempting to go to the trouble and expense of try
ing to build a wagon road to the tree, it was decided to 
skid the logs down some four miles to the upper end of 
the wagon road. Canthooks and hand sticks were used 
along with rollers to move the logs. Several sturdy and 
experienced loggers spent several days skidding down 
each cut of the large tree to the wagon road. The logs 
were then hauled by log wagon and ox teams on down to 
the Burnet Mill, where they were sawed according to· 
specification. 
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Mrs. Vance had one cut from the poplar made into a 
side table. In a time before the big mills came-when 
hardwoods grew in every cove, plain cherry, oak, or 
maple paneling would have been no luxury. So loggers 
looked for trees with "burly" or as we called, "curly" 
grain. They found a curly maple and skidded it two miles 
to a wagon road. Mrs. Vance wanted a room paneled in 
red mountain cherry. Of course it was found, too. Cherry 
is, to my mind, the loveliest of our mountain woods, and 
no one found any fault with the Vances for finishing the 
library in wild cherry. The dining room, which was im
mediately behind the library, was paneled in black wal-

nut 'and oak. 
Gombroon was long in the building. 
Work on it began soon after Senator and Mrs. Vance

Mrs. Florence Steele Martin-were married on June 16, 
1880. This dearly beloved couple, warmly loved and ad
mired by their mountaineer neighbors, had no trouble 
in getting adequate and skilled workmen to carry out 

their olans. 
- While the mansion was under construction, they built 
a temporary log cabin near by and lived there until Gom
broon was ready. Work on the house was largely seasonal, 
in-as-much as Senator Vance's senatorial duties kept him 
in Washington a major part of the time. By 1886 the 
"Washington Home on the Craggys" was ready for occu
pancy, although work on the ground.s and finishing 
touches on the building went on untIl around 1890. 
Many rare pieces of furniture were broug~t do.wn from 
Washington. Mrs. Vance shipped her favonte plano-the 
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first one seen or heard by many of her neighbors. Man
tels, windows and decorations were ordered from New 
York and made the trip of eight miles from Black Moun
tain in wagons-often ox-drawn. Case after case of books 
for the rare library came in and they were likewise trans
ported. 

When finally finished, the house had thirteen rooms 
and a large basement. It was three stories in height. All 
halls, alcoves, and stairways were of choice native oak 
timbers. 

John Day, a talented Negro from Asheville, did the 
hand carving. Other skilled workmen were used. The 
Gombroon estates comprised 1,500 acres, practically all 
of which was heavily timbered. About all of the Little 
Left Hand Fork was in the Gombroon acreage. The lawn 
was lovely, and the wide, rolling grounds on which the 
house was situated were fully adorned with majestic oaks, 
chestnuts, black gums, poplars, dogwoods, and several 
other varieties of native trees. 

Surrounded by a dense forest and lofty peaks, and with 
vineyards, orchards, gardens, greenhouses, a dairy, barns, 
and springhouses, this was a charming and most pic
turesque mountain home. 

The house sat on the southeastern side of the Great 
Craggy range. There was a clear view of the Blue Ridge 
range with Graybeard, Rocky Knob, and the Pinnacle 
of the Blue Ridge, Toe River, and Beech Gap, the Potato 
Top, and all the Black Mountains west to the Balsam 
Gap. To the Northwest lay the Big Craggy range. Little 
Craggy towered nearby, and the beautiful North Fork 
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Valley with its many streams and waterfalls lay hundreds 
of feet below. 

What a marvelous setting for a summer home! Se
cluded, restful, and beautiful. Fifteen hundred acres of 
virgin timber. A place where North Carolina's most dis
tinguished citizen could relax, enjoy his friends, and 
renew his spirit! 

Gombroon soon became one of the well known private 
homes of the South. It rapidly became the center of a 
most charming social circle. Frequent house parties were 
enjoyed by many summer guests. 

By modern standards, I suppose a three-story English 
manor house on a mountain would be considered incon
grous, but is wasn 't to the Vances or their guests. It was 
comfortable and beautiful. A spring-fed stream tinkled 
across the grassy slope to a small lake. In winters my 
Uncle Dan and his boys sawed ice from the lake and 
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stored it in the ice house against the summer return of 
the family. The Senator, of course, was famed for his wit 
at home, on the stump, and on the floor of the United 
States Senate. 

All of us in the Valley below shared in the pride that 
came from having a personage of the Senator's caliber 
living among us. The Senator was a world figure-our 
War Governor and a public speaker who could charm the 
birds from the trees. Of course there were great comings 
and goings at Gombroon each summer. The Vances were 
hospitable people and their guest list included the 

_ nation's great. Hardly · a day passed that the Senator's 
heavy coach did not lurch over the rock road between 
Gombroon and Black Mountain bearing arriving or de
parting guests. 

Mrs. Vance, after the Senator's death in 1894, con
tinued to maintain the traditions of Gombroon. She was 
always at home to her friends and neighbors. And she 
stoutly opposed the inroads of the government in the 
purchase of vast boundaries of lands for the National 
Forest Service. She opposed these government acquisi
tions on the grounds it would destroy the wholesome and 
simple life of her mountain neighbors. 

But the City of Asheville looked with possessive eyes 
on the Gombroon estates for addition to its vast water
sheds just as it looked on the lands of others living in the 
North Fork Valley. It was a simple matter and procedure 
to get the General Assembly of North Carolina to pass 
a special law giving the city authority to condemn any 
and all properties they wished to acquire. And so Gom
broon was doomed and was taken over by the City of 
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Asheville, which, according to the "City Fathers," 
deemed its removal necessary to insure the purity of the 
city's water supply. 

The Vances were moved out of the Valley and the 
beautiful and unique and rare Gombroon residence 
stood empty! In 1930 the City, as a generous gesture, 
donated the building to the Buncombe County Chapter 
of the United Daughters of the Confederacy upon con
dition that it be dismantled and reconstructed in an 
appropriate place, meaning, of course, the City of Ashe
ville. After much talk, and the passing of numerous reso
lutions, it became apparent the "Daughters" could not 
raise sufficient funds to move the building to Asheville 
or elsewhere! 

From 1927 until September 12, 1936, at which time 
the palatial residence was burned, the house was unoccu
pied. During this period of nine years, it and some of its 
contents became the prey of tourists and souvenir hunt
ers. It had become only a shell of its former magnificence. 

So, on the afternoon of September 12, 1936, there 
passed our Valley's most celebrated landmark. My two 
brothers, who were wardens of the City of Asheville 's 
watershed and lived within a mile of Gombroon, saw the 
smoke and flames. They rushed to the scene but could 
do nothing to stop the fire. Newspapers and others at
tributed the cause to lightning! An official weather report 
for September 12, 1936, follows: 

"Montreat (some four miles away) Temperature maxi
mum 80-minimum 59. 

Clear all day-prevailing wind from south!" 
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Asheville, which, according to the "City Fathers," 
deemed its removal necessary to insure the purity of the 
city's water supply. 

The Vances were moved out of the Valley and the 
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Clear all day-prevailing wind from south!" 



The search for Dr. Mitchell's body . .. 

IT SEEMS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE for anyone to write 
about this section of our mountains without mentioning 
somewhere in his discourse the search for Dr. Elisha 
Mitchell, who is buried on the summit of the great Black 
Dome which commands the range of the Blacks. I, too, 
find it impossible, for I was reared in their shadow. 

During my childhood and well past the turn of the 
century, numerous visitors passed through the Valley 
every summer on their way to and from Mount Mitchell. 
Later on, lumbering interests built a narrow-gauge rail
road into the area to brings the logs out to a gigantic 
bandmill which was operated for many years beside the 
Southern Railway tracks between Ridgecrest and Black 
Mountain. 

On week ends the little engines labored up to Camp 
Alice, about one-half mile from the top, with passenger 
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cars-and passengers. During this period, the watershed, 
which closed the route to Mitchell up the North Fork 
Valley, was established. By the time the timber was re
moved automobiles were becoming numerous and the 
old railroad bed was made into a one-way toll road over 
which you drove up in the forenoon and back in the after
noon. At the end of World War II, the State built a high
way from the Blue Ridge Parkway at Beech Gap to a few 
hundred yards below the top of this highest peak in 
Eastern America. 

Now, of course, an automobile can breeze up to Mount 
Mitchell from the Parkway in under 10 minutes. In the 
old days it was quite different, a journey that required 
four days for the round trip from Asheville. 

Some of the men in the Valley furnished horses and 
mules to travelers and went along as guides. My Uncle 
Dan Burnet and Uncle Caney Allison guided many of 
these tourists and developed a fund of stories about bear 
hunting-some of them were hair-raisers-to entertain 
the customers. 

Hotel men in Asheville, livery stable proprietors, and 
others would arrange for a group to go to Mitchell. They 
would load them into carriages or carryalls and drive 
to the Patton House, which was at the head of Valley. 
The conveyances would return to Asheville and the party 
would make the rest of the trip on horses and mules. The 
Patton House, once called the Stepp house, was a day's 
journey from Asheville. It consisted of three long build
ings, a dining hall, kitchen and two dormitories, and 
could accommodate about 50 overnight guests. 

Early next morning the party would start out on horses 
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and mules up the steep trail to Mitchell. Pack horses car
ried their food and a guide accompanied them. By noon 
they would be at the "Mountain House" or "Half-Way 
House," which in my time was no longer habitable, but 
the walls were still standing. If all went well they would 
reach Mitchell before nightfall. There they would spend 
the night either under the stars or sheltered by a cave or 
overhanging rock. Next day they would return to the Pat
ton House and the following day reach Asheville, 18 
miles away. 

Both Uncle Caney and Uncle Dan kept several horses 
, and mules to provide transportation for these travelers. 
And it was their custom not to rent out their mounts 
unless they themselves accompanied the parties as guides. 

Almost every man in the Valley knew the "Blacks" as 
well as he did his own ridges, coves, and water-courses. 
Most of them had hunted along these high tops and quite 
a few served regularly as guides. 

And of course, all of us were raised on the stories about 
the finding- of the body of Dr. Elisha Mitchell for whom -. , 
the mountain is named, in July 1857. My grandfather, 
Freder ic, and all of his sons except Daddy, who was 12 
years old, participated. The story of the search was a part 
of the stock in trade of every guide. 

When I was a small boy-l ° years old or so-Uncle 
Caney sometimes would take me along to help with the 
horses when he guided parties to Mitchell. Always he 
paid me a dollar. He, too, was in the group of Buncombe 
men who scoured the mountain for Dr. MitchelL It 
seemed to me that these "tourists" all asked the same 
questions and never listened to an answer. I heard the 
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story of the search for and finding of Dr. Mitchell's body 
many, many times-from Uncle Caney, Uncle Dan, and 
from many others, some who had been there and some 
who had heard about it first hand. No one in those years 
gave anyone person particular credit for finding Dr. 
Mitchell's body, as I recall, although it was discovered by 
Thomas Wilson of Yancey County. My Uncle Dan said 
he was with the group, mostly men from Yancey, when 
it was sighted in the little pool below Cat-tail Falls. A 
story written by Senator Zebulon Vance, who was in the 
party, is included in this chapter. The article, which first 
appeared in the Asheville Spectator in July 1857, has 
been reprinted many times. I never saw the original arti
cle, which was written 31 years before I was born. 

One of the latest reprints was in a pamphlet issued by 
the Asheville Citizen-Times to commemorate beginning 
of construction of the State Highway to Mount Mitchell. 
Mr. Charles A. Webb, publisher of the newspaper, was 
the principal speaker at the ceremony held on May 14, 
1946. The pamphlet also contained an account of the 
re-interment of Dr. Mitchell's body June 16, 1858, on the 
mountain top. It was written by Richard H. Battle, Esq., 
and appeared in the Raleigh Register on July 10, 1858. 
Mr. Webb's speech also was included in the booklet. 

Senator Vance listed those who were present when the 
body was removed from the pooL The list contains the 
names of Uncle Dan, Uncle Will, Uncle Berry (listed as 
R. H . instead of B. H .), and Uncle Caney Allison, whose 
name was spelled "Ellison," which is understandable be
cause he pronounced it as if it were spelled with an "E" 
instead of "A". 
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In this account, my great-Uncle "Ells" appears as 
Eldridge Burnett, possibly an error that crept in in later 
printings. Uncle Ells' name was Else, for his grandmoth
er, Granny Else. " Mr. Fred Burnett," of course, was my 
grandfather, whom we called "Grandaddy Fed." He 
called himself "Little Fed" and was Ells' brother. 

My purpose in going into something which occurred 
103 years ago is not to take away any measure of honor 
that accrued to "Big Tom" Wilson, who found the body, 
but to point put, perhaps unnecessarily, that the man
power of two counties participated in the search. Chris
tian Reid '*' , whose party was guided to Mount Mitchell 
by Uncle Dan in 1875, said in her book, "The Land of 
the Sky," that "500 men were engaged in the search." 
Mr. Vance listed 94 who were present when the body was 
brought out. He also said this did not include all who 
participated. It may be worthy of mention that nowhere 
in his detailed narrative did Mr. Vance single out any 
particular individual as having found the body. He said 
rather " that the labor which these mountain men ex
pended and the sacrifice they so willingly and cheerfully 
made is worthy of all praise and admiration." 

As time went on, "Big Tom" Wilson became almost as 
famous at Dr. Mitchell himself. The efforts of all the 
other searchers have receded into history. Now over a 
hundred years later, an oil portrait of "Big Tom," who 
lived into his 90 's and died in 1908, hangs in the lobby 
of the stone building erected by the State between Stepps 
Gap and the top. And the State Department of Conserva-

·Christian Reid was the pen name of Miss Frances Fisher of Salisbury who 
married James Tiernan. • 
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tion and Development has given the name of "Big Tom" 
to one of the twin peaks known for nearly two centuries 
as the Black Brothers. The other it renamed " Mount 
Craig." I feel sure that Governor Craig would have much 
preferred having a simple marker attesting to his efforts 
in getting the State to purchase the summit of the moun
tain as a State Park. He was essentially a modest man and 
would not have countenanced anyone's changing the 
name of any peak in the mountains he loved to perpetuate 
his memory. 

Miss Reid, in her description of their ascent of Mitch
ell, said that Uncle Dan stopped at a stretch of open 
ground below the dome and said it was here that search
ers found the first trace of the way Dr. Mitchell had taken. 

The author goes on quoting Uncle Dan: 
"We had been sarchin' from Friday to Tuesday," he 

says, "and on Tuesday we was pretty nigh disheartened, 
when Wilson-an old hunter from over in Yancey-said 
he hadn't no doubt the Professor had tried to go down 
Caney Valley by a trail they two had followed thirteen 
years afore, and which leads that way"-he points into the 
dark wilds below us. "Well, we looked along the edge of 
this here prairie till we found a track. Wilson was right
he had tried to go down to Caney Valley. We followed his 
trail for about four miles, and I was one of them what 
found him at last." 

She gave a description of Uncle Dan-whose likeness 
appears on the front of this book, taken from an illustra
tion in her volume, "The Land of the Sky." She described 
him as "a stalwart, broad-shouldered man of thirty-six 
or eight, with a frank, sunburned face, and a suggestion 
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of the soldier as well as the hunter in his appearance." 
She then quotes a companion, "What a study for a 

picture!" says Sylvia. "What a thorough type of the moun
taineer! If he only wore a Tyrolean hat, now-" "Like a 
brigand in an opera!" says another ... " Had Uncle Dan 
ever seen this operatic reference-I wonder what he would 
have said. Tyrolean hat, indeed! 

If one wonders why Senator Vance, then 24, was in the 
area it's a safe bet that he was "politicking." December 
7 of the following year he took his seat in the 35th Con
gress of the United States. He knew all the Burnetts, of 
course, and I presume he thought that anyone called 
"Ells" would be named "Eldridge." But to Mr. Vance's 
account: 

THE SEARCH FOR PROFESSOR 
MITCHELL'S BODY 

From the Asheville Spectator) July 1857 

By Zebulon Baird Vance 

Messrs. Editors-Having spent a week at the scene of 
this memorable calamity, in search of the body of Dr. 
Mitchell, and assisting in its removal after it was found, 
I have been requested by sundry citizens to give to the 
public a sketch of the deplorable event. In accordance 
with their request, I now take my pen to give you all I 
know of the accident, which has caused so much sorrow
ful excitement in this region, and which I doubt not 
will unnerve the public feeling to its centre throughout 
the State when the sad tidings shall be generally known. 

It is known to all who have felt interested in our State 
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Geography, that there lately sprung up a dispute between 
the Hon. T . L. Clingman and Dr. Mitchell, in regard to 
one of the high peaks of the Black Mountain put down in 
Cook's map as Mt. Clingman. The former alleging that 
he was first to measure and ascertain its superior height 
to any other point on the range, and the latter gentleman 
asserting that he was on that same peak and measured it 
in the year 1844. After several letters, pro and con, 
through the newspapers, Dr. Mitchell announced last fall 
his intention of visiting the mountains again for the pur
pose of re-measuring the peak in dispute, taking the state
ments of some gentlemen who had acted as his guides on 
his former visits, etc. Sometime since, about the middle 
of June, I think, he came up, in company with his son, 
Chas. A. Mitchell, his daughter, and a servant boy, estab
lished his headquarters at Jesse Stepp's, at the foot of the 
mountain, and began the laborious task of ascertaining 
the height of the highest peak by an instrumental survey, 
which as the former admeasurements were only baro
metrical, would fix its altitude with perfect accuracy. He 
had proceeded with his work near two weeks, and had 
reached to some quarter of a mile above Mr. Wm. Pat
ton's Mountain House, by Saturday evening, 212 o'clock, 
the 27th of June, at which time he quit work and told 
his son that he was going to cross the mountain to the 
settlement on Caney River for the purpose of seeing Mr. 
Thomas Wilson, Wm. Riddle, and I believe another Mr. 
Wilson, who had guided him up to the top on a former 
visit. 

He promised to return to the Mountain House on 
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Monday at noon. There was no one with him. This was 
the last time he was ever seen alive. On Monday his son 
repaired to the Mountain House to meet his father, but 
he did not come. Tuesday the same thing occurred, and 
though considerable uneasiness was felt for his safety, 
yet there were so many ways to account for his delay that 
it was scarcely thought necessary to alarm the neighbor
hood; but when Wednesday night came and brought no 
token of him, his son and Mr. John Stepp immediately 
started on Thl:lrsday morning to Caney River in search 
of him. On arriving at Mr. Thos. Wilson's, what was their 
astonishment and dismay to learn that he had neither 
been seen nor heard of in that settlement! They immedi
ately returned to Mr. Stepp's, the alarm was given, and 
before sundown Friday evening companies of the hardy 
mountaineers from the North Fork of the Swannanoa 
were on their way up the mountain. The writer, happen
ing to be present on a visit to the Blacks, joined the first 
company that went up. About eighteen persons camped 
at the Mountain House that evening, and continued 
accessions were made to our party during the night, by 
the good citizens of that neighborhood, who turned out 
at the call of humanity as fast as they heard the alarm, 
some from their fields, some from working on the road, 
and all without a moment's hesitation. Early on Satur~ay 
morning our party under the command of Mr. Fred Bur
nett and his sons, all experienced hunters, and Jesse Stepp 
and others who were familiar with the mountains, struck 
out for the main top, and began the search by scouring 
the woods on the left hand or Caney River side of the 
trail that runs along the top. We continued on this way 
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to the highest peak without discovering any traces what
ever of his passage, when our company became so scat
tered into small parties that no further systematic search 
could be made that day. But directly in our rear as we 
came up the mountain was Mr. Eldridge Burnet with 
some more of his neighbors, who had come from their 
houses that morning; and hearing a report that Dr. 
Mitchell had expressed his intention of striking a bee line 
from the top for the settlements without following the 
blazed trail way to Caney River, they searched for signs 
in that direction, and soon found a trail in the soft moss 
and fern that was believed to have been made by him, 
and followed it until it came to the first fork of Caney, 
where it was lost. Nothing doubting but they were on 
his track, and that he had continued down the stream, 
they went several miles along the beat of the river, over 
inconceivably rough and dangerous ground, until dark, 
when they threw themselves upon the earth and rested 
till morning. Mr. Stepp, Mr. Fred Burnett, and others 
made their way to Wilson's on Caney River to join the 
company that ~as coming up from the Yancey side, and 
the writer and many others returned, gloomy and disap
pointed to the Mountain House. Thus ended the first 
day's search. During almost the entire day the rain had 
poured down steadily, the air was cold and chilling, the 
thermometer indicating about 44 degrees at noon, whilst 
the heavy clouds wrapped the whole mountain in such 
a dense fog that it was impossible to see any distance 
before us. It seemed as if the genii of those vast mountain 
solitudes were angered at our unwonted intrusion, and 
had evoked the Storm-God to enshroud in deeper gloom 
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the sad and mysterious fate of their noble victim. 
Sabbath morning came, but its holy stillness and sacred 

associations were all unregarded, and the party camping 
in the Mountain House, now largely augmented by con
stant arrivals from the settlements, plunged again into 
the gloomy forest of gigantic firs , and filing through the 
dark and deep gorges struck far down into the wilds of 
Caney River. Mr. Eldridge Burnet's party returned 
about 2 o'clock, bringing no tidings and seeing no fur
ther trace whatsoever of the wanderer's footsteps. Still 
later in the day Messrs. Fred Burnett and Jesse Stepp and 
party returned with some twelve or fifteen of the citizens 
of Caney River , having traversed a large scope of country 
and finding still no trace of the lost one. The rain still 
continued to pour down, and the gloomy and ill-omened 
fog still continued to wrap the mountain's brow in its 
rayless and opaque shroud. Just before dark the remain
ing party came in, unsuccessful, tired, hungry and soak
ing with water. A general gloom now overspread the 
countenances of all, as the awful and almost undeniable 
fact was proclaimed, that Dr. Mitchell was surely dead, 
and our only object in making the search, would be to 
rescue his mortal remains from the wild beasts and give 
them christian sepultui'e! It could not be possible, we 
thought, that he was alive, for cold, and hunger, and 
fatigue, if nothing worse had happened to him, would 
ere this have destroyed him. Alas! We reasoned too well. 
By this time the alarm had spread far and near, and many 
citizens of Asheville and other parts of the country were 
flocking to the mountains to assist in the search for one so 
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universally beloved and respected. On Monday the com
pany numbered some sixty men. New routes were pro
jected, new ground of search proposed, and the hunt con
ducted throughout the day with renewed energy and 
determination, but still without avail. On Tuesday the 
company of Buncombe men separated into three squads 
and took different routes, whilst Mr. Thomas Wilson and 
his neighbors from Caney River, took a still more distant 
route, by going to the top of the highest peak and search
ing down towards the Cat-tail fork of the River. They 
were led to take this route by the suggestion of Mr. Wil
son, that Dr. M. had gone up that way in his visit to the 
high peak in 1844, and that perhaps he had undertaken 
to go down by the same route. They accordingly struck 
out for that point, and turning to the left to strike down 
the mountain in the prairie near the top, at the very spot 
where it is alleged that the Doctor entered it thirteen 
years ago, they instantly perceived the impression of feet 
upon the yielding turf, pointing down the mountain in 
the direction indicated by his former route. After tracing . -
it some distance with that unerring woodcraft which is 
so wonderful to all but the close observing hunter, they 
became convinced that it was his trail and sent a messen
ger back some five miles to inform the Buncombe men, 
and telling them to hurry on as fast as they could. The 
writer with Mr. Charles Mitchell and many others were 
in a deep valley on the head waters of another fork of 
the river, when the blast of a horn and the firing of guns 
on a distant peak, made us aware that some discovery 
was made. Hurrying with breathless haste up the steep 
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mountain side in the direction of the guns we soon came 
up and found the greater part of our company watching 
for us, with the news that the Yancey company were upon 
the trail we had been so earnestly seeking so many days. 
After a brief consultation, two or three of our party 
returned to the Mountain House for provisions, and the 
balance of us started as fast as we could travel along the 
main top towards our Yancey friends, and reached the 
high peak just before dark. Here we camped in a small 
cabin built by Mr. Jesse Stepp, ate a hasty supper and 
threw ourselves upon the floor, without covering, to rest. 

About I o'clock in the night, just as the writer was 
about closing his eyes in troubled and uneasy slumber, a 
loud haloo was heard from the high bluff that looms over 
thl, cabin. It was answered from within and in a moment 
every sleeper was upon his feet. Mr. Jesse Stepp, Capt. 
Robert Patton and others, then came down and told us 
that the body was found. Mournfully then indeed those 
hardy sons of the mountain seated themselves around the 
smouldering cabin fire, and on the trunks of the fallen 
firs, and then, in the light of a glorious full moon, whose 
rays penciled the dark damp forest with liquid silver, 
seven thousand feet above the tide-washed sands of the 
Atlantic, the melancholy tale was told. Many a heart was 
stilled with sadness as the awful truth was disclosed, and 
many a rough face glittered with a tear in the refulgent 
moon-light as it looked upon the marble pallor and statue
stillness of the stricken and bereaved son, and thought of 
those far away whom this sudden evil would so deeply 
afflict. 
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It was as they expected. The deceased had undertaken 
to go the same route to the settlements which he had 
formerly gone. They traced him rapidly down the preci
pices of the mountain, until they reached the stream (the 
Cat-tail fork), found his traces going down it-following 
on a hundred yards or so, they came to a rushing cataract 
some forty feet high, saw his foot-prints trying to climb 
around the edge of the yawning precipice, saw the moss 
torn up by the out-stretched hand, and then-the solid, 
impressionless granite refused to tell more of his fate. But 
clambering hastily to the bottom of the roaring abyss, 
they found a basin worn out of the solid rock by the fren
zied torrent, at least fourteen feet deep, filled with clear 
and crystal waters cold and pure as the winter snow that 
generates them. At the bottom of the basin, quietly repos
ing, with outstretched arms, lay the mortal remains of the 
Rev. Elisha Mitchell, D.D., the good, the great, the wise, 
the simple minded, the pure of heart, the instructor of 
youth, the disciple of knowledge, and the preacher of 
Christianity! Oh what friend to science and virtue, what 
youth among all the thousands that have listened to his 
teachings, what friend that has ever taken him by the 
hand, can think of this wild and awful scene unmoved by 
the humanity of tears! can think of those gigantic pyra
midal firs, whose interlocking branches shut out the light 
of heaven, the many hued rhododendrons that freight the 
air with their perfume and lean weepingly over the 
waters, that crystal stream leaping down the great gran
ites and hastening from the majestic presence of the 
mighty peak above, whilst in the deep pool below, where 
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the weary waters rest but a single moment, lies the inani
mate body of his dear friend and preceptor, apparently 
listening to the mighty requiem of the cataract! Truly 
"Man knoweth not his time, and the sons of men are 
entrapped in the evil, when it cometh suddenly upon 
them." 

Upon consultation it was thought best to let the body 
remain in the water until all arrangements were com
pleted for its removal and interment; judging rightly that 
the cold and pure waters would better preserve it, than it 
could be kept in any other way. At day light a number of 
hands went to cutting out a trail from the top of the 
mountain to where the body lay, a distance of three miles, 
whilst others went to Asheville to make the necessary 
arrangements. Word was also sent to the coroner of Yan
cey, and to the citizens generally to come and assist us in 
raising the body on Wednesday morning. At the time a 
large number of persons assembled at Mr. Jesse Stepp's 
and set out for the spot, bearing the coffin upon our 
shoulders up the dreary steeps. We had gone near ten 
miles in this way and had just turned down from the high 
peak towards the river, when we were met by Mr. Cor
oner Ayers, and about fifty of the citizens of Yancey, com
ing up with the body. They had got impatient at our 
delay, and enveloping the body in a sheet and fastening 
it securely upon a long pole, laid it upon the shoulders 
of ten men and started up the mountain. And now 
became manifest the strength and hardihood of those 
noble mountaineers. For three miles above them the 
precipitous granites and steep mountain sides forbade 
almost the ascent of an unincumbered man, which was 
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rendered doubly difficult by great trunks of trees, and the 
thick and tangled laurel which blocked up the way. The 
load was near two hundred and fifty pounds and only 
two 'men could carry at once. But nothing daunted by 
the fearful exertion before them, they step boldly up the 
way, fresh hands stepped in every few moments, all strug
gling without intermission and eager to assist in the work 
of humanity. Anon they would come to a place at which it 
was impossible for the bearers to proceed, and then they 
would form a line by taking each others hands the upper
most man grasping a tree and with shouts of encourage
ment heave up by main strength. In this way, after inde
scribably toiling for some hours they reached the spot. 
Here was afforded another instance of the great affection 
and regard in which the deceased was held by all. These 
bold and hardy men desired to have the body buried 
there and contended for it long and earnestly. They said 
that he had first made known the superior height of their 
glorious mountain and noised their fame almost through
out the Union, that he had died whilst contending for 
his right to that loftiest of all the Atlantic mountains, on 
which we then stood, and they desired to place his 
remains right there, and at no other spot. It would indeed 
have been an appropriate resting place for him, and 
greatly was it wished for by the whole country, before its 
being told them that his family wanted his remains 
brought down. They reluctantly yielded, and the Bun
combe men proceeded to bring the body slowly down 
the valley of the Swannanoa. Before leaving the top, the 
writer took down the names of all present, and will ask 
you to publish them to the world, as men who have done 
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honor to our common humanity by their generous and 
disinterested conduct on this melancholy occasion. I am 
no flatterer, Messrs. Editors, but I must confess that the 
labor which these mountain men expended and the sacri
fice they so willingly and cheerfully made, is worthy of all 
praise and admiration. May God reward their kindness; 
I feel sure, the numerous friends and pupils of the dear 
deceased would rather read the list of these men's names 
than the "ayes and naes" of any Congressional vote that 
has been recorded in many a day. 

FROM YANCEY 

Nathaniel B. Ray, I. M. Broyles, Joseph Shephard, 
Washington Broyles, Henry Wheeler, Thomas Wilson, 
Jas. M. Ray, D. W. Burleson, G. B. Silvers, J. o. Griffith, 
E. Williams, A. D. Allen, A. L. Ray, Thomas D. Wilson, 
E. A. Pyatt, D. W. Howard, W. M. Austin, James H. 
Riddle, Dr. W. Crumley, G. D. Ray, Burton Austin, 
James Allen, Henry Ray, T. L. Randolph, John Mc
Peters; W . B. Creasman, S. J. Nanney, Samuel Ray, E. W. 
Boren, Rev. W. C. Bowman, J. W. Bailey, Thomas Sil
vers, Jr., Thomas Calloway, Henry Allen, J. L. Gibbs, 
Jesse Ray, James Hensley, Robert Riddle, W. D. Wil
liams, J. D. Young, William Rolen, G. W. Wilson, John 
Rogers, James Allen, Jr., J. W. Ayres, J. F. Presnell, 
R. A. Rumple, W. J. Hensley, D. H. Silvers, R. Don 

Wilson, Jas. Calloway. 

FROM BUNCOMBE 

S. C. Lambert, William Burnett, R. H. Burnett, R. J. 
Fortune, Ephraim Glass, J. H. Bartlett, B. F. Fortune, 
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A. N. Alexander, James Gaines, J. E. Ellison, John F. 
Bartlett, F. F. Bartlett, Elijah Kearly, E. Clayton, A. Bur
gin, Jesse Stepp, D. F. Summey, T. J. Corpning, Harris 
Ellison, T. B. Boyd, A. J. Lindsey, Joshua Stepp, William 
Powers, R. P. Lambert, Tisdale Stepp, Daniel Burnett, 
Thadeus C. Coleman, A. F. Harris, W. C. Fortune, 
Fletcher Fortune, Capt. Robert Patton, Cooper, servant 
of Wm. Patton, John, servant of Fletcher Fortune, Esq. 

A. J. Emmerson, Chatham County; A. E. Rhodes, 
Jones Coun~y; H. H. Young, and Moses Dent, Franklin 
County; all students of Wake Forest College. 

This list does not comprise all who assisted in the 
search, as much to my regret I did not take a list of any 
but those present at the removal of the body. I believe, 
however, that the names of all are recorded on the register 
of Mr. Patton's Mountain House, where the friends of 
Dr. Mitchell can see them when they visit (as I have no 
doubt many will) the scene of his death. 

This ends my brief sketch of this melancholy affair. As 
to any eulogy upon Dr. Mitchell's character I feel myself 
unequal to the task. I trust that it will be appropri~tely 
pronounced by some one of his learned and devoted fel
low laborers of the University. My feeble pen could add 
nothing to his moral and intellectual stature. I will only 
say, that I loved him as sincerely as anyone in the State. 
I am gratified to be able to state that unusual kindness 
and respect was exhibited by every citizen of the country 
throughout the whole transaction. 

Yours truly, 
Z. B. Vance. 

A gentleman of dignity . .. 

My GRANDFATHER, my great-uncle Philip, and my father 
all talked a great deal about Tige and Cry and Chambers 
Lead. 

My earliest recollections of our dogs began with Ketch. 
I was three years old when Daddy went across Craggy to 
the head of Big Ivy and gave Will Arrowood $5 for him. 
That was a pretty good price for a bear dog only a year 
old, but we needed a good fighter to run with N em, 
Flenn, and old Crook-Tail Rock. Nem and his half
brother Steel had been obtained from one of our rela
tives on Spring Creek in the Great Smokies. 

Steel had been killed in a fight with a bear near Toe 
River Gap. The half-brothers were of the Renfro breed 
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and were good fighters. Flenn was a blue tick and a good 
one. Old Crook-Tail Rock got his nickname as the result 
of a bear fight. The bear injured Rock's tail and it re
mained crooked the rest of his life. Before his death, he 
became one of the most famous dogs in the Valley. 

It was to this pack that Ketch was introduced as a re
placement for Steel, who had met his end in his first bear 
fight in our area. Ketch also was introduced to me and 
he straightway became my dog and I became his man. He 
protected me from snakes, hogs, bulls, rams, and my 
family. He never let me go near the mill pond or down 
to the creek. I was his special charge and he accorded me 
his last measure of devotion. 

Ketch was about a third larger than the average bear 
dog. I think I have heard my father say he was the largest 
dog we ever owned. His breeding was unknown. His 
mother was half hound and half brindled cur. He had a 
black saddle, a whitish ring around his neck, and a white 
blaze extended from his chin the length of his throat to 
between his front legs. He had stocking feet and was a 
clean appearing gentleman of dignity and good manners. 
This massive and handsome fellow was first of all a bear 
dog. He was a terrific fighter. 

In closin?" i~ ?n a bear he went for its left hind leg, 
would tear It VICIOusly and then jump back. In a moment 
he would plunge in again, give a perplexing jerk and 
spring back and crouch close to the ground. Reputedly, 
bears have poor eyesight, and Ketch's manner of fighting 
and crouching after each sudden attack, especially with 
other dogs moving around, upright, was very effective 
and confusing to the angry bear. 
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At home he let lesser and smaller dogs run over him, 
eat his food, and generally maul him. He followed my 
toddling legs from morning 'til night. He seemed to feel 
that N em, Flenn, and Rock were too good friends for 
him to fight, but one day three bulldogs from out of the 
Valley came our way and ganged up on Ketch and he 
whipped them all-single-handed. 

Ketch was an unusual bear dog. He would run prac
tically anything-coon, wildcat, panther, or even tree a 
squirrel. Attorney Johnson Jones, who was employed by 
my father as our tutor, squirrel hunted regularly with 
him. Although very small, I was sometimes taken along 
to "turn the squirrels" for the hunters. Ketch would hunt 
just as well for a neighbor as he would for us. He would 
run with the pack or track alone. He would stalk a rattle
snake and sling it into two parts. Few bear races were lost 

when he was along. 
In fighting a bear, the method of Ketch and Nem, 

Flenn and Rock was unique. Flenn and Rock stayed in 
front of the bear. N em and Ketch fought behind, Ketch 
always snapping at the ieft ieg. When a bear was caught 
and killed, we would find that the hide had been torn 
away from the flesh on the left hind leg. 

One of Ketch's good friends was Lewis Patton, a well
known bear hunter. He was a friend of our family, often 
hunted with us, and occasionally borrowed Ketch for 
hunts. On one occasion Mr. Patton and Ketch chased a 
bear from the Long Branch to a rhododendron slick on 
the Little Right Hand Fork. Lewis said that when he got 
to the top of the Bearwallow ridge he could hear Ketch 
baying the bear. Lewis had taken along a half-growTh 
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puppy for training. When he finally reached the spot 
where Ketch was worrying the bear, Lewis sicked the 
puppy on the bear. Lewis said that when the bear would 
try to run, Ketch would spring forward, seize the left 
hind leg and then jump back and crouch in the laurel 
thicket. The bear would chase the puppy and Ketch 
would repeat his attack. Finally, the inexperienced puppy 
was wounded by the bear. Lewis then shot the bear with 
his muzzle-loading rifle. The shot wasn't fatal. Hurriedly, 
Lewis tried to reload. In the excitement of the race 
through the dense thickets, he had lost his ramrod. His 
puppy was wounded, Ketch and the bear were fighting 
a hundred yards down the side of the ridge. This hunter 
was resourceful. He got out his knife, cut a four-inch 
length of laurel shoot, rammed the bullet down with this, 
added another length, and another, until he had the bul
let seated firmly. He shook his home-made ramrods out of 
the barrel and followed down and killed the bear. The 
barrel of the muzzle-loader was almost six feet long. 

There were many stories about Lewis in the Valley. 
He had a large family. His boys became lumbermen and 
men of considerable influence. His girls, as I remember 
them, were pretty and all married well. 

One time Lewis and his three sons went up around the 
old Mountain House, which had been built by another 
Patton, by the way, who was from Charleston. They 
brought down two sled loads of balsam and spruce shrubs, 
loaded them on a wagon, and took them 18 miles to Ashe
ville. They parked the wagon on the public square and 
waited all day, hoping to dispose of them. Few customers 
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appeared. By nightfall he had most of his shrubs still on 
the wagon. Lewis went to a hardware store and bought a 
mattock and a shovel. By 3 o'clock next morning he and 
the boys were digging holes in a large estate on the north
west side of town. At 8 o'clock the owner appeared and 
demanded to know what was going on. Lewis said he was 
only carrying out the contract that had been made with 
him by the owner of an estate the previous afternoon. 
All innocence, he assured the gentleman that although he 
had been promised $1 apiece for the shrubs if he would 
plant them, he would be glad to fill up the 100 holes he 
and his boys had dug. He had just found the wrong place. 
With holes already dug, the owner struck a bargain with 
Lewis, he would pay 50 cents apiece for the lot, some 
$50 worth. 

There is another true story about Lewis. Two neigh
bors in the Valley, having imbibed too freely, got into a 
fight. The fight ended up in a court case and Lewis was 
a witness. Attorney Locke Craig was the lawyer who had 
Lewis summoned. On the day the trial was to be held in 
Asheville, Lewis got up soon after midnight and walked 
the 18 miles to the courthouse. He arrived about 7 
o'clock. Few people were astir. Someone asked him what 
he was going to swear at the trial. His answer was, "I 
don't know presactly. I ain't seen Craig yit." 

Craig was well beloved by us all, daddy and mother 
especially. He was the lawyer for the whole Valley. When 
it was known that his name had been offered to the Demo
cratic convention in Charlotte for nomination for Gov
ernor, North Fork turned out en masse. Daddy led a 
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delegation to Charlotte on horseback to support their 
candidate. There was a torch light parade and Fate was 
in it, wearing a white Stetson with a rattlesnake band 
around it and giving the Rebel Yell every breath. Craig 
was not nominated that time but he was four years later 
and was elected. 

He loved my mother as his own and "Aunt Sally" was 
always dear to him. He had Daddy down to the mansion 
in Raleigh while he was Governor and often said that 
Fate was the handsomest man ever to grace the Gov
ernor's Mansion, either as guest or as Governor. 

We do not know the origin of our dog's name-Ketch. 
It was his name when he became a member of our family, 
and it is a tribute to his memory that no one in the Valley 
ever considered giving his name to another dog. Cer
tainly no Burnet would have considered it. Everybody 
seemed to agree that no other dog was worthy to bear 
his name. 

He was large and masterly, yet courteous and consid
erate. He was cooperative. He was ready and eager to be 
in the thickest of the fight. He was never known to shirk 
or to hesitate . Almost any chase or fight in which he took 
part, and he was always in there fighting, became memor
able. A chase was rarely lost when he was present. Per
haps, everything considered, he deserves to be called the 
very best all-round dog known to the hunters of the 
North Folk Valley. I wish I were able to say the right 
words or to in some way pay Ketch the tribute he de
serves. However, I have felt always that he was my 
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Father's favorite dog, and do not believe there could be 
a greater tribute. 
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Cousin Alex and his coon dog . .. 

OF ALL THE COON HUNTERS who lived and hunted on 
North Fork, Alex Burnett was the most famous, He was 
one of those Burnets who added a " t" at the end of his 
name. Stories about Alex are legion. Most of these he 
started himself. He was an imaginative and witty story
teller and had he set down on paper the tales he told 
every time he met an acquaintance along the road he 
would have died the wealthiest coon hunter in history. 

Cousin Alex was the son of my grandfather's brother, 
Uncle Alfred. He was too young for the Civil War and 
had no business volunteering for the Spanish-American 
War because he was too old, but he did. He was an in-
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different bear hunter. He preferred coon hunting and 
spent very little time hunting other game. 

Alex lived far up in Big Cove. A wagon road went to 
the old Crook Place, about a mile and a half below Alex's 
holdings, and after that there was a narrow sled road on 
to his house. Alex raised a large family, farmed a little 
and hunted coons with his dog Bounce. Bounce wasn't 
Alex's only coon dog, but he was his best. And even in his 
old age when his teeth were worn to the gums, Bounce 
could kill a full grown coon with dispatch. 

Bounce had been a bear dog, a mixture of Bluetick and 
Redbone. He had received a spine injury in a bear fight 
on the north side of Bill Gragg Bear Pen Ridge which 
had made him unfit for hunting fast traveling game. Alex 
converted him into a coon dog. They were practically 
inseparable. Many of Alex's stories were about the prow
ess of Bounce. 

During most of the daylight hours Alex and Bounce 
scouted for likely places to find coons. At night they 
hunted. Their strategy was to get between the coon and 
his den. Bounce would trail and tree the coon. Alex 
would shoot it out, chop the tree down, or build a fire 
and wait until daylight. If he cut the tree down it would 
usually addle the coon and Bounce would have no diffi
culty in killing it. Alex, like most of the people in the 
Valley, was a dead shot. 

To hear him tell it, Bounce never missed a coon and 
he never missed a shot. A phrase "Here comes Cousin 
Alex and his coon dog" became a part of our legends in 
the Valley. 
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Just as legendary is the story about Alex's military serv
ice in Cuba as a member of the Army of the United 
States. Like most of us Alex was raised on stories about 
the campaigns in Northern Virginia. He knew many of 
the names of the North Carolina regiments, their num
bers and the names of their commanders. He felt just as 
many of us did that he was almost a part of the Civil War. 

When his wife died shortly before war was declared 
with Spain and his two sons volunteered for service Alex , , 
who was getting along in years, determined to join up 
too. He did and in due time arrived in Cuba, possibly the 
least disciplined and rawest recruit in that illy prepared 
army. 

Alex didn 't like Cuba nor the Army. When he enlisted 
he expected to do some fighting. But there was no fight
ing and none of the excitement he had expected, so he 
just wandered out of the camp one day to take a look 
around. It is doubtful that anyone missed him. 

In some way he got hold of a bottle of rum, something 
he had never tasted before, and drank it. As he was try
ing to get himself together later, he saw General Fitzhugh 
Lee approaching on his horse. He saluted the former 
Civil War general and kinsman of Robert E. Lee smartly 
and said, "Howdy, Gineral. You don't seem to remember 
me. I am one of the men who fit all over Virginny with 
you." 

The General asked, "Where did you fight with me?" 
"Why," said Alex, "don't you remember that night 

when we tackled the Yankee gunboats down on that big 
river and drove 'em off with our calvry?" 
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The general remembered very well. "Come here," he 
said. "What's your name, soldier? And what are you do
ing here?" 

As Alex used to tell the story, he said, "Well, Gineral, 
my wife died and my two boys jined up to fight with their 
dad's old Gineral, and when I found that myoId Gineral 
was going to lead us again down here, I jist couldn't stay 
out. We ain't doin' no fightin' down here and I ain't laid 
eyes on my boys but I am powerful glad to see you again, 
sir." 

The General asked Alex the name of his outfit, then 
thoughtfully wrote out something on a piece of paper and 
told Alex to bring it to him at his headquarters next 
morning. At daybreak Alex was there. Alex handed the 
paper to the guard and was directed to the tent of Gen
eral Fitz Lee. He knocked and a sleepy orderly appeared 
and insisted that the general was asleep and couldn't be 
disturbed at that unearthly hour. Alex allowed he would 
wait. 

Two hours later Alex was having breakfast with the 
General. Alex explained the difficulty he had with regu
lations in this new army-the only one he had ever known 
-and the Civil W ar leader understood, perfectly. Alex 
left the general's quarters with an official document 
which exempted him henceforth from drills, entitled him 
to camp privileges wherever he might turn up in Cuba, 
and authorized him to draw rations when he needed 
them. When Alex was mustered out and returned home 
he often remarked that he "fout and kilt Spaniards all 
over the world." 
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As a military man Alex may not have been in any 
battles with the Spaniards, but on the North Fork he 
fought at the drop of a hat. An argument with Alex 
usually ended in a fight. One Saturday afternoon he and 
his friend Jesse Powers had been sampling the contents 
of a jug of liquor and they got into an argument over 
their coon dogs. It ended in a very fine fight. The fight 
was fair, to a point. I mean by that that neither man got 
out his knife nor picked up a rock. It was what was known 
in the Valley as a "fist and skull fight." Nevertheless Alex 
bit off the tip of Jess's left ear. 

When they sobered up good relations were re-estab
lished. However Jess always contended that he resented 
losing that ear tip for the simple reason that he was 
branded just like Squire Fortune branded his cattle, "a 
smooth crap off the left ear." And he certainly didn't be
long to Squire Fortune. 

Alex's chief claim to fame rests on the story of his 
mortgage and how he outwitted the mayor of Old Fort 
and the Sheriff of McDowell county and provided amuse
ment for generations. 

Unlike many such stories, this one can be documented. 
It is a matter of public record in McDowell county courts. 

It all started innocently enough. The North Fork Bur
nets ranged their cattle during the summer on the Burnet 
Horse Range in Buncombe county and also in the vicin
ity of Toe River Gap and Beech Gap which are nearby. 
Often Alex would go up and salt the cattle. Others from 
McDowell county ranged their stock on the same free 
range. Each owner had his own ear mark for his cattle. 
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The Burnet mark was a "smooth crap off the left ear and 
an underbit in the right." 

In the fall each owner came up to the high ranges to 
drive his cattle home. There was no organized round-up, 
such as they have in the West. One man might have no 
more than four or five head which he grazed in the high
lands. 

One fall in some way a very good steer that carried the 
Burnet mark got mixed in with the cattle of an owner 
who lived between Old Fort and Marion, over in Mc
Dowell. The Burnets were advised that the steer was in 
McDowell and Alex was sent down afoot to drive the 
steer home. He was given $1 for expense money. 

On the way down, he stopped at Hix Southers' still 
in the Swannanoa Gap and spent 50 cents for whiskey. 
When he arrived at Old Fort he was feeling no pain and 
he inquired the way to the farm where the steer was 
being held. It lay five miles down the Catawba river. 

The amount of whiskey that Alex purchased for his 
50 cents is lost in history. Be that as it may, when Alex 
reached Old Fort again in the late afternoon leading the 
steer, he made the Valley and surrounding coves echo 
with the Rebel Yell. 

He was arrested and jailed for drunkenness and "dis
turbing the peace and dignity of the Municipality of Old 
Fort." The marshal let him tie his steer in the back yard 
of the jail house and provided the animal with a bundle 
of fodder. By next morning Alex was completely sober 
and his wits were working. He was taken before the 
mayor, who found him guilty and fined him $10 and 
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costs. Alex had only 50 cents and explained the fact to 
the mayor. 

The mayor changed the judgment to $10 fine or 30 
days in jail. 

Alex felt abused. He was broke. He had had nothing to 
eat since leaving home the morning before. The steer had 
been fed but he hadn't. He didn't have money for the 
fine and he didn't want to go to jail. He didn't know it 
but the mayor didn't want to have to feed the prisoner 
for a month ~ither. 

The mayor suggested that Alex give him a mortgage 
on the steer or leave the steer at Old Fort until he could 
bring the fine. Alex pointed out that the steer wasn't his. 
Then the mayor asked him what he had in Buncombe 
he could put up as surety. Land? Livestock? Alex allowed 
he did have a cow but she was mortgaged already and he 
had a mortgage on his farm. About the best he could do 
was his hogs. He reckoned he could give a mortgage on 
them. How many were there? Well, there must be 12 or 
14 running around the place. 

The mayor asked him about their color and weight. 
Alex said they were reddish-brown and had been born in 
the woods and were skittish. He estimated they would 
weigh 15 or 20 pounds apiece. Accordingly, the mayor 
had a mortgage drawn up. It was signed and Alex made 
his X mark. 

He came on home, delivered the steer, and went on up 
to his place in the Big Cove. Next night he and Bounce 
caught three big coons "afore daylight." He forgot about 
the mortgage he had given on the "hogs" around his 
place. 
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Weeks went by. Finally Alex got a notice through the 
mail that he had only a few more days to come over into 
McDowell and satisfy his mortgage. It was from the 
sheriff. A second warning came by registered mail and 
Alex got the mail man to read it to him. It was in the 
kind of language Alex didn't understand so he put it in 
the fire. Alex said the thing had so many "whereas-es" 
he couldn't rightly understand what it meant. 

Late one afternoon about three weeks later a good
looking wagon, drawn by a nice looking team of mules 
drew up at Burnet mill. The sheriff and his deputy got 
out. They had, they said, come to take possession of some 
mortgaged property and were to meet a justice of the 
peace from the township to get the papers all in order. 
Pretty soon a magistrate came up on his horse. The three 
inquired the way to Alex Burnett's. They started out in 
the wagon and led the magistrate's horse. They drove the 
team up to the old Crook Place and saw they could go 
no farther. They returned to the last house they had 
passed and spent the night. Next morning they got up 
and reached Alex's place without any difficulty by riding 
up the sled road. 

Alex had just finished breakfast. They stated their 
business and explained that if he could pay the fine there 
would be no trouble. Alex said he didn't have the money 
and he reckoned they would have to levy on the hogs. 
They were running out, he said, and would have to be 
caught. He added that they were skittish and the men 
would have to be careful in approaching them. The offi
cers didn't see a hog on the place. They asked Alex to 
point them out to them. Alex agreed. They walked across 
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a small garden spot and reached the edge of a clover 
patch. Alex cautioned the men in a whisper to be careful. 
As he advanced carefully three or four reddish-brown 
animals skittered for the rock cliffs bordering the clover 
patch. "There they go," cried Alex. "Get 'em, men." 

The sheriff told the magistrate he wanted to swear out 
a warrant for Alex. He would send it to Buncombe as 
soon as he got back down to McDowell. Then when Alex 
was arrested he would come and get him. The two officers 
and the Buncombe Justice of the Peace mounted their 
horse and mules and left. 

When they reached the crossroads at Burnet mill a 
crowd had gathered, for everybody in the Valley seemed 
to know about Alex mortgaging the groundhogs to the 
mayor. 

In due time the warrant arrived and Alex was served. 
He was released on bond signed by people in the commu
nity. Before the date for the trial the story was all over 
the east end of the county. Half the Asheville bar offered 
to defend Alex free. When the case came on. for hearin~ 
Alex was tried on a charge of fraud and misrepresenta~ 
tion. Alex took the stand in the trial which was held 
before a magistrate in Old Fort. He explained that he 
reckoned the groundhogs were his'n, they were raised on 
his place. Neither the paper he signed nor the mayor had 
mentioned what kind of hogs were being mortgaged and 
besides they were all the hogs he had and they were 
brownish just as they were described in the paper. Alex 
was released. Of course Alex enlarged on the entire story. 
He always claimed he had been "exonerated by higher 
tribunals." 

Where once they fought . .. 

I STATED PREVIOUSLY that for a boy born only 17 years 
after the close of the Civil War, it was a rare treat to hunt 
and camp with men who had so recently returned from 
riding with J. E. B. Stuart, Wade Hampton, and other 
dashing and heroic figures. 

Men who were naturally reticent and did not like to 
discuss the war under ordinary circumstances, would 
become down-right articulate and would relate scores of 
extraordinary events and experiences around the camp 
fires. My father and our "Uncle John" Lyda often during 
such campfire reminiscences would express a desire to 
return to the scenes of conflict. They would talk about 
camping again on old battlefields and re-living the days 
they spent with the Army of Northern Virginia. Invari
ably one of them would mention that Virginia's women 
were the prettiest in the world. As a matter of fact it was a 
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firm conviction of my father's, and as he grew older he 
seemed to be more emphatic on this point. Always Uncle 
John would nod his head in agreement. 

When I was still a child it was one of my dreams to 
take my father and Uncle John and Joe McAfee back to 
Virginia one day. As I grew up, I was determined that 
some day, somehow this desire would be fulfilled. Joe 
McAfee was a close neighbor, hunting companion, and 
firm friend. He was not a war veteran but he had lived 
so close to it that he was on the edge of this inner circle 
and always would say that he wanted to go too. He, like 
Alex Burnett, had remembered the war as a boy, and 
because of this lifelong association with old soldiers was 
familiar with many battles and commands. 

What with one thing and another, it was not until the 
fall of 1916 that I was in a position to make such a trip. 
The summer of that year was a bad one for everybody in 
the Valley. It was the year of the great flood. Anyone who 
remembers the disastrous floods that summer will ao-ree 

b 

that it was a good time to see something different. Crops 
were ruined, rail fences, small buildings, many barns, and 
livestock were washed away. Daddy needed a boost and a 
change. We made our plans. 

To men who had spent half their lives camping out, a 
trip of this kind would have lost something if they had 
to stay in hotels. All of us preferred to camp out and 
decided that we would go to hotels only when it was 
absolutely necessary. 

By fall we were all set. I had a new Buick, purchased 
through the Coddington distributorship in Charlotte. It 
was my plan to drive to Charlotte the first day and have 
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the car gone over before we really got started on our 
journey. So one morning at daybreak we started out
four men, including myself, a tent, cooking utensils, bed
ding and extra clothing. Because the floods had left roads 
down the Catawba valley almost impassable, we went to 
Charlotte by way of Asheville, Hendersonville, and Spart
anburg. 

We were in fine fettle-off on a holiday for a month! 
With the top down we rolled along to Charlotte in record 
time, arriving shortly after noon. We drove directly to 
the Buick place where we were promised the car in about 
three hours. I suggested that we all go to a movie. Neither 
my daddy nor Uncle John had ever been to a picture 
show. Joe McAfee had seen one. All were interested and 
there was a theater just a few blocks away. As I bought 
the tickets I had no idea that I was in for an experience 
I would never forget. 

As I remember it the theater was a long narrow build
ing. The screen was at the right of the door as you enter. 
I don't believe the seats were elevated, for the bottom of 
the screen seemed to be up about four feet off the fi.oor. 
In the light from the screen we could see several rows 
of vacant seats, and groped our way to seats on the second 
row. The show was a typical western, Indians in war 
paint and lots of feathers fought with settlers and soldiers. 
A piano somewhere in the darkened hall played a kind of 
accompaniment. My companions, at first subdued, gradu
ally became very interested. They read the subtitles 
aloud. Soon they began to cheer when the rest of the audi
ence cheered. They were enjoying themselves, and so 
was I. 
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Then the Indians rode straight into the camera. One 
painted brave suddenly filled the entire screen. His tom
ahawk was raised high in the air. All three men were on 
their feet. "Look out John," Daddy shouted, "he's com
ing at us. Get him Joe." They were trapped in the aisle 
between the first and second rows. 

I'll tell you, the whole theater was in an uproar. The 
lights came on. People screamed and hollered. When my 
charges saw the blank screen in front of them they col
lapsed in their seats in embarrassment. The lights went 
off and the projector began to grind again. If the operator 
had not had to stop to change reels I don't know what 
might have happened. 

I managed to get the trio out in time to get the car, but 
it was an effort. They were confirmed movie fans and for 
the rest of the trip went to a moving picture show in 
about every town we spent any time in. But no show 
matched that first one and it provided a topic of conver
sation for a long time. 

We drove out the Salisbury road and found a pretty 
camp site in an oak grove near Sugaw Creek Presbyterian 
church. It was our first night on the road and all that area 
was open country then and seemed several miles from the 
center of town. While the old comrades were stretching 
the tent and getting a fire going, I went across the field 
to a farmhouse to get water for the night. Upon my return 
the men were in a hot argument and it had almost reached 
the name-calling stage. Joe had been telling Daddy and 
Uncle John that it was not real and only a play-like thing, 
like a picture. This explanation fell flat. It did not go 
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over at all. Uncle John had seen it with his own eyes and 
Joe was crazy. 

By daylight we were on our way again and as we passed 
through Salisbury I noticed the monument on the square 
and decided we should have our pictures made to com
memorate the event. I looked up a photographer and he 
made two exposures of us as we sat in the car. I arranged 
for extra prints so that each of us would have pictures 
showing the beginning of the journey. 

By hard driving and only a few stops, we made it to 
South Boston, Va., for the second night. The third day 
we reached a point some 15 miles south of Petersburg, 
and were in the "crater city" by noon of the fourth day. 
Scenes here were familiar. Many of the old battle lines 
remained. Company G of the First North Carolina Cav
alry had spent many days and nights in the defense of 
Petersburg. 

We located the point a few miles south of Petersburg 
where Daddy's brother, my Uncle Tom, was killed and 
we found his final resting place. He was only 19 and had 
gone through almost two years of war. 

We spent almost an entire week around Petersburg, 
driving leisurely each day, and succeeded in locating sev
eral spots familiar to the two old soldiers-yes, and to Joe. 
Then it was "on to Richmond! " Neither man had seen 
much of Richmond during the war years. Uncle John 
said they had passed through the city often, both in day
light and at night, but never had time or a chance to see 
the city itself. We spent our second week in Richmond 
and its outskirts . 
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Many of the battles in which they had fought were 
near Richmond. And while we were in the vicinity, the 
lovely Virginia women, many of whom were girls during 
the war, readily sensed that these were soldiers who had 
gone to its defense in the 1860's, and were back again as 
sightseers. Never were three elderly gentlemen treated 
with less formality and more friendliness and hospitality! 

And these men were wonderful. They told the ladies 
that they had always thought the Virginia women the 
very prettiest in all the world, and they had found they 
had not changed a bit. Why these men were gallants to 
the core! My normally silent and solemn father even 
assured one lovely lady that "all the wives back in the 
mountains of North Carolina had always-ever since the 
war-been jealous of Virginia women-and for just rea
son." I never knew him to reach such heights again! 

It was time to get those Lotharios out of the capital of 
the Confederacy I knew, so we went into the Wilderness 
and on to Chancellorsville. A flood of memories here, 
where Stonewall Jackson had fallen. Then we went on 
out to Cold Harbor and the country house from which 
Stuart organized his riders for the ride around the Union 
army. Aside from seeing a moving picture show every 
day, we spent most of our time in the open. We camped 
out on the old battlefields, except when the weather was 
unfavorable. Then we stayed at farm houses or in tourist 
homes. At eating places, my companions never had to 
ask for a second cup of coffee. These men wanted no res
taurants. They preferred to eat "family style" and there 
were lots of places which served "family meals." 
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When we had been away about three weeks I was ready 
to start back home, but everybody else was for going far
ther north. We started for Pennsylvania. 

In those days there were few gasoline stations . The 
traveler usually bought gas at a store. Rest rooms were 
almost unknown. To find one early in the morning was 
a problem. Usually country stores had "modern incon
veniences" out back somewhere. This led to an amusing 
experience. One early morning we stopped for such an 
occasion at a country store. Dad and Uncle John dashed 
into the store and consulted with the proprietor. He 
pointed to a key hanging on the wall. They grabbed it and 
hastened out the back door. The store was near the Penn
sylvania line. The proprietor was "a Yankee." When the 
two men returned and thanked the merchant he asked, 
"Did you notice anything of interest out there?" 

My father replied that he did notice a picture of Gen
eral Robert E. Lee hanging on the wall. "Well, what did 
you think of that?" the merchant inquired with a sly 
wink at me. 

"Well," Daddy replied in his slow way, "I think if any
thing would make a Yankee ... " He hesitated briefly and 
continued, "What I mean to say is, if anything would 
cure a Yankee's constipation, it would be the sight of 
General Lee's picture!" 

The days were getting crisp as we started back toward 
home. None of our group except myself had ever been 
to Raleigh. Each of them wanted to see our state capital. 
So, we headed for Raleigh. Daddy had the bright idea of 
calling on Governor Craig. I thought it would be a fitting 
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climax, but was a little bit hesitant about dropping into 
the Governor's office without an invitation. I said as much 
and Daddy replied, "I got a standing invitation to drop 
in on Craig any time I feel like it. And it takes in any
body I want to bring along." That, evidently was that! 

We arrived in Raleigh about noon and went to the old 
Yarborough hotel for lunch. We washed up as best we 
could and started for the Governor's Mansion on Blount 
street. I don't know why none of us thought of going to 
the Governor's office but we didn't. We headed the car 
into the drive, stopped it and got out. Daddy had on his 
sheepskin lined coat and his usual black Stetson. We 
walked up the steps and I had some qualms about burst
ing in on the Governor of North Carolina, but before I 
could touch the bell the door opened and there stood 
Locke Craig, a big smile spread all over his face. 

"Fate," he said, "Fate Burnet, and Uncle John Lydal 
And Joe McAfee and Mac. My oldest and best friends. 
You've come to see me, at last. Come in. Come in. You 
are to spend the week end with me. Come in. Come in." 
Not a chance for any of us to say a word until he had 
finished and we were in one of the parlors. No oppor
tunity to apologize for dropping in without warning, for 
being dressed in camping clothes, for needing haircuts, 
maybe shaves. He plied us all with questions. Everybody 
talked big. He excused himself for a moment and then 
returned. Never did any travelers have a more enthusi
astic welcome. He asked about all our families and espe
cially about "Aunt Sally," my mother whom he adored. 
Nothing would do him but that he show us over the man
sion. He told us where we would sleep-a room for each 
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of us. Uncle John, seeing all these fine rooms and hand
some beds took me to one side and whispered, "Mac, we 
can't stay here. We're too dirty to sleep in them clean 
beds. I would be mortified. I wouldn't even go to bed. 
You tell the Governor we've got to be gittin' along 
home." 

As the Governor continued to plan for our next few 
days, I managed to explain that we had to push on for we 
had written our families we would be home the next day. 
Surprisingly, the Governor seemed to recognize the diffi
culty. 

You could see the disappointment in his face and you 
could tell he didn't want us to leave but he did not try 
to prevail on us to remain. 

It was late afternoon, however, when we got back into 
the car. The Governor shook hands with all of us and said 
good-bye. As we turned into the street, he was still stand
ing where we had left him. Going down the pike toward 
Hillsboro I thought how close this man had been to my 
family for so many years and how much we all loved him. 
Daddy sat quietly for a very long time and said slowly, 
"He's a sick man, and he's lonesome. I wish we'd a 
stayed." And I thought of what Louis Patton had said 
when he went to Asheville to court, and was asked what 
he planned to testify, "I don't know. I ain't seen Craig 
yit. " 

We drove well out the Hillsboro Pike and made camp 
for the night. The next day we reached home. We had 
been gone four weeks. 

I seem to think often of Locke Craig these last few 
weeks. His state has shown too little appreciation of him. 
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As I drive up the Blue Ridge Parkway toward my cabin 
and look toward the balsam clad slopes of Mount Mitch
ell, I wonder why his name is not linked with the State 
Park he preserved from the lumberman's axe. And I say 
to myself, "\Vhat would be wrong with Locke Craig Park 
at Mount Mitchell? In this way both names would be 
preserved. " 

Others quit; he stayed on ... 

IN THE STORY about my non-hunting brother, Bart, men
tion was made of the fact that the dog which chased the 
400-pound bear up a tree was very small. It has always 
been of great interest to me just why many large normal 
bears would take to a tree so quickiy when being chased 
by a little dog. Many bears have been known to scamper 
up a tree when chased only by a small feist squirrel dog. 

It would appear that the smaller the dog, provided it 
has the audacity to chase the bear, the more readily will 
a bear take to a tree. It's an enigma that this happens so 
often, as related down through the years by hunters in 
the North Fork Valley. Is it mere curiosity on the part 
of the bear? Is he upset and frustrated-he who rules his 
forest-because a little creature dares run him! It is true 
that a bear so chased and treed does not ordinarily stay 
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up the tree for any appreciable length of time. He will 
back down the tree like a cat-like the cat, he cannot come 
down head foremost-snorting and champing his teeth 
and putting on a real act of fierceness. 

I have heard my father tell over and over about a small 
bull terrier named Bull. This little fellow weighed less 
than 15 pounds. He "attached" himself to the wagons 
while they were returning through lower South Carolina 
from the annual trip to Augusta. He was brindled and 
had the usual terrier markings. Daddy said he was the 
gamest and fightingest little rascal he ever hunted. Over 
several years he treed many bears. He would go into a 
groundhog or racoon hole and pull him out. 

Because of his small size, he easily went into foxholes 
and wildcat dens and brought them out. He was daring 
and courageous and pugnacious. 

However, this is a story about a dog named Lead, and 
come to think of it, Lead was the most popular name for 
a dog during my boyhood. We differentiated between the 
"Leads" by linking them to their owners or former own
ers. There was "Joe McAfee's Lead," "Cousin Champ'S 
Lead," "Little Berry Burnett's Lead," "Little Lead," and 
"Blue Lead." 

Our Lead, which came from a breed of hounds kept by 
the well-known hunter-Kelly Chambers, who lived 
across the Craggies on Reems Creek, was to be known as 
"Chambers' Lead." Around the years 1875-1880 deer had 
almost disappeared from the North Fork Valley. On Cane 
River in Yancey County, there were a considerable num
ber of deer. Here they were protected by the owners of 
the vast M urcheson boundaries. 
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The Burnet Horse Range near the Balsam Gap with 
its luscious mountain blue grass, still attracted a few deer 
from the Cane River side. Bears had multiplied consid
erably after the Civil War and good bear dogs were 
eagerly sought. 

Some ten years after the Civil War, Daddy got hold 
of "Chambers' Lead." He was just an average hound 
in size. This particular Lead was a yellow and white 
spotted hound. He was a canine J avert. Victor Hugo 
would have admired his tenacity. He just wouldn't give 
up. I never knew but one other dog which would hang 
on like Lead, and it so happened that his name was Lead 
also-"Little Lead!" 

This remarkable dog would run and fight alone or with 
a pack. He was more notable for his sticking than fighting 
ability. Fundamentally a bear dog, he paid little attention 
to other game. Without food or any letup, he would stay 
with a bear for days on days. During this time, the bear 
would be constantly worried and harassed. Its recourse 
would be to take to a tree for rest. Lead would sit at the 
tree and bark intermittently. His voice carried far. His 
running yelp was eager and sharp. His tree bark was 
coarse and mellow. 

When old-time hunters and their descendants gather 
around the fireplaces and campfires and reminisce about 
celebrated dogs of yesteryear, it is rare that Lead fails to 
be mentioned. Dogs are mostly remembered for their 
ability to strike a trail, for trailing, running, or their 
fighting and sticking qualities. Lead was a sticker. 

In some cases, long days after the other members of his ' 
pack had given up the chase, he stayed on with his bear. 
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A bear in seeking to escape from the dogs and hunters 
seeks the roughest grounds, avoiding open territory. If 
one wishes to discover the most rugged, the impassable 
spots, it is necessary only to follow the bear trails. Here 
will be found the densest laurel and rhododendron thick
ets, the rockiest terrain . On one long-remembered hunt, 
Lead struck the trail of a three-or-four-year-old male bear 
at daylight in the White Oak Flats on the head of Bee 
Tree creek. This was on Thursday morning. After an 
hour's trailing, this bear was jumped. All other members 
of the pack had gone out of the range after another bear. 

Lead's bear crossed just under the High Top of Brushy 
and over to Big Ivy. By noon of this Thursday, Lead was 
heard crossing back through the Ivy Gap to Sugar Fork. 
Here the bear stopped in several different laurel thickets 
in an attempt to fight the dog off its trail. He then took 
his bear across the Fork Mountain which divided the 
left and right prongs of Sugar Fork. By the middle of the 
afternoon they were heard going across the dividing ridge 
between Sugar Fork and the Little Left Hand Fork. 

Hunters, paralleling his route but keeping to the high 
tops, heard him cross the Grape Thicket ridge, go on 
through the Salt Rock Branch area, and the Shade Pen 
Cove; then by the Rock Stand on the Big Left Hand Fork 
and around Walker Knob. Finally, in the late afternoon, 
he was last heard crossing through the Balsam Gap and 
entering the Cane River wilderness. 

When a bear reached Cane River he was usually con
sidered safe since the hunters rarely followed their dogs 
into this dense forest area. The hunters, knowing by 
long experience the futility of attempting to follow into 
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this rugged and immense territory, returned home. It 
was later learned from persons who were in the vicinity 
of Mount Mitchell salting their cattle the next day that 
Lead was heard far to the north and east of Mount 
Mitchell. His voice was familiar to them and they recog
nized his mouth. 

On Saturday morning a check in the neighborhood 
revealed that Lead had not come in, and a party was 
organized to search for him. Reaching a point known as 
the Potato Top-Clingman Gap on the main ridge of the 
Black Mountain range, my father, Fate Burnet, heard 
Lead cross over the Set Rock Ridge coming southwest on 
the Toe River side of the Black Mountain range. Grad
ually, but slowly the Buncombe Horse Range Ridge was 
crossed. It was noted that Lead was not barking very 
much going up hill. On reaching the top of ridges, he 
would give mouth somewhat freely, as well as on down 
hill grades. His voice was hoarse and his going was slowed 
down to a walk. As he came nearer the divide between the 
Toe and Cane rivers and was making his way out the 
rugged and steep climb to the gap, he was giving prac
tically no mouth. 

Daddy, long familiar with bear stands in this vicinity, 
sensed that the bear would come near where he was stand
ing. The fog was dense with only a few yards of visibility. 
A slow rain was falling ; the mist penetrating. Food had 
been taken along in case Lead was found. The hunter 
leaned his rifle against a balsam tree, took the haversack 
strap from around his shoulder and got down on one 
knee to untie the bag and get food to give his dog as soon 
as he reached the gap. Suddenly he heard a snort, and he 
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go~ just a glimpse of the bear as he crushed through the 
thIck underbrush, Lead following only a few yards be
hind. Lead could not be stopped. He circled around and 
followed the bear back into the Cane River fastnesses. 
Sunday passed. On Monday another search in the Black 
Mountain ranges proved futile . No trace of Lead was 
found. 

Jim Silver lived down on Curtis's Creek in McDowell 
County, many miles from where Lead was seen the last 
time. After a hard day's work, he took his rifle down from 
its rack over the fireplace and went out looking for a 
squirrel. On reaching the top of a ridge above his home, 
he sat down for a breather. He heard a dog bark. The 
sound was dim, hoarse, and unfamiliar. The voice ap
peared to be a tree bark. At times, it sounded like the dog 
had something at bay. He decided to investigate. Draw
ing near the sound and creeping cautiously in a crouched 
position through the forest , he carefully looked over the 
trees in the neighborhood of the barking but could not 
see anvthinl!. , v 

As he came closer and was crossing a ridge over-looking 
a small stream, he saw Lead lying down on the bank of 
the stream in a crouched position. He then placed the 
bear. It was resting, partly submerged in a cool pool of 
the stream. A well placed shot from his squirrel rifle 
aimed at the butt of the bear's ear was fatal. Lead got 
immediate attention. It was found he had laid down and 
could not get up. He was too weary to follow. He was 
carried to the Silver home where comfort and food were 
gratefully received. Days later, to the delight of Lead's 
many friends in the North Fork Valley, he was brought 
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home by Mr. Silver, who also brought along the hide and 
a portion of the hams. 

The chase had started at daybreak on Thursday morn
ing and had ended at sundown on the following Tuesday. 
There was no reason to assume that either the dog or the 
bear had any food whatever during that period. Lead 
had proven his staying qualities. For five nights and six 
full days he had stayed with the bear, alone. He was a 
sticker. His supremacy in this respect remains unchal
lenged in the North Fork Valley. 
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Always the little lady . .. 

DURING THE CLOSING YEARS of the last century, large 
game such as deer and bear had become scarce in the 
North Fork Valley. Thousands of acres of our lands had 
been purchased by such land owners as Senator Zebulon 
B. Vance, Colonel John K. Conally and others. Colonel 
Conally carried out an extensive experiment in raising 
goats and brought fancy new breeds, such as the Angora, 
into the Valley. 

There were several herds in the Long Branch and 
Graybeard areas. Another large herd ranged the High
land Ponds and Cedar Pinnacle areas. Sheep in increas
ing quantities were found in mountain coves and the 
Valley farms . Domesticated turkeys had been on the in
crease. Wild turkey eggs had been secured and hatched 
under tame hens. 
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As a result of the notable increase of lambs, kids and 
fowl generally, wildcats were found to be increasing ac
cordingly. Increasing numbers of these crafty animals 
presented a problem. Because of the inroads the wildcats 
were making in the animal and fowl populations, well
trained dogs were in demand. Owners of herds offered 
liberal bounties for wildcat scalps and also bounties for 
hawks and eagles. Accordingly, the Burnet family devel
oped a series of packs of fleet, hard-running wildcat dogs. 
Many of these dogs became outstanding in the com
munity and their merits are still subjects for animated 
discussion whenever and wherever long-remembered 
dogs are discussed. From a large number, there emerged 
one medium-sized black and tan female which had been 
given the unusual name of Vene. When she was pur
chased she was in her prime. She had already won county
wide fame. We obtained her and her running mate, Little 
Drive, from Tom Fox, who lived on the headwaters of 
Bull Creek. Little Drive was a treasure. He came to our 
pack, which included Blue Lead and Drive, Drum and 
Barney, and other dependabie and weil-trained dogs. Lit
tle Drive was so quick at working out a bothered track, he 
was nicknamed "Trigger" which suited him. But it was 
Vene on whom we placed most dependence. She was a 
fast runner and her strike yelp brought all her hunting 
mates rushing to join the chase. Wildcats are wary. They 
are difficult to follow. They take to rail fences. They run 
logs; they climb trees and jump from limb to limb. 

One of their frequent methods of escape is to go up a 
tree bordering rock cliffs and run out a far-reaching limb 
and leap onto the cliffs above. This crafty trick stumps 
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many dogs, but it never did Vene. She would lead the 
pack around the cliff and pick up the trail again. Wildcats 
like to run and dodge in the thick undergrowth. They 
seek laurel and rhododendron slicks. They make their 
dens in caves, where they can rarely be dug out .or smoked 
out. They also backtrack. When chased, they suddenly 
change direction. 

Vene was able to anticipate these cunning moves and 
she proved equal to solving them speedily. She gave a 
chased wildcat no time for rest. She knew from experi
ence in chasing the wildcat just where the dens were 
located. During a chase, when she sensed the wildcat was 
nearing its den, she would cut through and be waiting 
for it at the mouth of the cave. The cat, being thus 
baffled, would take to a tree for refuge. Vene's appearance 
warmed the heart. She was beautiful, and her warm, 
friendly manner would make any hunter proud to own 
or know her. She had a memorable mouth. It was musical 
and clear. The older hunters of the Valley said her voice 
was like that of Cry. 

A wildcat is a fierce fighter and often is a match for 
several trained and experienced fighting dogs. Rarely do 
you find one dog able to kill a wildcat alone. I know of 
no animal which can "whip its weight in wildcats. " At 
times a wildcat will not take a tree. It will run to its death 
and risk ground figh ting. In other cases, the wildcat will 
take to a tree and can thus readily be killed by the hunter. 

Where food such as rabbits, squirrels, birds and smaller 
domesticated animals is available, these North Fork wild
cats grow large and strong and extremely ferocious. Their 
cunning and skill as hunters keep the breed alive, and to 
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this day they are found in abundance in the Valley. Be
cause of their depredations and destruction open season 
goes on and on-on a year-around basis. They continue to 
survive, in spite of traps and other methods used to de
stroy them. On occasion they have been known to attack 
man. These rare attacks, it is believed, have been because 
of extreme hunger or mistaken identity. Fishermen re
turning home through forest areas laden with their catch 
have been attacked by famished wildcats. 

From over-hanging cliffs, low limbs and leaning trees, 
these animals have been known to spring onto or near the 
fisherman, or someone carrying fresh meat. I have never 
heard of any instance where serious injury to man has re
sulted from such attacks. Torn garments and lacerations 
have, in cases, occurred. 

One occasion is often related. A large wildcat was be
ing chased by a good pack of trained dogs in the Valley. 
It had been forced lower and lower from the rocky heights 
down into the Valley. In order to throw the dogs off its 
trail, it had taken to a rail fence. The hunter, standing 
near the fence, saw the animal approaching running on 
the top rail. He squatted down in a fence corner and 
waited. As the wildcat passed overhead, he reached up 
and caught it by a hind leg. His idea, at first, was to hold 
the cat until the dogs reached the scene. He thought he 
would witness a good fight. As soon as he grabbed the 
wildcat, he realized he had a fight on his hands already. 
It began to appear that this wildcat would have no diffi
culty in licking his weight in man. It used its claws, all 
four of them, its teeth and fangs. In later years, the 
hunter in describing the experience said this wildcat was 
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the "only varmint I ever had a-holt of I couldn't turn 
a-loose." He said that up to this time he had always con
sidered his dogs fast movers, but on this occasion, they 
were mighty slow in arriving. His shirt was riddled. His 
arms, his shoulders, and his chest were lacerated. Relief 
from the animal came only with the arrival of the dogs. 

Wildcats sometimes attack deer. They have been 
known to spring from elevated locations onto passing 
deer which were medium sized, as deer go, or even larger. 
They are very destructive to fawns and yearling deer. Cat
like, they are always famished. Their appetites are never 
satisfied. Their natural range is along the tops of high 
ranges and the craggy knobs. Their natural cunning, 
craftiness and climbing ability make them difficult to 
take by the hunter. 

Vene matched the most crafty of them. Our "Beau Brummel" 

AT THE BEGINNING of the 20th century, the bear popu
lation of the North Fork Valley began to increase. Large 
landowners had begun to give game some protection and 
big tracts of land which had been condemned and taken 
over by municipalities under special legislative acts "in 
the public interest" provided additional protection. From 
these areas, quantities of game animals had gradually 
entered unprotected sections and once more good bear 

dogs were in demand. 
There seems to be no set rule for getting hold of a good 

pack of bear dogs. The fighting qualities of the old-fash
ioned cur have been of value but bloodhounds do not 
usually make bear dogs. They are man hunters, so for 
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wild game generally, they are out. Bulldogs, likewise, 
have no affinity for bears and many of them, both highly 
bred and ordinary, have been known to leave the hunt 
and make for home and the under-the-floor kennel as soon 
as they met the scent of bear. Airedales, as a rule, are good 
fighters but they are erratic and poor stickers. Neither 
are they trailers, which often is necessary in starting a 
bear, and, generally speaking, they will not stay at a tree. 

The Plott breed are good fighters; however, as general 
bear dogs, they never were popular in the Valley. Cold, 
patient trailers, good stickers, and reasonably close fight
ers are all-important and the hound fills the bill-not just 
any hound, but hounds strangely and somewhat rarely 
found . Pot Lickers, Blue Ticks, Black and Tans, some
times, just any old shabby-looking breed or cross-breed 
meet the requirements and mixed breeds of old-fashioned 
cur and hound often make outstanding bear dogs. 

Sooner was a breed unknown. He gave a bit of evi
dence of having some Pointer blood and was so tall, rangy, 
and speedy that greyhound blood was suspected although 
hound blood certainly dominated. His markings sug
gested Blue Tick, his body bearing many varieties of color 
but principally blue and white. He was a handsome but 
a strange dog, seemed poorly adjusted, was late finding 
himself, and then met a tragic and early death. Although 
more than half a century has passed since his death, we 
continue to regret it more deeply than that of any other 
dog we have known. 

He came to us in a trade involving a well-trained and 
steady pack of four fine hounds. According to previous 
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owners, Sooner was bred somewhere in the Smoky Moun
tains. Not full grown when we got him, he grew taller 
and in length and weight for a year or so. When the trade 
was made for the pack, Sooner was thrown in, his owners 
apparently considering him of small value. At the time, 
he gave no indication of future greatness. On the first few 
hunts, he was a disappointment. He was indifferent-he 
failed to show up at the tree, at the fight, or at the kill, 
and never attempted to work on a cold trail. Later, he 
would go along with the cold-trailing pack until the trail 
became fresher, and somewhat suddenly he seemed to 
understand what it was all about. When this happened, 
his doubt ended and never again did he hesitate. Staying 
close by, standing on a log or rock and whining nervously 
while the pack worked out a trail so cold he could not 
smell it, he suddenly would break with an unforgettable 
mouth and be gone like the wind. His bark was progres
sive. Topping a series of ridges he sounded and went like 
the raven. Going upgrade, after the first eager moments 
of a race. he rarelv !!ave anv mouth until a top was 
;eached ~~d then h~ pealed f~rth with a burst of v'icious 
cur-like barks. So intense was he that no energy was 
wasted by barking. He was so fast his races were short. A 
bear was soon caught up and engaged in a fight, the pack 
left far behind. Sooner fought viciously with consummate 
skill and the bear was forced to stand and fight or to take , 
to a tree. In spite of his frequent encounters, Sooner was 
never wounded by a bear; no mark of paw or fang ever 
appeared on his handsome body. 

He ran Ketch a very close second in the affections of 
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my father, the late Fate Burnet, 1844-1933, who has been 
a notable bear hunter for many years. Although Daddy 
lived through the period when game, especially bears, 
were trapped by many hunters, he always gave game a 
chance. He preferred to shoot it running and was a deadly 
shot. 

In our North Fork Valley, as elsewhere, there would 
appear at times over the years a bear of such size and fight
ing abilities that his very name would become traditional. 
In the Smokies, in the Mississippi swamps, in the cane
brakes of Louisiana, in the western hunting ranges; every
where, bears have been found with such extraordinary 
characteristics that they have become traditionally and 
historically famous. Our own North Fork Valley had its 
"Old Reelfoot," "Old Threetoes," "Old Clubfoot," "Old 
Blaze Face," and others that lived and fought over long 
periods. 

"Old Blaze Face" appeared at the head of the Valley. 
He was a differently marked bear, not jet black but more 
brownish in color with a brown face and a streak of white 
running between his eyes. His undercoloring was dis
tinctly brown. An enormous animal, his track was large 
and easily recognizable. His footprints sank deep into the 
soil. He ranged in places separated by many miles, cover
ing a broad territory, and he was chased often without 
success. In the daytime, he bedded up in the most inac
cessible places where the terrain was rough and he felt 
secure. He fought it out with all comers and had always 
won. A number of valuable dogs perished before his fierce 
charges. 
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Very early one morning Ben Parker came to our house 
and said a bear had been heard killing a hog on the Long 
Branch just about the Conally fields. Making his kill too 
near the settlement for comfort, the bear had carried the 
porker, which was known to weigh more than 200 
pounds, some 300 yards over the Bear Wallow Ridge 
without once laying it down, as the weeds indicated. 

Only my father, Joe McAfee, and I were available for 
the hunt-one man to drive, two to cover stands. A pack 
of seven fine dogs led by Sooner was ready and eager, and 
was on the fresh track by sun-up. The huge animal, after 
eating a portion of one ham, had crossed over into the 
Bear Wallow Flats, drunk from the cold spring, and laid 
down for a breather. Here the dogs clashed with him in a 
terrific fight. Above the noise of their barking could be 
heard the snorts and growls of the infuriated monster. 
As the sole driver was nearing the scene, the bear began a 
slow running fight which led into the Little Right Hand 
Fork wilderness. Hours later, the standers, one at the 
Beech Stand on the side of Burgin Rock Ridge and the 
other on the John Morgan Ridge, heard the sound of the 
dogs crossing the Bill Gragg Bear Pen Ridge just under 
the Pinnacle of the Blue Ridge. 

Fate Burnet, at the Beech stand and armed with his 
45-70 Springfield, heard all the details of the race. The 
chase came nearer. From a mile away it was evident that 
the bear had whipped several of the dogs for they had left 
the race. Finally, far up on the ridge he was seen ap
proaching the Beech stand, Sooner with him. At frequent 
intervals, Sooner would rush in and give a hind leg a 
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jerk. Although the bear kept coming, he had slowed down 
to a walk and Sooner continued to worry him with fre
quent vicious snaps. Some 30 feet away from the stand, 
the bear suddenly got a whiff of the hated man scent. He 
reared on his hind legs to his full height, and the forests 
resounded with a savage who of, whoof. Simultaneously, 
Sooner closed in and the rifle fired. The bear rolled over, 
struggled to his feet, and staggered into the thick under
growth. There was no chance for a second shot. Sooner 
kept up a running fight until a half hour later and a mile 
farther the affray ended. The bullet had entered high in 
the chest and ranged into the back bone of the bear as he 
was standing on his hind legs. 

This bear was the largest ever known to have been 
killed in the North Fork Valley, and was the last of many 
killed by the celebrated hunter. It happened on his sev
enty-fifth birthday. 

He bore the marks of battle proudly! 
RING WAS INCL UDED in the trade which brought Sooner 
to our family. There also were two spayed females, Fan 
and Glass, in the pack. While ordinarily females are not 
supposed to be close fighters, Giass and Fan were excep
tions. Well trained with a background, like Ring's, of 
being dependable bear dogs, they were good hunters, cold 
and patient trailers, and close fighters who stuck with the 
race. 

Sooner, Fan, Glass, and Ring were taken on trial, and 
the hunters were asked to take note and, in so far as pos
sible, observe the action of each dog on the first trial hunt, 
which was in the vicinity of Toe River Gap. The hunting 
party starting out soon after midday for a week's stay at 
the Puncheon Camp on the Cherry Log Ridge. Several 
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of the strike dogs were leashed and led to prevent them 
from striking game in the late afternoon but, between 
Toe River Gap and the Turnpike, Fan and Glass broke 
from the party and struck a fresh trail. The leaves were 
damp on the north side of the range and the bushes were 
dripping from an early afternoon shower. There was a 
quick decision to turn the other dogs loose and cover the 
stands as soon as possible. 

A race was on. The trail led across the Blue Ridge just 
west of the Pinnacle to Mill Creek. Within the hour the 
~ager pac~ was back to the top of the Blue Ridge, engaged 
m a runnmg fight. Uncle John Lyda was standing at the 
B~ech s~and on the side of the Burgin Rock Ridge, armed 
with a smgle barrel, muzzle-loading shot gun loaded with 
slugs and buck shot. The bear came into sight with the 
dogs closing in all around him, and as he came near Uncle 
John leveled his gun and pulled the trigger. When the 
cap burst and the gun failed to fire, he threw the gun to 
the ground and took after the bear and the dogs, repeat
edly letting out yells of encouragement to the latter. 
Uncle John had followed vVade Hampton, J. E. B. Stuart, 
and other cavalry leaders in 1861-65 and the Rebel Yell 
was familiar to him. He gave it over and over and the dogs 
responded, bringing to the nearby hunters excitement 
such as they had rarely, if ever, experienced in a bear race. 
However, he became winded and had to give up the chase 
af~er a mile or so, but the dogs fought on. Just under 
ElIzabeth Rock on the Mountain House Ridge, the bear 
took to a tree. The dogs had been fighting him viciously 
and his progress for the last hour had been very slow. He 
was headed for the Cane River forests where there was 
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safe refuge and had less than a mile to go. The hunters 
were able to keep in close range because of the slow prog
ress he was making. Bud Cordell risked a long shot and 
brought him to the ground, but he was only slightly 
wounded and still had plenty of fight. As he hit the 
ground, the dogs closed in and there was a terrific fight 
downhill with Bud following as closely as he could. It 
was nearly dark and the dogs were milling around the 
bear so that great care had to be taken not to hit them 
but, finally, there was an opening as the animal crossed a 
log, and a shot ended the chase. 

The hunters quickly gathered at the point of kill, hog 
dressed the bear and hung him to an overhanging limb 
out of reach of animals from the ground. They took the 
liver and a cut of spareribs to camp, about five miles away, 
and it was almost midnight by the time they got there 
and had supper ready. 

The merits and fighting qualities of the dogs were dis
cussed and every dog in the race was voted a hero or hero
ine. While Glass and Fan had been right in there and 

_ _ _ . _ ......... .. ..... • ., . 1 ._ 

others had distinguished themselves, Kmg recelvea me 
greatest praise, for it was he who, when the wounded bear 
attempted to gain a tree, gave the final lunge that threw 
the huge animal off balance. This happened over and 
over. Ring, Fan, and Glass, the pack, were purchased, and 
Sooner was thrown in. Ring was in his prime. He was a 
fighter, solidly but not too stockily built for reasonable 
speed, a pretty dog, and good to look at. His c?lor a~d 
markings indicated Birdsong breed. A cold traIler WIth 
a good nose, he was patient and aggressive and ~ouldn't 
give up on a cold trail. He missed no races and If cut off 
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or thrown out of one would go back to the beginning and 
patiently and surely follow through. In the end, he was 
there. Because he fought a bear so closely, his judgment 
was sometimes questioned, and it is true that he was not 
cautious and took risks which often led to serious injuries. 
But those who hunted with him most and knew him best 
usually agreed that no bear was ever known to go uphill 
after Ring had closed in on him, that he fought so closely 
and so viciously the bear had to stand and fight, take to a 
tree, or run downhill. A chase usually ended with new 
wounds and his body was covered with claw and fang 
marks, but Ring bore the marks of battle proudly. He 

. also was an excellent deer dog with great skill in follow
ing a deer after it had taken to water. 

One of his last races proved almost fatal. It was with 
a three or four year old male bear who violated all the 
general rules by not stopping to fight, avoiding all of 
the usual stands, and going for the open ranges instead 
of the roughs. A fleet runner, who did not seem to tire 
easily, he circled around Graybeard, went far down into 
the vicinity of Montreat, and by mid-afternoon had the 
hunters baffled and wondering if the animal being chased 
were a bear, for he was not acting like a bear was supposed 
to act and, instead, was taking courses more like a wolf 
or panther would be expected to run. 

The hunters climbed to the high tops to keep in hear
ing distance of the fast-moving race, which ended far 
down on Mill Creek in McDowell County in the late 
afternoon. The bear treed and a long distance shot was 
risked. He fell from the tree only slightly wounded, and 
the dogs closed in on him as he hit the ground. After the 
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terrific fight, which went on until the hunters got in three 
well-placed shots, all the dogs were covered with blood 
and Ring was missing. He was found lying on the ground 
several feet away from the dense rhododendron thicket in 
which the fight had taken place, his body bleeding from 
ugly wounds. 

Several hunters had hastened to the scene of the kill 
when the dead signal was fired. While others carried and 
dragged the bear, one picked Ring up from the groun.d 
and carried him in his arms. The weary men made their 
way up the steep and rugged terrain to the top of the 
Blue Ridge between the Pinnacle and Graybeard. Care
fully and gently, Ring was laid on a coat on a soft bed of 
leaves and the bear was put down nearby. As the hunters 
rested, they talked about the exciting experiences of the 
day but they were sobered by Ring's serious conditio~. 
He still was bleeding slowly and all agreed that the merCi
ful thing to do would be to end his suffering with a shot, 
but no one would do this. They saw Ring raise his head 
<:l,O'htl" trpTnhlp <:h'vpr and belrin to crawl toward the 
U .&.0 ........ " I' .... _ ......... ...., ... _, ............... " , v 

bear as he whined in pain. He took a firm hold on the 
bear's throat, "held on, and closed his eyes. Later, he 
was wrapped in a haversack and taken home by strong, 
brawny arms. There he recovered to run and fight again. 
Although Ring was accused of taking the back track too 
often in later years, the charge did not stick for when he 
was on the direct track and coming up to a fight, he 
recklessly entered the fray. . 

His like as a fearless fighter had not been known In the 
North Fork Valley before him, and has not been known 

SInce. 
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Out of the West --- 'Blue and cMike 

HAD I REMAINED on North Fork as had my forebears 
and my two brothers, I probably would have followed in 
the steps of my father and grandfather and spent a not 
inconsiderable part of my life in hunting. Certainly I 
would have kept a pack of dogs, but as it turned out I did 
not stay and have owned only one pack of dogs. But if I 
do say it, there were no better dogs in their time than 
mine, and I would stack them against any of the packs 
and individual dogs I have written about in these pages. 

I was at home only for short visits from the time I left 
to enter the Farm School at Swannanoa in 1897 until I 
returned to Ridgecrest to stay in 1950. For many years 
I lived in Greenville, S. C. With a wife and three chil
dren, I had little time for hunts and little money to buy 
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and maintain a pack of dogs, and it was not until after 
World War I that I began to get together my only pack. 

My father was getting along in years. Early exposure 
in the Civil War had at last taken its toll; he was crippled 
with rheumatism and rarely hunted. He hadn't lost his 
taste for it, mind you, but he just couldn't walk all day in 
the mountains and sleep under a rock cliff at night. When 
he killed his last bear in 1921 on his 75th birthday, he 
sort of retired, but after I got my pack he went along in 
the car with me on several hunts and thoroughly enjoyed 
them. Until the end of his days he liked to hear the dogs 

run. 
In the some 10 years that I had my dogs we often let 

them run in the dense hardwood forest above our house. 
I doubt that there had been a bear in the rich woods, as 
we called the area, in a generation, but there were coons 
and wildcats, and you could hear the dogs run all the way 
up to the top of Brushy and over to Little Craggy. If they 
struck anything, you could depend upon Fate to be stand
ing on the porch with his two canes as long as he could 
hear them. Many's the time we have come in in the early 
hours of the morning and heard him say, "Well, did you 
get anything?" And he would insist upon our telling him 
where and what the dogs struck, where they ran it, and 
what happened. He would keep tab on us, inquiring per
haps, "And where was Rock headed when I heard him 
cross high up on the Dim Branch?" 

Hunting in the North Fork area began to die out even 
before the first World War. There were tremendous lum
bering operations from one end of our Valley to the other. 
A wide-gauge railway was pushed up the side of the river-
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bed from Swannanoa, and lumber was moved out over it 
in train loads. As each boundary of land was cut out, 
Asheville would buy the land and add it to the watershed. 
The City's land was posted, and the lumbering operations 
drove the larger game to the protected areas. 

People who once farmed and hunted now worked at 
the sawmill or in the woods logging. Young fellows went 
first to the free school in the Valley and on to the Farm 
School at Swannanoa and some of them went to college. 
The Great War came and went. Most of the men of mili
tary age either joined up as volunteers or were drafted. 
When it was over almost everybody in the Valley had an 
army overcoat and wrap leggings. So much had hunting 
declined by the beginning of that war that I doubt if you 
could have gathered an experienced pack of bear dogs 
from the entire Valley. 

I got the nucleus of my pack after the war. When I was 
stationed at Camp Greene, near Charlotte, in 1917, an 
outfit from the Far West came into camp from several 
months of guard duty somewhere in the Rockies. They 
guarded railroad bridges, power plants, water supplies, 
and vital industries, and you never saw such a menagerie 
of mascots as they brought with them-grizzly and black 
bear cubs, wildcats, baby mountain lions, and even a bald 
eaglet. These men were really from the mountains. One 
fellow, a former cowboy from Wyoming, and I became 
great friends. He liked hunting and was loaded down 
with snapshots, many of them of bears and mountain 
lions. Most of the dogs in the photographs seemed to me 
to be Blue Ticks and Black and Tans-breeds I knew. He 
talked so much about how they trained dogs to hunt 
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mountain lions and bears and other big game that I 
decided I had to have a couple of western dogs some time. 
Before he left for overseas I had my friend's promise to 
see about some dogs for me when he got back home. I 
gave him my address and straightway forgot about his 
promise. 

It must have been three or four years after the Armis
tice that I got a postcard from him-I have even forgotten 
his name now. Written in pencil, it said the writer had 
just returned from a hunt in the mountains of Montana 
and that if I still were interested in a couple of good dogs 
I might write a man who had been along on the hunt. 
The card gave me the man's name and address. 

All the conversations back at Camp Greene about these 
mountain dogs from the west came flooding back, and I 
knew I had to have those dogs. I wrote the man, of course, 
and got a prompt reply. He was a fine salesman. He had, 
he related, two Blue Ticks. He described their good 
points, said they were well trained to hunt bears and 
mountain lions, "or any other animal, large or small, that 
made a track," gave them his personal indorsement and 
highest recommendation and practically a Sears, Roebuck 
guarantee of money back if not satisfied. The price, how
ever, was high. He pointed this out but added I would 
find they were well worth it. I didn't quite agree at the 
time but he had made me want those two dogs so much 
that I paid it, and gladly, wiring him the money and 
asking him to start the dogs east by express at the earliest 
minute he could. I couldn't wait! He wired me right 
back, giving me the shipping date and the likely day of 
arrival at Black Mountain. 
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to be Blue Ticks and Black and Tans-breeds I knew. He 
talked so much about how they trained dogs to hunt 
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mountain lions and bears and other big game that I 
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made a track," gave them his personal indorsement and 
highest recommendation and practically a Sears, Roebuck 
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I went to Black Mountain a couple of days ahead of 
time and came to the depot from North Fork each day 
until the dogs arrived. They were comfortably crated, 
and dog biscuits were in a box attached to the crate. And 
there were water receptacles for each. Pasted on the top 
of the crate was a note addressed to the express company. 
It read: 

" OUR NAMES ARE BLUE AND MIKE. WE ARE ON A LONG 

TRIP. PLEASE FEED US, EXERCISE US, AND GIVE US FRESH 

WATER TWICE EACH DAY. WE ARE FRIENDLY AND WE LOVE 

PEOPLE. THANK YOU. " 

"P.S. WE ARE SORRY TO LEAVE OUR MASTER. HE IS CRYING." 

The note had done the work, for the dogs were in 
grand shape. As I opened the crate a crowd gathered. 
These two dogs looked like bear dogs. I looked at them. 
They looked at me. I called their names softly and each 
wagged his tail at the sound of his own name. In that 
moment was born a love affair between a man and his 
two dogs and between the two dogs and the man which 
was to endure for 10 years , 

Blue and Mike were full brothers, got along well to
gether, and were a hunter 's dream. Above average in size, 
with Mike the larger of the two, they had good Blue Tick 
markings. They worked as a team, especially at the tree. 
When the race had been long and they were tired, one 
would spell the other, maintaining a continuous tree bark 
until he tired and then the other would take over. They 
fought cautiously and rarely were hurt. 

Although they were bought as bear dogs, we soon 
learned they were all-around hunters. In the sedge fields 
and briar patches, they were good rabbit dogs. Along the 
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edges of the woods, they found and treed squirrels skill
fully. Out at night along field rows and persimmon groves 
and orchards, they would sit down at a possum tree. Back 
in the coves, better coon dogs did not exist. On the high 
ridges and in rough going, their chief delight was to track 
a wildcat, and out in the dense forests and higher ranges, 
you knew a bear race was on when you heard them begin 
to sound off. 

You don't believe it? I didn't either-at first. I have 
never seen any dogs like them either. 

I tell you, they were experts-tireless, big, and strong, 
with a wider range than we had ever known in our woods. 
They ranged like Cry. When you turned them loose, you 
could count on hearing them before you saw them again. 
Evidently, they had been trained in partly arid country, 
for they would go in at the mouth of a stream and work 
up it. They appeared to sense that animals would go to 
watering places some time during the night. They were 
fast runners, moving along a trail -at a pace no hunter 
could begin to maintain, and they usually struck good 
trails along the streams. 

Mike was a champion jumper. At home we kept the 
dogs in a run of about two acres surrounded by an eight
foot wire fence, but we had to fashion devices for their 
collars to keep them from climbing the fence. On a hunt 
Mike cleared every fence he came to, while Blue sought 
an opening to get across or under. 

Mike once gave a jumping performance that was heroic 
-as was his encore. My brother Will, and I, unable to get 
our usual hunting group together, had decided to take 
the hunt alone. As we had no standers, a successful hunt 
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depended on the dogs holding the game at bay until we 
were able to catch up and get in a shot. A bear was started 
before sun up. The full pack of seven dogs was bunched 
on the trail. It was bitter cold and a light drizzle had 
turned into snow. The wind was blowing from the north
west and hearing was difficult. Soon Will and I could not 
hear the pack at all, but figuring that the bear might take 
the usual c~urse, we hurried on. When we stopped to 
catch our wmd and to listen, we noticed to our surprise 
that Mike was coming up the trail back of us. Mike leav
ing a race? That was unheard of. 

He loitered behind. 
As we toiled up the step slope, he suddenly gave an 

eager yelp and took off into the underbrush. In a few 
seconds he gave his coarse tree bark, and we saw a year
l~ng bear climbing a tree about two hundred yards up the 
SIde of the mountain. It was a long chance; however, both 
of us risked shots at the bear as it climbed. Both missed, 
and the bear climbed higher. As we neared the tree, he 
~~ ... .... ~<>,l "0 l .... >rlr ,lAn, ,... tAT rI th r1 d h h ill-CU. l.\..u.... ua,",,~ u.v YV .&..1. \.v ~\Tar ...... '-.I..I.e groun_ an Vl.L.Len .u.e 'lAlaS 
some twelve or fifteen feet from the ground, Mike made 
a running spring and caught him. Both came tumbling 
to the ground and fell all in a heap. Will and I dropped 
our guns and rushed to assist Mike. This hefty yearling 
bear was a fighter. While Will, Mike, and I struggled to 
capture him alive, he used both claws and fangs to inflict 
numerous cuts on our forearms and legs but he was finally 
subdued and hog-tied. The City of Asheville wanted a 
young bear for its zoo. 

By the time we had the bear trussed up and I had 
agreed to remain with him while Will followed on after 
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the main pack of dogs, the weather had changed and the 
wind ~ad stopped blowing. We could hear the pack sev
eral mIles away. They had treed their bear. Will started 
for the tree with Mike following. As they passed through 
a dense rhododendron slick a half mile or so on their 
way, Mike suddenly struck. A fight broke out close by. 
Will saw the bear and got a good shot in, and the bear, 
instead of trying to run away, made for him. Will fired 
again, and Mike was fighting the bear from the rear. The 
bear reared on his hind legs and kept coming. Will fired 
a third and a fourth time but the bear came on. Suddenly 
Mike leaped through the air and grabbed the bear's jaw, 
turning his rush aside. Will fired again and again but the 
bear got to his feet, with Mike swinging to his jaw. In 
all, the hunter fired nine times and all the bullets entered 
the shoulders, neck, and head. Had the slugs been large 
enough and the bullet powerful enough, anyone of them 
might have killed the bear. As it was, Will escaped mainly 
because Mike leaped for the bear each time as he charged. 

While Will and Mike were in such precarious combat 
with the large infuriated animal, my attention was di
rected to them and not to the captured bear. He had been 
hog-tied with one gunstrap and a leather leash. As the 
furious fight-all of which I heard clearly-ceased, my 
attention was naturally directed to the bear I had been 
left to guard. Imagine my astonishment when I saw him 
on his feet just behind where I was standing. The wet 
gunstrap had stretched, enabling him to free his feet. He 
was clawing at the stick which was tied in his mouth and, 
supposedly, secured safely by a handkerchief. Quicker 
than a thought, the stick was released and the bear stood 
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free. I was several feet away from my gun and it occurred 
to me that I'd never again be able to hunt or live in 
peace and comfort with my North Fork folk should I let 
this bear escape. Having no choice, I made a dive for him 
and we rolled down the steep incline. He was game and 
he was fast. As often as I kicked or knocked him down, he 
sprang to his feet with the speed of a cat, reared immedi
ately on his hind legs, and again and again came for me. 
His mouth and paws seemed to attack in unison. Soon, 
the fight had taken us several yards from my gun. 

In desperation, I made a flying tackle, and crushed him 
to the ground. Fortunately I got my left foot on his flank 
and my right knee on his neck. With both hands, I 
pinned his forearms. Soon he gave up and when I re
leased him, he was dead. His breathing had been cut off 
by the pressure of my knee on his throat. 

After my scrap was over, I heard Will's call for help. 
Although my arms and legs were bleeding, I ran down 
the mountain where I found Will and Mike and their 
victim-a huge bear. Will looked pale and revealed a just
about-done-for appearance. Mike was panting; however, 
he had lain down close to the bear. 

Will and I talked it over. The sun was sinking behind 
the Dome of Big Craggy. We decided to make no attempt 
to go to the treed bear and our loyal pack-something in 
the way of a novel and unusual decision by the Burnet 
hunters, for we had always followed on, especially when 
our dogs were treed or had game at bay. By the time we 
had brought my bear down to the trail and hog-dressed 
both animals, it was almost pitch dark, and we had to 
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carry the two bears in relays about six miles before reach
ing home. We had received numerous deep cuts from 
scratches and bites in our tying and my subsequent fight 
with the young bear. In the struggle to capture him alive, 
my brother Will had worked principally on the front end, 
while Mike and I held to one hind leg each, but after 
Will had left me to guard the bear, I got my full quota of 
cuts and bruises. 

And Mike? After he had his supper, taking his fill of 
tidbits of the bears as they were being dressed, he left us, 
and the tracks in the snow showed clearly he had gone 
back to join the pack which we had last heard near the 
Cane River wilderness. Several days passed before we 
found all of our dogs-including Mikel 

There are a lot of exploits of Blue and Mike, together 
with Little Lead and Rock and others, which I should 
like to tell. One side story seems worthy of mention. My 
three children were highly elated when they heard their 
Daddy had choked a bear to death. My return home was 
delayed a day or so as we searched for our lost dogs. In 
the meantime, the newspapers had carried the story-it 
finally reached the N ew York Times and was fea tured 
(illustrated by a picture of two small bears carried on a 
pole-not that of Will and me-in a Sunday edition) , so 
by the time I reached my home a hundred miles from the 
scene of action, the episode was well circulated in our 
local community. It seemed that just about all the chil
dren in our neighborhood-and there were many of them 
-had assembled on our lawn. Conrad Henderson-one 
of my three-year-old friends-insisted on sitting on my 
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knee. When the point in my story reached the beginning 
of my advantage and the choking stage, Conrad became 
restless and remarked as he crawled down from my knee, 
"Thunderation-it's all bull. I do not believe a word of 
it and Mother said she didn't either." 

Our house was situated on an eminence above the 
Valley stream. The Dim Branch ran by it, and our kennel 
was built so as to include the branch within its enclosure. 
The bridge which crossed the North Fork stream was 
about one-fourth mile away, and scores of automobiles 
crossed it night and day, but Blue and Mike and Lead and 
Rock paid no attention to the many cars. However, when
ever I went home and struck the bridge, they broke loose 
with yelping and running around and around in the ken
nel. For some reason, they recognized my car, or its driver. 
Such recognition was not an unusual case but happened 
over and over for a period of years. Many dog lovers and 
scientists have long been convinced that in many cases 
mental telepathy is, or has been, well established between 
dogs and their masters. Of this I have no doubt. Still, it 
seems difficult to explain how one was recognized, over 
and over, and over a distance of a fourth of a mile. 

My brother Will considered Blue and Mike the best 
all-round dogs he had known. In my opinion, no greater 
tribute could be paid these lovable dogs! 

Pro Bono Publico 

IT SEEMS TO ME now that 60 or 70 years ago we were 
always hunting, getting ready for a hunt, or returning 
from one, but this couldn't have been entirely true, for 
life in the Valley included many other duties and pleas
ures. 

Because my father had the only gristmill and sawmill 
in the Valley in the years before the beginning of the 20th 
Century, we were kept busy grinding corn and sawing 
lumber. He had his father's farm, too, and that meant 
cultivating wheat, hay, corn, oats, and other crops. We 
looked after horses, cattle, sheep, turkeys, chickens, and 
geese, drove the cattle to the high grasslands in the sum
mer, cut timber, and pressed cider. We also went to school 
and attended every singing school for miles around
from North Fork in Buncombe to Curtis's Creek in Mc
Dowell, and even over on Big Ivy and Reems Creek. 
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There were such diversions as hayrides to camp meetings 
and other public gatherings, sweeping through the Val
ley behind a well-matched span of four horses, and riding 
horseback. Yes, we did a great deal besides hunt even 
though it is difficult for me to remember plowing, hoeing 
corn, cutting wood, and building rail fences . 

None of us was over-worked, for there always were 
several families "on the place. " No one thought of them 
as " tenants," a word I had never heard used until I went 
to Farm School lower down in the Valley where I saw it 
first in a history book. Where we lived, no man set him
self above his neighbor nor was he another's servant. 
Later on a few wealthy people who bought land and built 
summer homes in the Valley employed some of the girls 
of our community, but such arrangements were always 
made according to our own particular customs. The pros
pective employer would meet a neighbor casually and 
say, "Your Sarah, how old is she?" Upon being told, he 
would mention just as casually, "Mrs. Conally has two 
little nieces coming next week and she wondered if you 
would let your Sarah come over and help us out while 
they are with us." 

Nothing would be decided here. Sarah's father would 
talk it over with her mother and if it was agreed that 
Sarah might go, the mother would suggest to the daugh
ter that Mrs. Conally wanted to see her about minding 
some of her young kinfolk. If Sarah were employed, it 
was tacitly understood that she was "helping out," not 
"hiring out, " although she knew she would be paid. 
Employers recognized the divide that separ~ted them and 
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those who "helped them out" in the summer. I never 
knew of a girl in our community being embarrassed or 
treated discourteously, and it was very rare for one of 
them to leave the Valley and become a servant in the 
house of her departing employer. 

Mrs. Conally is an example of the cordial relationship 
which existed between the Valley families and our sum
mer residents. The wife of Colonel John K. Conally, who 
had purchased a large boundary of land in the Valley, she 
loved the Valley and all of its people and the whole com
munity loved her. She showed this devotion in many 
ways. For instance, our public school term was short, and 
for several years she extended it by paying the teacher 
out of her own pocket for the extra time. My sister, Della, 
who taught some 40 years in the North Carolina public 
schools, conducted these extended terms for Mrs. Conally 
as well as those financed by the County. On many occa
sions Mrs. Conally provided warm clothing and shoes for 
children who needed them, and there are many who recall 
the lovely balsams she trimmed at Christmas time and 
loaded with gifts for each child in the neighborhood. 

The summer residents also provided employment for 
the men in the Valley. When Senator Vance was building 
Gombroon, our mill supplied the timber. We were paid 
$6 to $10 a thousand, depending upon the grade, for 
dressed lumber delivered to the site. Had the Senator 
been a Republican, however, I doubt if my father would 
have sold him a stick of lumber, for Fate Burnet had little 
time for "radicals" -as he called them-and welcomed 
neither them nor their business. Those who wanted corn 
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ground could, as far as he was concerned, take their grain 
to "the station," which was Black Mountain after the rail
road came, to Cooper's Station, now Swannanoa, or "to 
town," meaning Asheville. 

The mill, which was powered by a turbine instead of 
a wooden wheel, was bought by my father from an iron 
manufacturer in Virginia or Ohio, I forget which, and 
was installed by a Yankee millwright who had the good 
sense to keep his politics and opinions to himself. He 
stayed at our house while the work was in progress, ate 
heartily at our table, and called my father "Mr. Burnet." 
My mother, who set a fine table always, he called "Miss 
Sally." 

Until the City of Asheville began to condemn property 
at the headwaters of the North Fork for a watershed and 
an "intake"-it finally took the entire Valley-the mill 
was prosperous. It was an important factor in sending my 
three sisters and me to college, and operated until Ashe
ville took so much water into its pipeline that there was 
little left to turn it except during rainy seasons and 
freshets. Finally, the wheels were stilled forever. The 
City gave my father $1 ,800 to recompense him for the loss 
of a means of livelihood which had endured for more 
than a century-and counted itself generous as govern
ments are inclined to do. A quarter of a century later, it 
was to condemn all the land in the Valley and on the sur
rounding mountains and to move everybody out, but it 
did nothing with the property for another 25 years-or 
until 1951 when it got around to building the storage 
dam officially designated as the Burnett Dam and Reser
VOIr. 
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Before resuming this narrative, I feel impelled to make 
a few more observations. I have little patience with the 
law which permits a city to destroy in the name of pro 
bono publico an entire community just to get water for 
its own inhabitants-no matter what price it is willing to 
pay for the land, for the right to live unmolested is .also 
an ancient principle of common law. The money receIved 
by the people of the Valley was soon gone, because they 
and their forebears had lived in the shadow of the Blacks 
and the Craggies for so many generations they were ill 
equipped for any other life . 

Asheville has made a fetish of pure water for a great 
many years and has spent millions unnecessarily while 
the French Broad River laps at her doorstep. 

I may speak of this again, for it has festered in me these 
many years. The fact that only last year I was able to force 
the City to pay for land of my father which it had con
demned for water purposes and had not used only partly 
salves my feeling that the City of Asheville had wronged 
us all and forced us to give up our birthright for a mess 

of pottage. 
Immediately after the City of Asheville had completed 

condemnation proceedings in 1927, its first action was to 
move the families out of the North Fork Valley. Within 
a comparatively short time, this was accomplished and 
the City made haste to see to it that all houses and other 
buildings were torn down and the structures sold. My 
father, who was then nearly 80 years old and had spent 
his life in the Valley, was put out along with the others, 
and his land was left to lay idle for nearly two and a half 
decades. Of his land which the City condemned, about 
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100 acres have not been used for the purpose for which 
the property was condemned, that is "to obtain an addi
tional water supply," and the City is now collecting more 
than $100,000 for sand and gravel which are being re
moved from this tract alone. 

In addition to certain municipalities which have par
ticipated in excessive and unnecessary "land grabs," the 
State and Federal governments have taken huge slices of 
the peoples' land. It has been noted in numerous and 
seemingly authentic and responsible publications over 
the past few years that the Federal Government now 
owns one-fifth of the land area of the United States. 
According to apparently unquestionable figures, Uncle 
Sam owns eighty-seven per cent of all the land in Nevada, 
and here in North Carolina we find the United States 
Forest Service manages 1,079,979 acres which are owned 
by the Federal Government. Yancey County, for example, 
has almost been taken over by the State and various 
United States Government agencies. 

The United States Forest Service practically sets the 
price those of us who have timber and general forest 
products for sale can get. Manned by foresters and gen
eral employes, all of whom are paid by the taxpayers, the 
Service places the citizen in a position where he must gen
erally go along with the prices set by the government. I 
have been forced to sell tracts of timber at the price set 
for government owned and administered land. Even one 
who sells foliage during the Christmas holiday season 
must first learn the prices established by the appropriate 
governmental authorities and then fix his accordingly. 
The fact that certain of the funds received by the govern-
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ment in its forest product sales are returned to the 
County in which the products are produced in no way 
relieves the individual citizen and taxpayer of this bur
den. He is forced to compete with the government! 

When our North Fork Valley was condemned, I looked 
around for some place in our mountains where I and 
perhaps some of my relatives might live out our lives 
without having to leave Western North Carolina. 

I found and purchased about 200 acres, "more or less," 
of land lying on the side of the Bald Knob Ridge and 
including the Toe River Gap and areas on the east side 
of the Pinnacle of the Blue Ridge. There also were valu
able holdings on both the Cherry Log Ridge and the 
Blue Ridge. I had a few years of peaceful and delightful 
possession and then along came the State of North Caro
lina notifying me in legal terms that some 169Y2 of 
my 200 acres were desired by the United States Depart
ment of the Interior for the Blue Ridge Parkway. This 
Parkway, as subsequently constructed, runs through my 
nronertv for less than one mile. I would have been only r --r--- ' - . 
too willing to have donated, say, a 500-foot right-of-way, 
but the high officials insisted that the l69Y2-plus acres 
were needed "in the public interest." "The public inter
est"-such crimes have been committed in thy name! 
Well, after numerous conferences and after being threat
ened by the high-powered lawyers representing my native 
state of North Carolina, I finally deeded the tract to the 
State to avoid lawsuits involving condemnation proceed
ings. North Carolina, subsequently, deeded it over to the 
Parkway authorities. 

A few years later, the powers that be in, or out, of 
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Washington decided they must have 20 more acres at the 
Pinnacle Spring-some three-quarters of a mile off the 
Parkway and certainly the most valuable of my holdings. 
This I fought in the courts-the Federal Court. My deed, 
a state grant some 110 years old, definitely covered the 
Pinnacle Spring. However, I lost the land and some sev
eral thousand dollars fighting the case. 

My advice to the reader is this: If you possess, or think 
you possess, anything desired by the municipal, the State, 
or the Federal Government, just make quick work of it 
and give it to them in fee simple! It might save you some 
money if you should pay them a reasonable amount to 
take it off your hands-pro bono publico! 

And while I am discussing matters which involve the 
Blue Ridge Parkway and its administration, I am led to 
mention another which has been of serious concern to 
thousands of mountaineers-that is, changing names and 
ignoring many of our ancient landmarks. Take the Toe 
River Gap, which for nearly 200 years was one of the best 
known and frequently USed gaps in the southern Appa
lachian mountains. From South Toe River, from the 
Catawba Valley, from the Black Mountain-North Fork 
areas, travelers from Reems Creek and Big Ivy, going 
from one section to another, used the Toe River Gap 
trail. According to the earliest pioneers, the oldest trail 
in our section was the Blue Ridge, leading from Buck 
Creek Gap and below along the top of the Blue Ridge 
and going through Toe River Gap. Although many insig
nificant markers have been placed along the Parkway, 
there is nothing to indicate that this well known pioneer 
trail and gap ever existed. It is now marked with con-
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struction scars, and locust sprouts and thorn bushes have 
taken over what once was, and could still be, a most attrac
tive blue grass covered spot. 

But worst of all, many loads of blasted rock, debris, and 
other rubbish have been dumped on the grounds at the 
Gap I 

About one-fourth of a mile northeast of Toe River 
Gap is another ancient landmark known for some 200 
years as the Beech Gap. Through the initiative of the 
Parkway authorities, its name has been changed to Black 
Mountain Gap! 

And Mount Mitchell! From the best known and cele
brated of our mountains, this rare primeval area is being 
turnecl. into something of a glorified Coney Island! Thou
sands of its balsams and spruce trees have been slaugh
tered and unnecessarily so. Bulldozers and huge shovels 
have taken their toll-and all this under the direction 
and supervision of North Carolina's Department of Con
servation and Development. Conservation? Develop
ment? Thousands of balsam trees in the Mount Mitchell 
area are dying on the stump, and if the wanton destruc
tion is not stopped, it will not be very long before the 
balsam on the highest mountain in the East will be just 
a dim memory. 

The Department of Conservation and Development 
itself has been active in the name-changing of some of our 
old landmarks. Two peaks which to all mountaineers 
who lived anywhere near them were "The Black Broth
ers" are now called Mount Craig and Big Tom. I wonder 
just what Locke Craig, who more than any person known 
to me reverenced the pioneer names, would think of this 
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changing of names of two of the mountains in the Black 
Mountain range. Apparently no marker has even been 
considered to inform the thousands of visitors each year 
as to who was responsible for the purchase and preserva
tion of the Mount Mitchell area. 

My grandfather built his home about one mile above 
the original Laurel Branch log cabin which had become 
too small for his growing family. For his new and larger 
home, he chose a site on the Dim Branch, so called be
cause near its source on Big Brushy Mountain it spread 
out and covered a large smooth cliff and the gently flow
ing stream at the point where it ran over the cliffs was 
normally no more than one-half inch deep. As was the 
rule of pioneers generally, this pretty little stream was 
given the appropriate name of Dim Branch. 

A lumber concern from Pittsburgh bought the timber 
above the falls and built a chute to skid the logs over 
them and far down into the Valley. Soon after the lum
bering operation was over, surveyors from the Tennessee 
Valley Authority, in making out new and official maps, 
designated the Dim Branch the "Shute Branch." I have 
noticed this name on several maps and drawings. They 
did not even know how to spell it! 

But to change the old names seems to be nothing new 
for the TVA. For example, it changed the name of Cane 
Creek Mountains to Swannanoa Mountains. While I 
think there is no more attractive name in our Western 
North Carolina Mountains than "Swannanoa" and have 
regretted that there seems to be a tendency in Buncombe 
County to drop this pioneer name and substitute others 
for it, I think there is a better way to perpetuate it than 
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as a name for mountains which have had their own appro
priate name for generations. 

And I am simply unable to understand why the City 
of Asheville and/ or Buncombe County, or both of them, 
ever hung on to the name of "Tunnel Road." The road 
across Beaucatcher Mountain was called by the people 
of the eastern part of Buncombe County and by the pub
lic in general Town Mountain Road, the Black Mountain 
Road, or the Black Mountain highway, and the road from 
Gudger's Bridge down the river by way of Biltmore was 
known as the Swannanoa Road or the Swannanoa Drive. 
Tunnel Road! How scarce names must have been! 
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Daddy's last hunt . .. 

I HAVE SAID VER Y LITTLE about my older brother, Will, 
who was the most successful bear and deer hunter of our 
last generation of Burnet hunters. First of all, he was 
almost as swift in the woods as the game he pursued. 
R '!,rely was anyone able to keep up with him, for he could 
parallel the race and usually go out ahead of the dogs. 
H~ usually drove-hardly ever taking a stand when 

huntmg. He was the chief warden for the North Fork 
Watershed for almost half a century. He was in the forests 
alx.n0st dai.ly-a trained woodsman, and his ability and 
skill as a nfleman equalled his supremacy as a successful 
hunter and resourceful woodsman. He told me late in life 
that he had never shot at but one bear he failed to kill 
and this was a long shot from ridge to ridge at a runnin~ 
bear. The reason for this was that a near blizzard was 
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blowing, and he could not follow the sound of the run
ning dogs, therefore was unable to follow through and 
determine whether he had hit the rapidly moving animal. 
Will hunted a lot with Blue and Mike and Little Lead. 

My father, who was nearing 80 years of age, had never 
tired of hunting and it was constantly on his mind even 
though in his advancing years physical disabilities made 
it impossible for him to follow the chase. 

Will and I decided to plan a hunt for him. Daddy and 
I with Rock, who always rode with me, were on the front 
seat of the car. Will, with Little Lead, Blue and Mike, 
and two of Joe McAfee's splendid dogs occupied the back 
seat. We drove up the old Toll Road, passing Buck Flats, 
Big and Little Piney, and Big and Little Slatey. We had 
gone around Graybeard by sun-up and a little later had 
passed Rocky Knob and started around the Pinnacle of 
the Blue Ridge. The old road was rough, and I was driv
ing slowly and cautiously. Suddenly Rock, who was nes
tled close by me, became alert, and Daddy remarked, 
"That dog smells something." I stopped the car and Will 
got out to investigate. 

Will soon discovered where a bear had crossed the road 
before a rain which had fallen early in the night. He 
said it had a large track. We decided to turn Rock loose, 
and he soon gave mouth on the cold trail of the bear. The 
other dogs were let out of the car to join in working out 
the cold trail. The bear had gone down Mill Creek. 

We decided Will would stay with the cold trailing pack 
and I would take Daddy out near the Toe River Gap 
and leave him on a reasonably good stand, but most im
portant where he could hear the race. When we stopped 
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the car, we heard the dogs crossing out from Mill Creek 
and going over the Blue Ridge and on into the thickly 
wooded wilds between the Cherry Log and the Bald 
Knob ridges. 

Daddy scrambled out. I handed him his 45-70 Spring
field, and using his gun as a walking stick, he clambered 
up the bank and onto the top of the ridge overlooking 
the Asheville watershed, so excited he forgot the crutches 
without which he had not walked for "many moons." I 
drove the car on around to where I took my stand. I could 
hear the dogs working hard on the trail, and all of a sud
den, bedlam broke loose. They had jumped the bear and 
he had set a straight course to the watershed. Will, who 
was down on the Blue Ridge below the Isinglass Rock, 
tried to head the dogs off, and did so, but the bear had 
slipped out and had a good head start. The irony of it, 
the bear ran right through Daddy's old stand-"Fate's 
Stand"-on the east side of the Pinnacle, with the old 
hunter not more than 400 yards away! But such a race! 

All six dogs were eager and giving full mouth. They 
rolled into the Big Right Hand Fork section, crossed the 
creek at the old cattle turnpike, and raced on up the side 
of the John Morgan Ridge where they caught up with 
the bear and engaged him in a fracas which lasted the 
better part of an hour. The bear had headed for the Cane 
River wilderness some four miles distant. 

Finally, he broke and ran down the Big Right Hand 
Fork almost to the Intake, leaving us about five miles 
behind. Will and I went for Daddy, who again was help
less without the crutches he had left in the car. Now that 
much of the excitement had passed and the dogs had last 
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been heard low down on the Bear Wallow Ridge, he 
could not take a step. We helped him to the car and drove 
back down the old Toll Road as fast as was safely possible, 
then through Black Mountain and across to North Fork 
and up the Valley. The dogs had been out of hearing for 
several hours, and we could not hear a sound of them 
anywhere in the Valley. When we reached home, none of 
them had come in and it was pitch dark. 

Next morning we went to Champ Burnet's and he told 
us he had heard the dogs come high up in the Chestnut 
Cove about 4 o 'clock the afternoon before and thought 
they were fighting or baying something. We searched for 
them all day but had no luck. However, two had returned 
home when we got back. They were full to the stretching 
point and refused food. Next day, the others came in one 
by one-also well fed and not interested in eating. At 
intervals during the next few days, they would go off for 
a while and return home with full stomachs. 

Noone is expected to believe our unanimous con
clusion-and Cousin Champ agreed-that the valiant pack 
had actually killed the bear and had been eating on him 
for several days, but if they did kill him, they did some
thing, that so far as we know, had never been heard of 
by hunters anywhere . We vouch for the facts as related, 
but we do not claim that this unrivalled pack of dogs 
killed the bear. If so, was he worried to death? We know 
he was whipped when he gave up the fight on the John 
Morgan Ridge and ran downhill for six miles and almost 
went to the Valley settlements. Did he have a heart attack? 

We saw only his track and it was a large one. 
So ended Daddy's last bear hunt! 
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Their eyes saw the glory 

SUNRISE AND SUNSET from Mount Mitchell are glori
ous sights one never forgets. 

Because my description would not do justice to this 
beauty, which I have enjoyed time and again through the 
years, I am using the words of others to give my readers 
an indication of the marvelous experience in store for 
them. 

Of the sunset, Christian Reed said: "After supper, we 
take our way back to the summit. There the full glory 
of all that we have come to see bursts upon us. How can 
one write of it? How give the faintest idea of the beauty 
which lies below us on this September day? How describe 
the sublimated fairness of the day itself in the rarefied air 
of this high peak?" 
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Here is her description of the sunrise (just as beautiful 
is the sunrise from my cabin, which is only five miles from 
the top of Mount Mitchell): 

"We climb the peak in the cold, gray dawn, with just 
enough of dim light to show us a mist lying all around .... 

"We are in the midst of a boundless ocean, on the 
distant limit of which the sunrise glow is growing bright
er ... . For once in our lives we realize what the daily 
miracle which we call sunrise really is. Along at least half 
the circle of the horizon a flushing radiance extends, 
infinitely varied in its combination of color. There is not 
a tint known to earth, or sea, or sky, which does not find 
a place on the wide changing belt of splendor-and many 
of them are so exquisite that we can only liken them to 
the colors of the purest gems. There are seas of aqua
marine and chrysolite, there are clouds of ruby and gold, 
of amethyst and jacinth, and from the rocky point on 
which we stand to this heaven of beauty, nothing inter
venes save a vast expanse of mist, over which the lumi
nous glory falls, gliding with prismatic radiance its myri
ad waves . . .. 

"The most careless of us stand enthralled by the maj
esty of the spectacle-forgetful of our appearance, indif
ferent to the sharp coldness of the morning air. 

"Mr. (Dan) Burnet, who has probably beheld a thou
sand sunrises from mountain peaks, is roused sufficiently 
to say. 'Now that's pretty-ain't it? ' 

"See! Yonder comes the sun. How long has his prepara
tion for rising lasted? An hour-it was a quarter to five 
when we gained the peak, and the first flush of color lay 
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along the east; it is a quarter to six now, when the sun 
appears over the horizon. 

"We are lost in admiration of the marvellous beauty 
which grows greater rather than less now that the sun 
has risen. The sun itself conveys no stronger impression 
of immensity than the boundless ocean of vapor which 
we overlook.-One feels as if one might launch a boat on 
it, says one. Yonder is an island or two-several islands 
appear on the verge of the horizon-we have the Atlantic 
on one side and the Pacific on the other." 

Locke Craig said: 
"I have stood on that mountain in the early morning 

and looked beyond the Blue Ridge Mountains over the 
land where lie the ashes of my fathers. I have seen the 
day break beyond the eternal hills; the mountains give 
forth their forms from out the bosom of the darkness; 
from the dewy branch little snowbirds salute the coming 
sun-'Stars fade out and galaxies-street lamps of the City 
of God.' Clouds of the night storm are lifted up on sheets 
of fire and rolled back in pillars of flame. When far over
head they are caught up by the morning breeze and swept 
away, perfect day is established, and there is peace." 

"Mitchell's best view is at sunrise. In the light of dawn 
the world of mountains seems to rise out of the darkness 
of the infinite abyss; below great lakes of white clouds 
cover the valleys; the chambers of the East are hung with 
crimson and cloth of gold for the Majesty of Day is 
approaching with his escort of splendor .... 

"The Universe is flinging wide its portals for the Levee 
of the Great High King."-From Locke Craig, "Memoirs 
and Speeches." 
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In the words of Senator Vance : 
"I have stood on the summits of the very monarch of 

our great Southern Alleghanies and seen the night flee 
away before the chariot wheels of the God of day. The 
stars receded before the pillars of lambent fire that 
pierced the zenith, a thousand ragged mountain peaks 
began to peer up from the abysmal darkness, each looking 
through the vapory seas that filled the gorges like an 
island whose jutting and confounding base was swilled 
by the wild and wasteful ocean. As the curtain was lifted 
more and more arid the eastern brightness grew in radi
ance and in glory, inanimate nature preposed to receive 
her Lord; the tiny snowbird from its nest in the turf 
began chirping to its young; the silver pheasant sounded 
its mourning drum-beat for its mate in the boughs of the 
fragrant fir ; the deer rising slowly from its mossy couch 
and stretching himself in graceful curves, began to crop 
the tender herbage; whilst the lordly eagle rising straight 
upward from his home on the crag, with pinions wide 
spread, bared his golden breast to the yellow beams and 
screamed his welcome to the sun in his coming! 

"Soon the vapors of the night are lifted up on shafts of 
fire , rolling and seething in billows of refulgent flame, 
until when far overhead, they are caught upon the wings 
of the morning breeze and swept away, perfect day was 
established and there was peace."-From Dowd's "Vance." 
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Rock . .. far out and beyond . .. 

THE FIRST GLIMPSE I had of Rock, I knew he had to 
be my dog. He seemed to know it, too, instinctively. 
When I first patted his head he silently begged my pardon 
before turning away and not deigning to notice me fur
ther. Rock was determined to do nothing to queer the 
deal. 

When I got him and his partners home, finally, and 
started to put them in the run with Blue and Mike, Rock 
reared up, put his forefeet on my shoulders and nuzzled 
my neck. It all happened in a second, then he whirled 
and went into the run. In the years that followed, this 
was always his greeting to me and to me only. 

Hunting dogs live to hunt, and can sense it when there 
is a hunt in the offing. And when I managed to get up to 
the Valley from my home in Greenville, the dogs seemed 
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to know immediately whether a hunt was coming up. If 
there were, they would go crazy as soon as I looked into 
the run. Such jumping, running, barking, and howling 
you never saw except for Rock, who would stand quietly 
until the others had settled down and then he would rear 
up, put his great paws on my shoulder, and tell me he 
was glad I had come home. For a second he would lay 
his muzzle against my cheek and my arms would go 
around his huge shoulders. 

On the trail Rock never passed me without brushing 
against my leg. He gave me all his devotion, gave it with 
dignity and gentleness. I never recall his licking my face 
or my hand, and his paws-on-the-shoulder greeting took 
place only upon my first arrival. 

Rock was massive, weighing about 30 pounds more 
than the average hound. He was coal black, except for 
the white tip of his tail and a white blaze which extended 
from his jaws to his chest; the hair on his underbelly was 
tinged with brown, and he had a brown marking above 
each eye. When he was puzzled, he seemed to wrinkle his 
forehead, for all the world like a person. 

His previous owner had found him in the Smoky 
Mountain Ranges sunning himself on the front porch 
of a mountain log cabin-an awkward, over-sized puppy, 
friendly, and possessing a great deal of dignity. 

His mouth was coarse, his voice the deepest I ever 
heard on a trail. When the sound from the pack was dim 
or could not be heard at all, you could still hear Rock. 
This gave rise to a phrase I never heard applied to anoth
er dog. "That Rock," my father said admiringly, "can be 
heard from far out and beyond." It was so. 
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In the kennel Rock was the gentlest of dogs-good 
humored-tolerant-and big enough not to have to throw 
his weight about. He was a peace-maker and arbiter, and 
many's the time I have seen snarling kennel mates quiet 
down when he passed between them. 

He was a fine strike dog and a tireless tracker on the 
trail. His nose was cold and he usually worked on after 
other dogs gave up. He made use of the wind and circled 
to take advantage of its drift, sniffed the bushes, and 
would stop on a trail to look over the terrain, reminding 
one of the Bible phrase " to spy out the land." When other 
dogs appeared to have a fresher track than he had been 
able to uncover, he would go to them. 

But above everything else, Rock was a fighter. As such 
he was worthy to rank with Ketch and Sooner. His was 
the reckless, slashing, stand-and-take-it and keep-dishing
it-out type of fighting. There was something in him that 
made him want to kill a bear. It was viciousness and reck
lessness carried to the top degree-unnerving almost, for 
one couldn't help from thinking, "Suppose he should 
t urn on man?" I have seen him close in on a bear as if 
the bear were another dog, and in a thrice both of them 
would be on their hind legs tearing at each other on 
equal footing. Once I saw him attack a huge hog killer 
with such venom that the bear was the first to break run-, 
ning down hill for three or four miles with Rock in pur
suit, a whipped bear! 

On two occasions I carried him away from a fight in 
my arms, more than 100 pounds of dead weight, a dog 
more dead than alive. But he recovered, and was always 
just as eager to fight again. 
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I got Rock and his partner Little Lead by persistence, 
resourcefulness, and good hard money. I had no need of 
them, but I have no regrets. 

I had often said that with two such dogs as Blue and 
Mike a man could make quite a reputation for himself 
in our mountains as a hunter. Perhaps I should have been 
satisfied with those two dogs, but I wasn't. 

I wanted to own a pack of dogs-a Burnet pack, and 
with Blue and Mike I had the nucleus of one of the great
est packs ever to hunt in our Valley. All that was neces
sary was to get three more good dogs, but where was I to 
find such running mates? 

Daddy and I would sit on the long front porch for 
hours discussing qualifications we needed for another 
Burnet pack. We also would discuss "their keep," for a 
pack of bear dogs will eat their weight in dog food and 
meat about once a month. Fate allowed that "Sally's been 
baking dog bread since right after the War and it won't 
be much more trouble to add to what she 's fixing for 
those Blue dogs of yours." He always called Blue and 
Mike "those Blue dogs. " So with this go-ahead I began 
to look for the three dogs I wanted, mindful that they 
must have the qualities my Father and I had agreed were 

necessary. 
For some time we had been getting reports of success-

ful bear hunts over on Reem's Creek, which lay across 
Big Craggy, about 10 miles from the Valley. This indi
cated more than that there were bears on Reem's Creek. 
It indicated, too, that someone over there had some good 
bear dogs and liked hunting. The man who had the most 
bear skins stretched out on his smokehouse wall was a 
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I got Rock and his partner Little Lead by persistence, 
resourcefulness, and good hard money. I had no need of 
them, but I have no regrets. 

I had often said that with two such dogs as Blue and 
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Burnet pack. We also would discuss "their keep," for a 
pack of bear dogs will eat their weight in dog food and 
meat about once a month. Fate allowed that "Sally's been 
baking dog bread since right after the War and it won't 
be much more trouble to add to what she 's fixing for 
those Blue dogs of yours." He always called Blue and 
Mike "those Blue dogs. " So with this go-ahead I began 
to look for the three dogs I wanted, mindful that they 
must have the qualities my Father and I had agreed were 

necessary. 
For some time we had been getting reports of success-

ful bear hunts over on Reem's Creek, which lay across 
Big Craggy, about 10 miles from the Valley. This indi
cated more than that there were bears on Reem's Creek. 
It indicated, too, that someone over there had some good 
bear dogs and liked hunting. The man who had the most 
bear skins stretched out on his smokehouse wall was a 
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transplanted North Fork resident who appeared to be a 
better hunter than we had thought when he lived on our 
side of the mountain. He also had developed into a better 
trader than I had any right to suspect, even though I had 
gone to school with him. 

When I went over for my first conversation about dogs 
and to renew an old friendship, I could see right off that 
the negotiations would require some time. They included 
a hunt with him and my bear hide stretched on his smoke
house. But at last, as I knew I would, I became the sole 
owner of Rock and Little Lead and a fair-grade hound 
which was thrown in for good measure and made a decent 
enough fifth in a pack of four champions. 

If Little Lead had not been in such fast company, he 
would have rated a special chapter in this treatise. He 
complemented Mike and Blue and Rock perfectly and 
was a wonderful strike dog. He was of average size, not 
heavily built, and appeared from his markings to be of 
Walker breed. Next to our Chambers Lead of around 50 
vears before, he was our best sticker and often staved with , , 

his bear for days on end. 
One of my brother Will's best stories-and he had a 

lot of good ones which always were based on actual facts 
-resulted indirectly from Rock's being lost for several 
days after the end of a bear hunt. This story involved 
Rock, a mama goat, her two kids, a group of tourists, four 
well-known hunters, and as many gallons of white light
ning. Yes, and a Model T Ford and an orchestra! 

It began innocently enough. The bear hunt had ended 
on the high tops of the Blacks. The dogs had come in
all but Little Lead and Rock. Finally Little Lead came in 
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but Rock was still out. We were anxious even though his 
name was on his collar, just as were those of all our dogs, 
for dogs accustomed to riding in a car began looking 
around for transportation every time they came to a road. 
They would climb into any old automobile, and many 
were stolen, for a smart dognaper could pick up a fine 
hound in the Smokies and have him sold in West Virginia 
before nightfall. 

But back to my story. About the time we were frantic 
over Rock's not returning, a phone call came, relayed 
through a messenger, telling us that Rock was at a saw 
mill at the head of Curtis's Creek over in McDowell 
county. A neighbor with a dog missing wanted to go 
along and two others joined in the search for Rock. The 
four hunters started out one morning in late September 
in a Model T Ford. It was a damp and chilly day. By 
the time they reached Old Fort in the open car, they 
needed something to perk them up, so they stopped 
at a house one of them knew and decided while they were 
at it to take some on home. Four half-gallons of white 
corn was the answer. Three went under the back seat 
and one on the floorboards in the front. As the hunters 
turned up Curtis's Creek, it began to rain. They were 
wet inside and outside and didn't care. Each time they 
crossed the creek-and there were many crossings-it 
seemed that the water was higher. At one ford, the Model 
T just wouldn't go any farther. The differential housing 
had hung up on a rock, and there was nothing to do 
except for two of the passengers to get out and push. So 
they took off their shoes and socks, turned up their trou
sers, took a nip in case they should run into a snake, and 
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began to push. The Ford wouldn't budge. Finally they 
put their backs against it and practically lifted it off the 
rock. When it moved forward, they sat down in the water 
-up to their necks. Of course they had to have another 
pull at the fruit jar before beginning to rocket on up the 
road. 

The mill had long since closed down with nothing left 
except a few shanties and a sawdust pile. They stopped 
at the first house which seemed to be occupied and asked 
about the dog and the mill. The lady gave them direc
tions. As they talked, a mama goat walked around the 
house, two kids beside her. They priced the kids and 
bought them both for $1 each. Catching them was a 
problem and required stimulants. They were loaded in 
the back of the car with their new owners, each of whom 
had small boys at home. On up the road they found Rock 
tied to a logger's shack. They gave the gentleman $1 for 
Rock's board and a nip or two from the fruit jar. 

The back seat was pretty crowded by the time Rock 
joined the two men and two kids. Two men can hardly 
hold two half-grown goats and a huge bear dog. They 
stopped to discuss the matter. One of them happened to 
remember that the side curtains were under the back 
seat. So out they poured, goats, dogs, and people, and got 
out the side curtains and another fruit jar. By this time, 
everything had to be considered very solemnly and no 
decision could be made without a toast, but they were in 
fair order when they finally started back down the road. 

On coming down within sight of the old mill site at the 
forks of the road, they saw the woman from whom the 
kids had been purchased standing by the roadside in the 
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rain. She was nervously wringing her apron, and a look 
of distress was on her face. The mother goat had just 
about worried the life out of her. The goat was desperate. 
She had been "a-running and a-bleating" ever since the 
kids had been taken away. Would the gentlemen like to 
buy her? 

Under the circumstances, she would sell her for fifty 
cents. After deliberate consultation, the men agreed the 
price seemed most reasonable . It was reasoned that were 
a kid, a half-grown kid, worth one dollar, surely a full
grown goat was a bargain at fifty cents. The trade con
summated, the problem of catching the goat arose. Leav
ing the driver of the Model T to look after the kids and 
Rock, the other three men and the woman began to close 
in on her but she was suspicious. Around the house, 
across the garden fence , around the edge of the woods, 
back through an empty cabin, on into the back door of 
the occupied shack, out at the front door, right over the 
sawdust pile, and under a floor and out at the back side, 
she ran. Then she started back over the sawdust pile and 
made it almost to the top before she mired down and was 

caught. 
The fifty cents was duly paid. She was put into the car 

with the two men, two kids, and Rock. The journey 
homeward was resumed. Although crowded, the mother 
goat appeared calm and somewhat at ease. Her anxious 
and distressed bleating had ceased. She was with her fam
ily; however, she didn't like dogs at all. In the afternoon, 
the party passed back through Old Fort and began the 
long, steep climb to the top of the Blue Ridge at the 
Swannanoa Gap. The Model T ran hot and was side-
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tracked at a watering-trough. Here the road had been 
widened and leveled off. While the car cooled off, spirits 
were again replenished. All four of the men were out of 
the car. In the meantime an itinerant mountain orchestra 
came around the bend of the road. One had a fiddle; the 
other carried a banjo under his arm. Acquaintance was 
readily struck up. Hospitality was offered and accepted. 
Good fellowship mellowed. Music was suggested. It was 
prompt and lively. More hospitality was offered and all 
present joined in. A group of tourists came up the road 
and stopped for a drink of cold mountain water. Three 
ladies and two men rolled out of a Dodge. They wanted 
to hear some music; "good old mountain music, " as they 
put it. They were offered fruit jar hospitality, and ac
cepted; all five of them. More music resounded through 
the hills and hollows of the Blue Ridge range. Finally, 
another all-round thirst developed. The cool water was 
a good chaser. The music grew livelier. The Arkansas 
Traveller was rendered and encored. And when the 
strains of Sourwood Mountain broke loose, the entire 
gang sang it. 
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Partners were grabbed and dancing broke loose. Six 
men; three lovely women. What a party! At the very 
height of hilarity, a side curtain was smashed on the 
Model T and out came the mother goat. One long leap 
and she was on the ground. The music ceased, and all 
hands joined in and soon recaptured her. The two-man 
band resumed playing. Again the gay group started danc
ing. The man who was holding the goat felt music rising 
in his heels. He took her by the front legs and placed a 
foot on each of his shoulders; they fitted perfectly for he 
was rather chunky and not too tall. He swung her into 
the procession. Round and around they danced. She kept 
perfect time. Her movements, while a bit stiff, were 
rhythmical. Her dancing was the high point of a gay 
party. Kodaks were brought out from the Dodge, and 
many pictures were taken. A final and goodbye shot from 
the fruit jar was enjoyed. And then a ring was formed, a 
close circle with arms entwined around each others' waist, 
and with the mother goat occupying the center with two 
strong arms around her, Auld Lang Syne was sung to the 
accompaniment of the fiddle and banjo. The sun was 
going down behind the Blue Ridge. The afternoon shad
ows lengthened. Mother goat was put back in the car, and 
the climb toward the sunset was resumed. And Rock? 
His solemn and kindly eyes had witnessed strange doings. 
His large, low-hanging ears had been hearing strange 
things. However, he did not participate. I think I said he 
was always a thorough gentleman! 
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IT SEEMS I MUST close this book with a note of sadness. 
In fact, I have felt a note of sadness as I have written it. 
A one-time community life so wholesome now is a mere 
memory! 

House-raisings when the entire community joined in 
are no more. Logs for the cabin were cut, hauled in, 
hewed and notched and erected-all because of commu
nity interest, cooperation, and helpfulness-and in a sin
gle day. When my brother Bart-the first in our family 
to take a bride-was married, his three-room cabin was 
built in one day, and by dusk smoke was coming out of 
the chimney. 

And the log-rollings when the new grounds were 
cleared! Neighbors came en masse to help get the heavy 
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logs rolled together for burning. The women joined in 
and conducted quilting parties. 

The "corn-shuckings"-as we called them-always drew 
our Valley people together, and competition was keen in 
husking through to the implanted "red ear" where the 
little brown jug awaited the winner. 

No more shall we take a day off annually for our Valley 
"Ring-Ride" or tournament, our community gala occa
sion. Here the speed of our horses and the skill of the 
riders had the year-by-year test. After the contests were 
over, the queen selected and crowned, and a bountiful 
supper had been eaten, chairs were pushed back and car
pets rolled up, and the champion rider and contest win
ner and the tournament queen led all of us in the grand 
ball to the music of Jim Slagle'S fiddle and the banjo pick
ing of Bob Davidson. 

And while these memories reflect a feeling of sadness, 
those of the deaths of some of the dogs about which you 
have been reading are to me the saddest of all. Ketch, 
our good friend and hunting companion! Hugh Murphy 
took Ketch to Florida for a bear hunt. Several Florida 
bears were killed, before he pursued a large bear into one 
of the many, many swamps and swam in to further engage 
the bear in desperate fight. An alligator or a crocodile 
pulled him under the water. He died fighting. 

And Sooner? Heavy steel traps had been set where a 
huge bear had killed a hog, and Sooner was caught by all 
four feet. When we found him, after his days of captivity 
and pain, the jaws of the strong traps had so lacerated his 
legs he was never able to walk again and was finally "put 
to sleep" as an act of mercy! 
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And Rock-my Rock! He had broken out of his kennel 
and gone courting. After days and nights without food or 
sleep, he was returning to North Fork tired and weary 
when some panicky female yelled "Mad-dog." Neighbors 
rushed for their guns and firing began. Rock couldn't 
understand this. He would not and did not run or seek 
to escape. Before the hysteria had subsided 16 bullets had 
crushed into his body. Bystanders said he never let out 
a whimper. 

The other dogs I have told you about lived out in com
fort their normal and natural lives. 
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